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2TU. Telephone +44 (0) 1332 827446. E-mail WPDInnovation@westernpower.co.uk 
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HV  High Voltage 
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Executive Summary 
The UK energy industry faces unprecedented challenges as energy usage patterns change through 
the use of new technology and the need to be more fuel efficient generally in order to meet GB 
climate change targets. One such challenge is the increased use of electric buses as a mode of public 
transport to replace the existing diesel fleets. 

There is little anecdotal evidence to point to in order to provide insights into what the impacts of 
increased electric bus adoption would be on the existing electricity network. Although there is some 
research in this area we felt it pertinent to do something more robust based on real trials. It also 
offered technology providers the opportunity to put these ideas into something tangible and gain 
valuable insight into the impacts of electric buses more widely. 

The introduction of Electric Buses could have a major impact on the local electricity distribution 
network, not only in respect of the potential increase in demand that it could create but also on the 
network itself in the need to reinforce it on a potentially industrial scale should these vehicles become 
the norm.  The challenge that Electric Boulevards attempted to address was to find out in a real trial 
the likely impact on DNOs should these buses see wide scale adoption. 

Through the use of inductive chargers (enabling on the go charging) and innovative connection 
arrangements we sought to establish the impact on DNO’s of these vehicles on a larger scale- 8 
buses covering a 15 mile route around Milton Keynes.  The project had three phases over a 2 year 
period.   

This was an extremely successful project incorporating a variety of partners and suppliers. The results 
were encouraging for both bus operators and DNO’s with some compelling evidence that there would 
be no requirement for significant reinforcement in the event of a more wide-scale deployment of 
Electric Buses. 

1. Project Background 
The Electric Boulevards project was designed around the use of Inductive Power Transfer (IPT) 
chargers meaning that the buses would be charged whilst at a number of bus stops throughout the 
trial area as well as whilst at the bus depot. This was a large undertaking and required the 
participation of a number of niche partners, namely Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), Wrightbus, 
Arriva, Arup and Mitsui. 

The project sought to determine the general impact on the network by:  

• Facilitating decarbonisation of the transport system by developing a standard connection 
policy for IPT chargers. Through monitoring of the HV and LV network before and after 
installation, the level of disturbance was assessed and quantified against existing limits.  

• Trialling a number of connection arrangements and comparing traditional reinforcement 
methods with innovative techniques, allowing the most appropriate solution to be developed.  

• Installing a third IPT charger to investigate the ability for deferral of charge during times of 
network constraint and will demonstrate the role of electrical vehicle to grid interaction. 
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• Developing the bus depot wired charging methods and investigate the advantages of allowing 
an intelligent system to manage the charging requirements of multiple vehicles to spread the 
load evenly rather than having the charging infrastructure run unconstrained. 

• Undertaking detailed analysis to further understand what a UK wide electric bus fleet would 
look like in terms of demand. 

The project ran from January 2014 to December 2015 and this report brings together all of the 
relevant information for stakeholders. We do not go through in detail the findings within this report as 
they are provided within the Appendices. 

2. Scope and objectives 
The scope of the project is provided in detail within Section 4, in summary though it covered the 
installation of technologies across an agreed route to support the mobilisation of a fleet of electric 
buses within Milton Keynes. 

Appropriate monitoring was in place and data captured throughout the trials in order than detailed 
analysis could be undertaken by TRL. Their reports are included as appendices. 

The objectives of the project and their achievement status are provided below and a more detailed 
commentary on them is provided later in this report within Section 6. 

As mentioned throughout this report all of our stated criteria and objectives were met on this project 
and we are very pleased with the outcomes and in particular being able to develop a template for the 
industry based on these results. 

 

Criteria/Objective Overall  Status 

Objective 1: Infrastructure will be installed to provide 
connection to three IPT chargers in the Milton Keynes area 
using a number of different arrangements. 

 

Objective 2: HV and LV monitoring will be installed before 
and after IPT charger commissioning in order to retrieve 
background harmonic levels. 
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3. Success criteria 
The Electric Boulevards project had a series of success criteria. Given the complexity of the project 
and the need to undertake changes within the local community it was essential that the measures of 
success were such that the project could fully test the technologies and determine what impacts these 
buses have on the network in order to provide a level of confidence for WPD and our stakeholders. 

The success criteria were as follows and it is pleasing that we were able to meet all of them: 

 

Success Criteria Overall  Status 

Success Criteria 1: Install HV and LV 
monitoring devices on the adjacent network 

 

Success Criteria 2: Conduct preliminary lab 
testing of the IPT charger 

 

Success Criteria 3: Connect IPT chargers to the 
network using innovative techniques 

 

Success Criteria 4: Demonstrate charge 
deferral based upon network constraints 

 

Success Criteria 5: Develop an IPT charger 
connection policy 

 

4. Details of the work carried out 
DNOs did not understand the power requirement for connecting the various devices required to run a 
fleet of electric buses and in addition to this there may be diversity, peak current, flicker properties 
and harmonic contribution to take into account as well. 

The aim of the overall project was to increase DNO understanding of the impact of inductive charging 
of electric buses on the distribution network. This was done through the monitoring and recording of 
data from electric buses operating on a route in Milton Keynes.  

The project aimed to facilitate connections of inductive power transfer devices by connecting a 
number to the distribution network through innovative ways and monitoring their effect on the adjacent 
electrical system.  

This project sought to facilitate the decarbonisation of the public transport system by determining the 
infrastructure requirements for inductive power transfer (IPT) chargers and trial new techniques of 
connecting these devices to the distribution system.  Stored battery energy on the buses was 
supplemented by opportunistic wireless charging around the route and the application of charge 
deferral to alleviate network constraints. 

The location and route chosen was Milton Keynes and the Route 7 between Wolverton and Bletchley. 
This is shown below in Figure 1. 
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Fig 1: Route of electric bus trial (From pre-installation proposal) 

The trial consisted of 8 vehicles through a principally urban route through Milton Keynes. Cable fed 
charging was provided overnight and inductive bus stop charging throughout the route. 

A capacity of 120kVA was required to deliver sufficient charge to the bus within the short window of 
time it was waiting at a bus-stop. A linear load of this size should be able to be supplied by the low 
voltage system in most cases without thermal ratings being exceeded, however the non-linear 
equipment used in the IPT system was thought likely to cause high levels of harmonic voltage 
distortion. Engineering Recommendation G5/4 sets the planning levels for harmonic voltage distortion 
to be used in the process for the connection of non-linear equipment and LV equipment creating 
disturbance levels outside of this would need to be connected at HV, increasing the cost and acting 
as barrier to uptake. 

Electric vehicle infrastructure is currently designed to run unconstrained so can be used at any time 
and could add to demand peaks, triggering reinforcement. Demonstrating the ability of the existing 
networks “off-peak capacity” to be used to charge electric vehicles through various techniques could 
potentially alleviate this issue. 

WPD investigated and compared innovative techniques for connecting the IPT chargers to the grid 
without conventional HV reinforcement. Harmonic disturbance on the adjacent network was monitored 
and controlled where possible. Opportunities for deferment of electric bus charging at times of 
network stress were investigated and how active management could enable the uptake of this type of 
infrastructure.  

Traditional load on the LV network tends to drop off during the evening and overnight, which would 
free up capacity to deliver charge to electric vehicles without triggering upstream reinforcement. The 
delivery of this charge would need to be managed in order for the network to remain within thermal 
and voltage limits. Using technology, the level of charge can be managed and prioritised according to 
the anticipated charging window of the vehicle, which will allow more vehicles to be charged 
simultaneously at the same location. 
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WPD worked with the project consortium to complete both pre and post installation testing of the 
electrical disturbance of the devices, as well as evaluating the results and investigating various 
methods of mitigation. 

The project had three distinct phases, all waterfall in approach. This was essential as each phase 
required key outputs & deliverables to be in place from the proceeding phase before commencement 
of the next phase/work package. The outline lifecycle is shown below in Figure 2 with phasing and 
dates. 

 
Electric Boulevards – Project Timeline 

 
Fig 2: Project Timeline 

 

4.1 Phase 1 
 

Phase 1 of the project involved testing of the IPT charging equipment at the bus manufacturer’s 
facility before being installed on the live distribution network. This involved the following activities: 

• Confirmation of round-trip efficiencies compared to manufacturer’s figures. 
• Indicative charging times for a typical daily cycle. 
• End-to-end testing of the system. 
• Initial analysis of harmonic output and effects of misalignment. 

 

The results of these tests were such that we could proceed to the next phase. The next phase 
focused solely on the installation of the equipment in Milton Keynes. 

4.2 Phase 2 
 

Phase 2 of the project involved installation and commissioning of the IPT charging equipment at three 
sites in the Milton Keynes (Wolverton, Milton Keynes Central and Bletchley) area using a variety of 
innovative connection techniques. These were as follows: 

• Connection of the IPT charging equipment on a sole-user LV feed. 

Phase 1 
•Design 
•End to End Testing in Lab Conditions 

Phase 2 
•Build 
•Commissioning and Testing 

Phase 3 
•Trials 
•Data Collection and Analysis 

Sept 2014 

Mar 2014 

Jan 2014 

Dec 2015 
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• Connection of the IPT charging equipment via a small form factor HV transformer. 
• Connection of the IPT charging equipment via a standard HV transformer. 
• Installation of advanced HV and LV monitoring at all locations. 

The comparison of the different connection methodologies enabled a variety of template approaches 
to be developed, offering a number of solutions to planners and these can facilitate the connection of 
the IPT devices without further individual analysis. 

4.3 Phase 3 
 

Phase 3 of the project involved understanding the energy duty cycle of the system following the initial 
results from standard operation. The tests undertaken included: 

• Comparison of overnight wired charging versus opportunistic inductive charging 
• Evaluating the effects that different route profiles and timetable duties have on energy 

requirements 
• Comparison of overnight wired charging versus opportunistic inductive charging 
• Understanding the potential effects that widespread uptake of electric buses might have on 

the UK electrical network 
 

As part of the delivery Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) were asked to complete 6 reports as 
follows: 

• Evaluation of ITS data for prediction of power demand (Task 1) 
• Modelling of power and energy demand from vehicles and chargers (Task 2) 
• Analysis of results after 1 month of operation and refinement of models (Task 4) 
• Analysis of results after 1 year of operation and refinement of models (Task 5) 
• Analysis and Reporting of Outputs (Task 6) 
• Modelling of uptake and future power demands (Task 7) 

 

These reports are contained as an Appendix and the findings are summarised within this report. The 
work was structured so that data would come on line and TRL would do an initial analysis    (Task 4) 
and then do a final analysis (Task 5). The other reports support the work including Task 7 which 
models the implications of a wider roll out of these buses and the supporting devices on demand. 

During the final phase the final results were also collated and analysed and the final reports from TRL 
were produced and approved by WPD. These reports are provided as a number of appendices. 

5. The outcomes of the Project 
The detailed commentary of the outcomes of the project is explained below with reference to the 
relevant Appendix. We also detail some conclusions as well that we feel can be taken forward from 
the project.  

The project showed that although operation of electric buses in Milton Keynes required high power 
charging from the IPT chargers of 120kW (134kVa at the distribution network connection point), it was 
feasible to implement this type of charging infrastructure without substantial disturbances for the DNO 
if bespoke filtering was facilitated to minimise voltage and current disruptions. However, the project 
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also identified a number of potential challenges that should be taken into consideration if larger scale 
deployment of such WPT or similar conductive charging infrastructure is to be undertaken in the UK. 
These are summarised below . 

 
There were a number of key outcomes from the project as follows: 

• HV reinforcement is not always needed and our templates provide DNOs with a tool to help 
with planning for this. 

• IPTs can be connected to the LV network in certain circumstances (e.g. where the network 
impedance permits connection). 

• By connecting to the LV, the cost of full IPT adoption of electric buses would be reduced by in 
excess of £43.9m. 

• The impact on end customers whilst the electrification of the bus network is undertaken could 
be substantial as the works required are not insignificant. 

• The PM7000 units used for power quality analysis recorded detailed information for analysis 
to be carried out. 

• We already have the correct processes to assess disturbance. 

5.1 Apparent Power Demand 
 

Although the average apparent power required by the WPT chargers was 134kVA, much higher 
power demand was also observed with a maximum continues power demand of 155kVA and 
instantaneous spikes of up to 178kVA. In isolation, these may not present much of an issue but if a 
large number of chargers are connected to the same transformer and demonstrate similar behaviour 
then this could have an adverse effect on transformer lifetime. Furthermore, if significant increases in 
WPT electric buses and chargers are anticipated, then their installation and utilisation should be 
planned carefully. Large bus stations could host up to 20 charging bays, resulting in power demand of 
2.7MVA.  

The mean, minimum and maximum apparent power values were also studied to one-second detail for 
certain anomalies. The anomalies were determined by analysing any data values that do not fit in with 
the general pattern. These anomalies were generally detected in the graphs and by filtering the data 
set for minimum or maximum values. 

More information is provided on this within Task 6: Analysis and Reporting of Outputs. 

5.2 Power Factor 
 

Power factor of the IPT chargers used in Milton Keynes was found to be above 0.95 when the 
chargers were supplying power to vehicles. However, during idling and cooling system operation, the 
power factor was below 0.7. If a large number of chargers are connected to the same DNO 
connection and operate at low power factor at the same time, this could lead to higher than allowable 
disturbances. This is particularly likely to have a greater effect on low utilised chargers that 
experience low power factor for a greater proportion of the time. More information is provided on this 
within Task 6: Analysis and Reporting of Outputs. 

5.3 Energy Consumption 
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The WPT chargers were found to have a constant background power draw of between 3kVA and 
15kVA. This would result in energy consumption by these units even when buses are not being 
charged comparable to a regular EV plug-in charger charging an EV but at a much lower power level. 
For bill payers this would result in higher energy consumption and costs for operating such chargers 
than may have been anticipated based on bus energy consumption. More information is provided on 
this within Task 6: Analysis and Reporting of Outputs. 

5.4 Voltage Harmonics 
 

The predicted voltage harmonic Vhp (5.15%) and 5th harmonics (4.69%) were found to be higher 
than the requirement stated in ENAG5/4 of 5% and 4.69% respectively, exceeding the requirements 
for low voltage connections. The first 50 harmonic current values were used to calculate the voltage 
harmonics based on ENA G5/4 requirements document, as can be seen in Figure 3 below. The 
predicted voltage harmonic (Vhp) when modelled with a LV fault level of 10MVA is 3.85%; this is 
below the 5% requirement.  

Therefore, DNO’s must undertake further assessments depending on existing background harmonics 
and decide whether to allow the system to connect to the network or request the necessary 
modifications to be made to the equipment in order to take the harmonics below the required limits. 

 

Fig 3: First 50 voltage harmonics 

More information on harmonics is provided within Report 6: Analysis and Reporting of Outputs. 

5.5 Current  
 

The three phases of the input current and the neutral current were analysed separately. An example 
of the most frequent mean and maximum values are shown for Bletchley in Figure 3a. The maximum 
values recorded are due to fluctuations in the current flow, mainly at the points when a charging cycle 
started or ended. This is the case shown in Figure 3b for the phase A current at Bletchley. 
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Figure 3a: Bletchley, (a) mean and maximum current occurrences and (b) three hours of the current pattern of phase A 

5.6 Data Collection Throughout the Trial 
 

The data from the monitoring units was collected over the course of the year. During that period TRL 
produced two reports Tasks 4 and 5 - detailing the results after one month and one year. The results 
of the data collection then fed into the models for informing Task 7. In that task we were seeking to 
understand the wider effects of electric buses and therefore would suggest that those with an interest 
in the detail read this report.  

In summary, it is clear that whilst there is an impact on total demand across the UK it is not sufficient 
we believe to impact on the overall integrity of the system whereby widescale reinforcement would be 
needed. 

5.7 Conclusions 
 

Our conclusions from this study are shown in Table 1 below. We feel that there is some potential for 
follow on work in the future, but the production of a template for planning purposes, coupled with the 
detailed analysis is sufficient information for now: 

Conclusion Next Steps 

The trials proved that the use of the IPT chargers can 
be integrated readily into the existing network. 

The outputs of the trials will form a 
template that will be integrated into our 
planning tools. This template will be 
provided to other DNOs for their use. 

The WPT chargers were found to have a constant 
background power draw of between 3kVA and 15kVA. 
This would result in energy consumption by these 
units even when buses are not being charged, 
comparable to a regular EV plug-in charger charging 
an EV but at much lower power level. For bill payers 
this would result in higher energy consumption and 
costs for operating such chargers than may have been 
anticipated based on bus energy consumption 

It must be assumed that the chargers 
import a certain minimum demand off the 
network, over and above the additional 
energy required to power the electric 
buses over their daily route mileage. 
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Overall the trials proved that whilst there is the 
potential for the wider network to be impacted by 
Electric Buses, it appears that there is no immediate 
concern about widespread reinforcement. There are 
some additional matters for consideration but we do 
not believe them to be barriers to wide scale roll out. 

The template produced will enable local 
analysis to be done to the required level 
and ensure that connections can be 
provided in an appropriate form to allow 
the take up of electric buses. 

Table 1: Conclusions and Next Steps 
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6. Performance compared to the original Project aims, 
objectives and success criteria 

Below we detail each of the measurement criteria and objectives for Electric Boulevards and provide 
commentary against each. This has been a very successful project providing insight and data that has 
been invaluable in creating a template for future IPT connections. This template can be used across 
the industry for the requirement of connecting IPT charging devices to network and as such 
represents a good result for the industry. 

Whilst the results and findings cannot be implemented now it does provide a template for all DNO’s as 
and when the take up of Electric Buses comes to fruition. It is encouraging to WPD that the impact on 
the network is broadly manageable and does not appear to indicate a large programme of work to 
reinforce the network across the board. 

 
Criteria/Objective Commentary Overall  Status 

Objective 1: Infrastructure will 
be installed to provide 
connection to three IPT 
chargers in the Milton Keynes 
area using a number of different 
arrangements. 

Three IPT chargers were successfully 
installed in the Milton Keynes area at 
Bletchley Bus Depot, Church Street 
Wolverton and Elder Gate, Central Milton 
Keynes. Each charger was connected via a 
different arrangement: LV connection to an 
existing network, Small form factor 
Padmount HV transformer and 
Conventional HV substation respectively. 

 

Objective 2: HV and LV 
monitoring will be installed 
before and after IPT charger 
commissioning in order to 
retrieve background harmonic 
levels. 

Monitoring was installed on the distribution 
network in key locations to record the pre- 
and post-operation disturbances. 

 

Success Criteria 1: Install HV 
and LV monitoring devices on 
the adjacent network 

 

Comprehensive monitoring was installed 
prior to the installations and continued for 
over 12 months of operation and this 
enabled the corresponding change in 
network usage to be analysed. 

 

Success Criteria 2: Conduct 
preliminary lab testing of the IPT 
charger 

The third IPT charger was tested at 
WrightBus facilities in Ballymena for 
integration purposes prior to being 
deployed at the Central Milton Keynes 
location. 

 

Success Criteria 3: Connect IPT 
chargers to the network using 
innovative techniques 

A number of different connection methods 
were trialled and analysed for their varying 
effects on the network. These connection 
methods had different physical size and 
space requirements to cater for a wide 
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variety of installations. 

Success Criteria 4: Demonstrate 
charge deferral based upon 
network constraints 

The different IPT charger locations 
demonstrated that each individual charger 
has a load characteristic based upon the 
number of bus routes and frequency of 
journeys passing through the location. This 
data enabled the requirements for 
connection to be refined and reduce the 
potential reinforcement requirements for the 
installations. 

 

Success Criteria 5: Develop an 
IPT charger connection policy 

 

This project successfully proved that 
existing LV networks can accommodate the 
120kVA IPT chargers as long as the 
network impedance is sufficiently low. 
Methodologies for analysing the connection 
have been developed so that the 
installations can be replicated throughout 
the UK. 

 

7. Required modifications to the planned approach during 
the course of the project 

The approach throughout the project was waterfall with each phase, as detailed within Section 3 
delivering key elements before transitioning to the next phase. 

During the course of the project there was a revision to one of the success criteria to exclude: 

 “6. Ability to constrain and prioritise charging of multiple EVs based on total load and individual 
requirements.” 

This criterion was removed due to the potential impact on the electric bus operation if the physical 
implementation of the smart charging system was to fail. Due to the charging requirements of the bus 
operation being an order of magnitude greater than the capacity of the existing connection, the 
reinforcement of the wired charging connection was fully funded by the customer in line with WPDs 
charging methodology. This meant that there was no reinforcement deferral in this instance and the 
extra risk placed on the customer using the smart charging scheme would have not been balanced by 
any direct benefit. 

A cost reduction of £20k was realised by removing the smart charging requirements and no other 
changes were made to the approach throughout the duration of the project. 
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8. Significant variance in expected costs and benefits 
Below we detail the original budgeted costs for the project and actuals.  Costs were reduced due to 
having to remove one of the objectives as detailed within Section 6.  

Category Budget 
(£) 

Actual 
(£) 

Variance 
(%) 

Project Management 70,000 38,839 -44.5 

Equipment 215,000 207,371 -3.5 

Installation 205,000 231,512 12.9 

Analysis 115,000 115,000 0.0 

Total 605,000 580,192.22 -4.1 
Table 3: Project Budget and Actual figures 

Significant costs savings were realised by using internal staff for the overarching management of the 
project, rather than using external project management resources. The represented a large variance 
in spending, resulting in an underspend of over £30k. 

The costs associated with the installation of the inductive chargers was also much more expensive 
than anticipated, due to a large amount of unknown variables with excavating such a large pit within 
the highway. Whilst the distribution related installation costs were more predictable, the contingency 
related to the civil installation costs needs to be larger to factor in drainage diversion, additional 
reinstatement provisions and any knock-on impacts on equipment, time and resources due to project 
overruns. 

8.1 Updated Business Case 
The original business case for this project was relatively simple because the project was seeking to 
provide information on something that WPD knew little or nothing about. We believed that we could 
approach the assessment of the impact of Electric buses in two ways: 

• Undertake a project to investigate the impacts of electric buses or; 

• Take the view that all costs associated with the uptake would be passed through for 
connection and reinforcement on an as requested basis (the “do nothing” approach). 

We did not feel that there was another option and so the risk we saw with the do nothing approach 
was that the cost of reinforcement could undermine the business case for the take up of these 
vehicles, but until such analysis had been undertaken the lack of information may undermine the 
potential benefits to the economy and the achievement of emissions reductions.  

For a relatively short, focussed piece of work the results had the potential to be extremely powerful 
and ultimately provide a template for all DNOs where and when the take up of these vehicles started 
to become more meaningful. 

In determining that it would be better to do something positive it was decided to undertake the Electric 
Boulevards project with the intention of undertaking some research around the impact on the network 
of increased uptake in terms of total load impact- as if there are specific costs associated with 
reinforcement it would then be a relatively simple exercise to determine the total cost impact to DNOs 
across the UK from a set of agreed industry scenario’s. From this it is a further evaluation of what the 
impact would then be on the bus operators.  
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As mentioned previously WPD contracted with the Transport Research Laboratory to undertake the 
various studies associated with Electric Boulevards. These deliverables were as follows: 

• Evaluation of ITS data for prediction of power demand (Task 1). 
• Modelling of power and energy demand from vehicles and chargers (Task 2). 
• Analysis of results after 1 month of operation and refinement of models (Task 4). 
• Analysis of results after 1 year of operation and refinement of models (Task 5). 
• Analysis and Reporting of Outputs (Task 6). 
• Modelling of uptake and future power demands (Task 7). 

 

These reports provide the foundation for this closedown report. 

9. Lessons learnt for future Projects 
Electric Boulevards has provided WPD with a range of lessons learnt and information, many of which 
form part of the “solution”. Below we summarise the main project learning points that pertain to 
business as usual or running innovation projects as well as the detailed technical learning and 
dissemination aspects of the project: 

9.1 Project Learning 
 

Learning Point Progress 

A clear statement of work is crucial, 
especially when undertaking the wide 
range of analysis that this project required. 

This has been fed back into our 
purchasing team to ensure that on 
future projects there is as much clarity 
up front as possible. 

Dialogue is critical when the project covers 
as many aspects as this one did. Ensuring 
all parties are aligned throughout is key to 
success. 

A project kick off a quick run through 
with the partners together is a useful 
way to ensure who is doing what, 
enabling relationships to be built based 
on a common understanding. 

Partners with clear objectives from the 
project helps with maintaining focus on 
deliverables. 

This is being fed back into our 
Innovation project assessment process 
and lessons learnt. 

Table 4: Key WPD Project learning 

Whilst some of these may be simplistic, we felt that it was important to reflect on the project as a 
whole and where we could have done better or where by chance something worked particularly well. 

9.2 Technical Learning 
In addition the key technical learnings from the project are; 

Learning Point Commentary 

The 120kVA chargers can be accommodated on the 
existing LV network if the impedance is sufficiently low. 

This forms part of the planning 
template that we have developed as 
part of the project. 
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Padmount substations and conventional HV substations 
provide other options for multiple installations or where the 
LV network is constrained. 

This forms part of the planning 
template that we have developed as 
part of the project. 

If rolled out across the UK, over 6,500 bus chargers would 
be required and if connected to the existing LV using this 
project learning, could save customers in excess of 
£43.9m. 

This forms part of the planning 
template that we have developed as 
part of the project. 

The power demand from IPT chargers largely occurs 
between 7am and 12am. This indicates that the electrical 
distribution network is expected to supply power on 
demand between 07:00 and 00:00 hours. The power 
demand for plugin charger rises from around 19:00, peaks 
between 00:00 and 01:00, and starts to drop until it reaches 
zero, by around 05:00. 

This forms part of the planning 
template that we have developed as 
part of the project. 

The results showed that after 20:00 the total power 
demand increases rather than decreasing, as the number 
of operational buses begins to reduce and some buses 
start charging from the plugin chargers at the bus garage. 
This somewhat counter-intuitive as the assumption may be 
that as the number of buses using the IPT chargers 
reduces, the overall demand also reduces. However, the 
results show that although the number of IPT charge 
events reduces after 17:00 hours; charge time for each IPT 
charge event increases. Therefore, the power demand from 
the IPT chargers after 17:00 hours remains at the same 
level as during the day. The additional demand from the 
overnight plug-in chargers is then added to the existing 
WPT demand, which results in higher power demand from 
the distribution network overall. 

This forms part of the planning 
template that we have developed as 
part of the project. 

Table 7: Key Project Learning 
 

These learning points have been extremely valuable to WPD, the premise of the project was 
establishing what, if any, the impact would be of a substantial take up of electric buses. These 
findings have enabled us firstly to determine that major reinforcement is not always necessary which 
is very positive news, but also that we now have a usable template for all DNO’s to help with the 
planning of these charging devices on the network. 

Challenges still exist of course, we do believe that there is the potential for widespread disruption to 
the highways whilst the works required are carried out and we feel that this needs to be carefully 
considered. 
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9.3 Dissemination 
Electric Boulevards held a number of events & engagements during the project as detailed below. 
Given the nature of the project, we undertook a considerable amount of dissemination about this 
project because we felt that it’s premise and outputs would be of keen interest to a variety of 
stakeholders. 

• Presentation at MK Energy Group – 08.05.2013 
• Presentation at EVE Meeting, Geneva – June 2013 
• Presentation at LCNF 2013 – 14.11.2013 
• Article in Thinking Cities– November 2013 
• Article in Thinking Highways – April 2014 
• Presentation at IET Transport Sector: Electric Vehicles and their Appetite for Power – 

19.06.2014 
• Presentation at LCNI 2014 – 21.10.2014 
• Article in IET Magazine – Wireless Power Transfer for Electric Vehicles – May 2015 
• Presentation at MASP Project Consortium – 14.05.2015 
• Presentation at Thinking Cities – 03.06.2015 
• Article in Energy Engineering – September 2015 
• Presentation at LCNI 2015 – 27.11.2015 

 

9.4 Key Project Learning Documents 
There are a number of presentations that have been used to present our findings throughout the 
duration of the project. These are as follows: 

WPD Ben Godfrey - 
Electric Boulevards.pd

Ben Godfrey - 
Electric Boulevards 15  

Ben Godfrey - the 
Electric Vehicles and t      

In addition we produced a corporate leaflet to be used at Stakeholder events and industry events to 
socialise the project and its objectives. 

WB2435 Elec Boul 
Poster_1728x1023_B 

10. Planned implementation 
During the planning, installation, operation and analysis of the inductive electric bus chargers, it 
became clear that there would likely be three situations where the connection of the equipment would 
be likely. These three situations are reflected in the three template approaches below: 

Single IPT charger on existing LV: 

• Existing HV network must have available capacity 
• Existing transformer must be thermally capable to deliver 134kVA per charger 
• Transformer must be 800kVA or above to provide a sufficiently low LV impedance 
• LV cable must be a clean feed 300CNE of less than 30 metres  
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• QAS cost range £1,711 to £2,405 
 

Single IPT charger on HV: 

• Existing HV network must have available capacity 
• Single IPT charger can be accommodated via a 200kVA ANSI Padmount 
• No further demand customers to be connected to Padmount LV network 
• No interconnection possible with existing LV network 
• QAS cost range £8,478 to £19,860 

 

Multiple IPT chargers on HV: 

• Existing HV network must have available capacity 
• 800kVA transformer or above to be used 
• LV cable must be a clean feed 300CNE of less than 30 metres 
• QAS cost range £19,204 to £31,725 

The assessment of available HV network capacity can also be varied from conventional planning 
processes using the project learning: 

Wired Charging at Depot: 

• No diversity to be used as all charging units expected to operate concurrently 
• Maximum feeder load to be analysed between 10pm to 7am only 

 

Wireless Charging on Street: 

• No diversity to be used as all charging units expected to operate concurrently 
• Maximum feeder load to be analysed between 6am to 12am only 

11. Facilitate Replication 
The system deployed in Milton Keynes comprised of four main components: 

• The Electric Bus (including on-board battery storage). 
• The IPT charger (Primary and secondary coils). 
• The LV electricity distribution network. 
• The HV electricity distribution network. 

In order to understand the impact of the IPT charger on the distribution network and to be able to 
identify the reasons behind any disturbances on the network, the behaviour of all four components 
was recorded and analysed. The intention of the project was also to look beyond possible issues and 
investigate what opportunities there were for improving the quality of the network that may arise from 
implementing inductive charging systems. This is especially important should the take up of these 
buses increase. 

The diagram below, Figure 4, illustrates the main components of the system and the flows of data and 
electricity between each component. 
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Fig 4: Main components of the Electric Boulevards solution 

11.1 Monitoring the Network 
Of the four main system components listed above, the LV distribution network system was thought to 
face the greatest challenge during the implementation of the Inductive charging, due to the existing 
electrical system design of the sub-stations and low voltage feeders, and the dependence of other 
electricity users on this equipment. Therefore, the objective was to minimise any adverse impacts on 
the hardware and any unwanted disturbances on the network that could impact the service provided 
to other customers connected to the same low voltage infrastructure in the area. 

In terms of managing and mitigating the impacts on the network, there were two main issues that 
need to be addressed: 

• Peak power demand. 
• Harmonic disturbances on the network influencing power quality. 

The approach adopted was to capture sufficient information about the state of the distribution network 
within the area, the state of charge (SOC) of the on-board battery in the vehicle and the stationary 
battery to understand what would be the best way to charge the vehicle in order to minimise any 
adverse impacts on the network. This was a considerable undertaking for a small project and as such 
having a small discrete team working through the objectives, focussing on the end result proved 
invaluable. 

Additional demand and use of new power electronics systems, such as the inductive charger, could 
cause disturbance on the network. In order to understand the state of the network during charging, 
data was monitored and recorded using a power quality analyser (Outram PM7000). 

The following measurements (Table 5) were planned to be recorded at low and high voltage points in 
order to model the impact of the charging infrastructure on distribution network.  These are in-line with 
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the measurements taken by SSE in their LCNF funded project Demonstrating the Benefits of 
Monitoring LV Networks with embedded PV Panels and EV Charging Point (Evans, 2013). It should 
be noted that whilst we have detailed the data capture requirements for the project, it is not 
necessarily true that this is a business as usual requirement, but we felt that for purposes of this 
report it was useful background information. 

Required Data Size (byte) 
Voltage (V) 2 
Current (A) 2 
Apparent power (VA) 2 
Real Power (W) 2 
Reactive Power (VAr) 2 
Power Factor 2 
Harmonic Distortion 2 
Individual Harmonics (first 
100) 

Up to 200 
bytes 

Line Frequency (Hz) 2 
Phase difference between 
phases  

2 

Time stamp 2 
ID 2 

Table 5: Planned measurements 
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Similarly requirements for data capture were needed for the stationary battery storage as follows: 

Required Data Size (byte) 

Battery operating status ( operational/ fault/ disconnect 1 

Battery state (fast /slow charge / discharge) 1 

Battery SOC (% (out of total available capacity – i.e. taking into account State 
of Health) 

1 

Ambient temperature (°C) 1 

Battery pack temp (°C, (Average temp over all modules) 1 

Battery Max Energy (kWh) 2 

Battery state of health (%, available capacity / total max capacity)- only 
required daily 

1 

Battery pack Voltage (Volts) 2 

Battery pack current (Amps) 2 

Battery Max charge current (Amps) 2 

Battery Max discharge current (Amps) 2 

Module Voltage (average, max and min) – per module, (Volts) 6 

Module Current, charge and discharge (average, max and min) – per module, 
(Amps) 

12 

Average module temp – per module (°C) 1 

Max module temp – for each module  (°C) 1 

Battery pack internal resistance - sum of modules (milliohm) 2 

Battery module internal resistance -sum of cells in module (milliohm) 2 

Battery ID (Unique number) 1 

Timestamp (Time and date – ideally GPS synchronised but not essential) 1 

Table 6: Data collected at Stationary Battery Storage site 

Data was collected over an 18 month period, which covered a duration pre-installation network 
activity, data collected during the introduction of the buses and a further period of monitoring during 
which all the buses were operational. 

The data was collected from the WPD metering cubicles connected to the IPT charger as shown in 
Figure 5 for the Bletchley installation.  
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Fig 5: Bletchley Installation Diagram 

11.2 IPT Charger  
The pictures below show the installation of the IPT charger within Milton Keynes. It can be seen that 
the equipment is of considerable scale and this has been highlighted in the key learning. The potential 
for significant highway disruption if the buses become the norm is considerable and this should we 
feel be borne in mind by stakeholders involved.  
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Fig 6 : Bletchley Installation Progress 

 
Fig7: Bletchley Station Final IPT installation 
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12. Points of Contact 
 
Further details on replicating the project can be made available from the following points of contact: 

Future Networks Team  
Western Power Distribution,  
Pegasus Business Park,  
Herald Way,  
Castle Donington,  
Derbyshire  
DE74 2TU  
Email: wpdinnovation@westernpower.co.uk 
 

  

mailto:wpdinnovation@westernpower.co.uk
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Appendices 
Below are the detailed reports from TRL that form the basis of this closedown report and the projects 
conclusions: 

Task 1 Evaluation of 
ITS data for predictio    

Task 2 Modelling of 
power and energy de     

Task 4 Analysis of 
results after 1 mth of     

Task 5 Analysis of 
results after 1 year of     

Task 6 Analysis and 
Reporting of Outputs

Task 7 Modelling of 
uptake and future po    
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Monitoring the Effects 


• High accuracy harmonic 
monitoring recording >500 
channels of data every 10 
seconds. 
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Electric Boulevards 


Harmonics 


• Harmonics on some of the 
networks will summate on the 
voltage to increase the level of 
distortion 
 


 


• Other networks with 
background levels of distortion 
can be improved with the 
addition of the new load 
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Electric Boulevards 


Harmonics 


Predicted assessment shows that 5th was likely to exceed the planning limits, 
however it was actually the higher order harmonics that are measured to be 
closer to or above limits. 
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Electric Boulevards 


Arden Park 


• Total energy delivered to 
the buses is fairly small 
compared to the amount 
of time available for 
charging 


• Great potential for 
demand reduction or 
demand side management 


• Smarter charging could 
enable further revenue 
from DSR/DSM or 
reduction in network 
charges due to less 
capacity required. 
 


 


 


• Profile of power used is very 
peaky and consistant with all the 
buses being charged at once 
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Electric Boulevards 


Electromagnetic Field Strength Testing 


Spot testing of Magnetic Flux Density 
(B) and Electric Field Strength (E) has 
been completed on site. 


 


 


The IPT charging events have 
negligible change in the emitted flux 
and no change in E-fields. 
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Electromagnetic Field Strength Testing 


Testing near the monitoring units and 
heat exchangers showed a greater 
effect on flux density. 


 


 


There is a noticeable reduction when 
charging stops, but it is all well under 
limits. 
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•7.7 Million customers over a 55,500 sq kms service area 
 


•Our network consists of 221,000 kms of overhead lines 
and underground cables, and 185,000 substations 
 


•LV to 132kV Network ownership 
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Introduction to the Project 
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Introduction to the Project 


• Conversion of an existing 
diesel route to all electric 


• Depot-based wired 
charging overnight 


• Opportunistic inductive 
charging on street 


• 15 mile route 


• 750,000 passenger journeys 
per year 


• 8 pure electric buses 


 


Bletchley to Wolverton via CMK – No 7 
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Electric Passenger Service Vehicles 


Source: Conductix Wampfler 


Source: Wrightbus 
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Electric Passenger Service Vehicles 


• Based on the 9.5m WrightBus StreetLite EV 


• 2 x 85kW motors for traction 


• 54 Passengers 


• 129kWh  
Batteries (588V) 


• 12,900Kgs GVW 


• 4 x 30kW  
Induction 
Plates 
 


 


 
 


 


 







Inductive Charging 


• 120kVA output power transferred 


• Bus dwell time of between 8 to 12 minutes at each end of route 


• Allows charging along the route during normal standstill periods 


• 6 pulse AC-DC converter switching at ~20kHZ 


• Passive filtering for low order odd harmonics 
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Source: Conductix-Wampfler GmbH 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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requirements 
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Monitoring the Effects 


• High accuracy harmonic 
monitoring recording >500 
channels of data every 10 
seconds. 
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Project Outputs 


• Recommendations for connecting IPT equipment to a UK Distribution 
network 


• HV and LV arrangements, with pre-connection feasibility study methodology 
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Project Outputs 


• Development of Smart 
Charging 


• Predicable wired charging 
profiles 


• Bus battery SOC 
information 
 


 


 


• Technology can be transferred 
for usage in EV car parks and to 
reduce need for network 
reinforcement 
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Project Outputs 


8am to 10pm 


10pm to 8am 
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The Future of Transport and Electrical Networks? 
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1 List of Acronyms and abbreviations 


 


AC   Alternating Current 


BMS   Battery Management system 


CAN   Controller Area Network 


CPU   Central Processing Unit 


DC   Direct Current 


GNSS   Global Navigation Satellite System 


GPRS   General Packet Radio Services 


GPS   Global Positioning System 


IPT   Inductive Power Transfer 


ITS   Intelligent Transport System 


NTP   Network Time Protocol 


PFC   Power Factor Correctors 


RBCI   Remote Battery Charging Interface 


RDU   Remote Diagnostic Unit 


SOC   State of Charge 


V2G   Vehicle to Grid 


Wi-Fi   International standard for wireless communication  


Wi-MAX  Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access   
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2 Background 


This report represents outputs of Task 1 of the project Inductive charging of electric 


buses in Milton Keynes. The aim of the overall project is to understand the impact of 


inductive charging of electric buses on the distribution network. This is done through the 


monitoring and recording of data from electric buses operating on a route in Milton 


Keynes, through data captured from the inductive charging stations, and monitoring the 


of the distribution network low voltage feeders.  


3 Introduction 


Task 1 of the project focuses on understanding the communication interface between 


Intelligent Transport System (ITS)/telematics in the vehicle, the Inductive Power 


Transfer (IPT) charger and static Battery Management System (BMS). An assessment is 


made during this task of whether existing on-board telematics and ITS in the proposed 


electric buses are able to provide the necessary information to allow automated 


management of the distribution network supplying the IPT systems and what additional 


capability may be required to allow this and other desired functionality for a more 


automated control of the power supply.   


TRL, together with WPD, assessed what data is required to understand power demand 


and its impact on the distribution system. As a result, a draft specification was developed 


for an interface that would be required to enable communication and control between 


the electric bus ITS/telematics, the integrated IPT charging system and the BMS of the 


static battery, including requirements for the management of demand from the bus and 


the distribution system.  


4 System overview 


The system deployed in Milton Keynes covers four main components: 


1. The Electric Bus (including on-board battery storage) 


2. The IPT charger (Primary and secondary coils) 


3. Battery installation at the IPT charger site 


4. The electricity distribution network. 


In order to understand the impact of the IPT charger on the distribution network and 


crucially, to be able to identify the reasons behind any disturbances on the network, the 


behaviour of all four components should be recorded and analysed. The intention of the 


project is also to start looking beyond possible issues and investigate what opportunities 


for improving the quality of the network may arise from implementing inductive charging 


systems such as these. 


The diagram below, Figure 1, illustrates the main components of the system and the 


flows of data and electricity between each component. 
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Figure 1 Main components and flows 
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5 Monitoring the Distribution Network 


Of the four main system components described above, the distribution network system 


will face the greatest challenge during the implementation of the Inductive charging, due 


to the existing electrical system design of the sub-stations and low voltage feeders, and 


the dependence of other electricity users on this equipment. Therefore, the objective is 


to minimise any adverse impacts on the hardware and any unwanted disturbances on 


the network that could impact the service provided to other customers connected to the 


same low voltage infrastructure in the same area. 


In terms of managing and mitigating the impacts on the network, there are two main 


issues that need to be addressed: 


 Peak power demand 


 Harmonic disturbances on the network influencing power quality 


The approach adopted in this project is to capture sufficient information about the state 


of the distribution network in the affected area, the state of charge (SOC) of the on-


board battery (in the vehicle) and the stationary battery to understand what would be 


the best way to charge the vehicle in order to minimise any adverse impacts on the 


network.  


Additional demand and use of new power electronics systems, such as the inductive 


charger, could cause disturbance on the network. In order to understand the state of the 


network during charging, data will be monitored and recorded using a power quality 


analyser (Outram PM7000). 


The following measurements (Table 1) are planned to be recorded at low and high 


voltage points in order to model the impact of the charging infrastructure on distribution 


network, these are in-line with the measurements taken by SSE in their LCNF funded 


project Demonstrating the Benefits of Monitoring LV Networks with embedded PV Panels 


and EV Charging Point (Evans, 2013). 


Table 1: Planned measurements 


Required Data  Size (byte) 


Voltage (V) 2 


Current (A) 2 


Apparent power (VA) 2 


Real Power (W) 2 


Reactive Power (VAr) 2 


Power Factor 2 


Harmonic Distortion 2 


Individual Harmonics 


(first 100) 


Up to 200 bytes 


Line Frequency (Hz) 2 


Phase difference 


between phases  


2 


Time stamp 2 


ID 2 


Each channel monitors at 2 byte per sample. With a sampling rate of 1Hz, required 


memory can be calculated as 22*60*60*24= 1.9 MB for 24 hours plus 200*60*60*24= 
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17 MB for first 100 harmonics. In contrast recording at 1 sample/minute shall require 


22*60*24= 32 KB and 288 KB in 24 hours respectively. Measurements will be monitored 


for all 3 phases of the power source; total memory requirement is approximately 6 MB 


for 24 hours. Additional 6 MB of data will be monitored at high voltage level; therefore 


total of 12 MB plus 51 MB for individual harmonic measurements of first 100 harmonics. 


In total 63 MB of data will be recorded in 24 hours for distribution network analysis. This 


is a “worst case” scenario as in reality, limits can be set on allowed harmonic values for 


each harmonic and data only captured if those are exceeded. This could be done for 


timing of recording and for recording only those harmonics which have exceeded the 


limit values. 


It is recommended the data from distribution network should be measured before 


electric buses are operational as a reference. This data can be used to understand the 


changes on the network before and after electric bus operations.  


During this project no real-time management or data exchange is anticipated between 


the network and the IPT charger/vehicles. However, in the longer term such 


communication could be possible. It is unlikely that this will happen directly between the 


network hardware and IPT charger/vehicle. More likely, the network hardware 


monitoring equipment will report any disturbances to the network operator’s back office 


system which could then request IPT charging equipment to not charge any vehicles 


which are able to complete the route without additional charging. Alternatively, it could 


communicate with stationary battery storage to ensure that while the network demand is 


high, this battery storage can be used to supply power to the IPT chargers. 


The diagram below, Figure 2 illustrates a possible way that the gathered data could be 


used to manage charging of the bus in order to minimise power demand during peak 


demand. The red line indicates how the bus battery SOC could be managed using the IPT 


chargers between the hours the bus is expected to be operating the route, indicated by 


points A and B for start and end of daily operations respectively. The diagram below is 


for illustration purposes only and is not representative of the actual power demand or 


battery SOC profile. These parameters will be measured during the project and reported 


on in later phases of the project. A detailed assessment of charging and battery SOC 


profiles during each route drive and for each bus will also be performed. 
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Figure 2: Illustrative bus charging control to minimise demand during peak 


power demand 


In addition to managing peak power, possible disturbances from the IPT equipment also 


need to be considered and taken into account. 


Initial assessment of current harmonics reported by the equipment supplier for their 


60kW IPT unit is shown in Figure 3 below. 


 


During the trial, two IPT units will be coupled together to produce the 120kVA required 


to recharge the bus. 


 


Figure 3: Harmonic currents (60kW) system 
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5.1 Data capture and storage 


In order to ensure all relevant data is captured and stored for later analysis, equipment 


used should meet requirements described below. 


5.1.1 Data capture frequency 


The data capture frequency depends on level of details required from the results A data 


capture rate of1 Hz is proposed. Higher sampling frequencies could create excessive data 


but measuring at lower sampling rate may result in insufficient data for drawing 


conclusions on when and how the charging equipment affected the network. The power 


quality analyser is capable of recording certain events such as surges, harmonic 


distortions at higher sampling rate; this feature can be used to capture certain events 


where a good waveform with high level of detail is required.   


5.1.2 Data storage 


Power quality analyser used in the project will have 128 MB internal memory and 32GB 


USB storage. The memory required depends on sampling rate and number of parameters 


required. Currently 11 parameters are proposed for each phase at low voltage and high 


voltage level  


Initial calculations indicate sampling 11 parameters plus first 100 individual harmonics 


every second on 3 phases will require 6 MB data for 24 hours, as the same parameters 


have be captured at low and high voltage points, total memory requirement sums to 12 


MB per day plus individual harmonic data will increase the data requirement up to 63 MB 


per day. The data shall be monitored for 2 years therefore, total disk space required is 


approximately 46 GB. The available 32GB storage is therefore not sufficient in the 


scenario where all 11 parameters and 100 individual harmonics are monitored at 1Hz to 


capture data for two years.  


5.1.3 Communication 


Monitored records can be viewed and the data can be downloaded remotely by using 


internet connection. The power analyser can be linked to a PC through Ethernet, USB or 


Bluetooth. In order to operate remotely a separate internet connection is required from a 


PC/laptop. The system works by connecting to the PC in the substation remotely. The 


data can be stored on either TRL computers and servers or Western Power Distribution’s 


IT network. It is currently anticipated that WPD will have a laptop connected to the 


power analyser in order to enable remote data access and download.  


The connection between substations (laptops connected to the power analyser) and the 


remote back up system can be made by using following methods: 


Option 1: Wi-MAX; eliminates the need for a fibre optic wired connection and provides 


high speed transfer but it requires Wi-MAX infrastructure which includes coverage to the 


substation. Western Power Distribution plans to deploy Wi-MAX in Milton Keynes as part 


of another project looking at monitoring of Low Voltage feeders, therefore this 


connection can be used to access the substation remotely. This is the preferred solution. 


Option 2: Wired Broadband; this will provide a reliable connection but requires relevant 


cabling at each Low Voltage feeder site used in the project. 
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Option 3: 3G/4G: by using mobile network (use of dongles or Android devices) the data 


can be transferred without use of any additional connection requirements. The system is 


only viable if there is good 3G or 4G coverage in the area. 3G provides data transfer 


speed of at least 200 Kbits/s. According to minimum data transfer requirement 12mb of 


24 hour data can be transferred within 10minutes at worst case. This method will also 


result in addition data charges. 


 


6 Stationary battery storage 


The stationary battery storage can be used as a “buffer” to provide some on-demand 


power to the IPT charger if required. For example, during the peak demand hours 


(15:00-23:00) no charging is anticipated using the IPT charger in Figure 2. However, if 


access to stationary battery storage exists then that could be used to provide power for 


charging if not sufficient SOC remained in the bus batteries to complete the route. 


In addition to the use of the battery for auxiliary power provision, to operate the 


inductive charger and Vehicle 2 Grid (V2G) applications, there is also the potential to use 


power electronics in the battery pack to improve the quality of the network for example, 


by deploying active Power Factor Correctors (PFC) and filters to improve the power 


factor, and supress any distortions. The battery power electronics could potentially also 


be used to provide compensation against reactive power.   


At the time of writing, no information was available on the specifications of the battery 


to be deployed. It is expected that the battery will be selected later in the project, once 


initial data has been analysed in order to determine required battery specification.  


However, in the absence of this information it is still possible to determine a set of 


functional requirements for the data capture system. These are outlined below. Figures 


shown are estimates. 


6.1.1  Data capture  


It is expected that the battery system will have a BMS. The following data (Table 2) is 


likely to be required to be captured from the BMS at a frequency of 1Hz: 


Table 2: Data required from Stationery Battery 


Required Data  Size (byte) 


Battery operating status ( operational/ fault/ disconnect 1 


Battery state (fast /slow charge / discharge) 1 


Battery SOC (% (out of total available capacity – i.e. taking into 


account State of Health) 


1 


Ambient temperature (°C) 1 


Battery pack temp (°C, (Average temp over all modules) 1 


Battery Max Energy (kWh) 2 


Battery state of health (%, available capacity / total max capacity)- 


only required daily 


1 
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Battery pack Voltage (Volts) 2 


Battery pack current (Amps) 2 


Battery Max charge current (Amps) 2 


Battery Max discharge current (Amps) 2 


Module Voltage (average, max and min) – per module, (Volts) 6  


Module Current, charge and discharge (average, max and min) – 


per module, (Amps) 


12 


Average module temp – per module (°C) 1 


Max module temp – for each module  (°C) 1 


Battery pack internal resistance - sum of modules (milliohm) 2 


Battery module internal resistance -sum of cells in module 


(milliohm) 


2 


Battery ID (Unique number) 1 


Timestamp (Time and date – ideally GPS synchronised but not 


essential) 


1 


6.1.2 Data storage 


The exact amount of data to be captured will depend on the number of cells / modules in 


the battery pack and the BMS used. The battery pack is not expected to be integrated 


with the vehicles so is not subject to the same constraints in terms of data capture, 


storage and communication.  


It is estimated that the above data set requires approximately 42 Bytes/sec. In reality it 


will be less as some of the bytes could be shared by some of the messages. This is 


therefore an overestimation of the required storage.   


In a 24 hour period, up to (42*602*24) 3.6MB of data storage is likely to be required. 


Therefore, in order to ensure that sufficient storage is available for 2 years of data (trials 


expected to last for 1.5 years), up to 2.6GB of data storage is required. This is a 


comparatively small amount of storage space so there should be no issues with 


equipping the stationary battery with 8 GB of removable flash storage. 


Data storage should be removable and easily accessible so that in case of a 


communication failure, it can be replaced or data downloaded manually at the site. 


6.1.3 Communication 


In order to mitigate the risk of losing any data during the project, it is recommended 


that the data is remotely uploaded to a remote server or a host ftp site. This should 


happen every 24 hours to ensure that no more than 24 hours of data can be lost. A 


number of possible options exist for this data transfer from the battery pack. This will 


depend on the hardware available in the battery pack and quality of nearby connections. 


The following options are presented in the order of preference: 
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Option 1: The Wi-Max network implemented in Milton Keynes can be utilised in this 


project. This could also serve as a proof of concept for future deployments. Appropriate 


Wi-Max hardware would need to be installed in the battery packs. Although it is expected 


that location of the battery installation will be covered by the Wi-Max network, the 


quality of the connection should be investigated prior to instalment. 


Option 2: If a wired internet connection is available at the battery placement site then 


should be utilised to maximise the quality of signal and connection reliability. A suitable 


modem will be required in this case to be included with the battery pack. Given the 


relatively low volumes of data and no time constraints of data transfer, broadband is not 


essential. 


Option 3: GPRS data conception can be established between the battery pack and the 


remote server. This would require the addition of a GPRS modem in the pack and an 


appropriate data package to allow data transfer. Given the volumes of data expected, 


costs associated with data transfer should not be extensive.  


7 IPT charger data capture 


The IPT charger proposed to be used in the project consists of two modules. Each 


module consists of two sets of coils able to supply up to 30kW each. This results in a 


total system power transfer capability of up to 120kW. 


The IPT charger consists of stationary (off-vehicle components) and vehicle components, 


as shown in Figure 4 below. From this diagram it can be seen that there is a wireless 


communication link between the stationary equipment and the vehicle equipment. All 


data ends up being processed by the Remote Battery Charging Interface (RBCI) and 


communicated to the BMS and the vehicle CAN. As such, it is anticipated that it could be 


possible to record selected relevant IPT charger data on the vehicle side. This is 


discussed in more detail in Section 8.  


Providing the necessary data to the Vehicle CAN is the preferred option and according to 


the information provided by the IPT charger supplier, the radio modem in the monitoring 


unit is able to support radio data rate at 20,000 bps.  
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Figure 4: IPT charger architecture 


Analysis of the possible outputs from the IPT charger shows that the following data 


(Table 3) should be recorded (ideally through the vehicle CAN): 


Table 3: Data required from each IPT charger Module 


Required Data Size (Byte) 


Vehicle component: Status  1 


Vehicle component: Error flag  1 


Vehicle Component: Charger output voltage  2 


Vehicle Component: Charger output current (16bit) 2 


Stationary Component: Track supply state 1 


Stationary Component: RBCI state 1 


Stationary Component: Charge Mode  1 


Stationary Component: Error flag – code  1 


Stationary Component: RBCI Voltage  2 


Stationary Component: RBCI Current 2 


Stationary Component: Track supply current 1 


Stationary Component: Track supply power. 1 


 


It is unclear whether each message can be separated into individual bits but for 


simplicity it is assumed that it cannot. Therefore, any message of 8 bits or less is 
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considered as 1 byte and any message of 8-16 bits is considered to be as 2 bytes. In this 


case, the total amount of required data storage is 16 bytes per second. If a sampling 


rate of 1 Hz is assumed, then the total amount of storage space required for a 24 hour 


recording period is approximately 1.4 MB. However, if this data is to be transferred onto 


the vehicle CAN and then recorded off that, an additional overhead data of 6 bytes ID 


message per each data packet will be required. Therefore, the total in this case is 


(16/2)*(8+6) = 112 bytes per second or, 9.7 MB per 24 hours. Over 2 years this would 


require approximately 7 GB of storage.  


It is also likely that as well as IPT data, data from AC chargers used at the bus depot will 


also be required. In this case the total amount of data to be recorded is 125 MB per 24 


hours or, 91 GB over 2 years.  


7.1.1 Communication and Data storage 


It is assumed that IPT charger data will be wirelessly transferred to the vehicle 


using the built in modem in the IPT system. As a result of the data being 


transferred to the vehicle CAN, the above data communication requirements and data 


storage requirements are addressed in the assessment of the vehicle communication and 


data storage requirements in Section 8.4 below.  


8 Assessment of required vehicle telematics and ITS 


The vehicle proposed to be used in the project is the Wrightbus StreetLite EV modified 


with an IPT system.  


The vehicle is a fully electric bus and has no capability to generate electricity on board, 


outside of regenerative braking. Therefore, in order to maintain an uninterrupted service 


it must be ensured that the vehicle has sufficient battery SOC to complete the route and 


the daily operation. In order to gather, record and monitor sufficient data about the 


battery SOC, and the current drawn and anticipated energy use, the bus needs to be 


equipped with relevant telematics. The data gathered through such telematics will allow 


not only to assess the bus energy use and SOC in retrospect but also will feed into a 


model that TRL will develop in order to attempt to forecast energy use and power 


demand from the charging infrastructure. The data will also be compared with data 


gathered from stationary batteries, the IPT charger and the network to determine 


whether any instances of the vehicle charging using the IPT charger resulted in 


unwanted impacts on the network, and try to determine why. 


The telematics in the vehicle will be required to capture data from at least three separate 


sources as shown in Section 4: The battery BMS, vehicle CAN Bus and GPS. Figure 5 


below shows how BMS and vehicle CAN data is combined into the ZR32 CPU from the K-


CAN and P-CAN respectively. 


Examining the CAN bus data specification provided by WrightBus indicates that the 


vehicles have a significant number of messages traversing the buses.  It is also clear 


from the same document that the existing data logging system the Remote Diagnostic 


Unit (RDU) has the ability log many CAN bus messages at regular intervals. 


The data logging work to be undertaken in this project is destined to obtain information 


about the demands on a bus relating to its power usage.  However, this will be 


dependent, amongst other things, on how the bus is used, the geography of the routes it 


traverses and the weather.  Monitoring the power usage on the vehicle will provide data 
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on how the batteries and charging systems are behaving but, without the context of the 


power flows, its usefulness will be limited to building a simple time based image of the 


flow.  Having available the context in which the battery’s charge level changes would be 


very useful in understanding the nuances of power usage and how they could be 


influenced to smooth out the power flow.  To build an image of the context of the power 


usage requires that data is logged.  This in turn assumes that the causes of power usage 


are known and therefore the signals to log and the rate of logging can be inferred.  To 


break this circular requirement one solution is to log everything on the CAN bus. Given 


the fairly small variations in total data storage requirements, this is also the preferred 


solution. 


On the Streetlite IPT CAN Interface, thirty three 8-byte messages are defined in the RDU 


message list (see Appendix A). These messages are produced at rates varying between 


1 and 20 Hz. If all message are recorded at the rates they are produced, and allowing 6 


bytes per packet to record the packet type and time and 8 bytes for the message data, 


there would be 20 MB of data per hour to store and 480 MB (0.5 GB) per day. 


The extra data from the additional 74 messages specific to IPT and AC charging 


infrastructure, contained in Streetlite IPT CAN Additional messages, is added to the RDU 


message list with the following assumptions: 


• Each item occupies either 1 or 2 bytes, which results in a total of 95 bytes of 


extra data 


• Eight bytes are aggregated into one packet, so the 95 bytes occupy 12 


packets 


• Packets are transmitted at 10 Hz 


• 6 bytes are needed to identify the packet type and time. 


This gives a total (including the 480 MB above) of 605 MB per day. Therefore, the 16 GB 


of storage available in the preferred data recorder solution proposed by Wrightbus would 


allow for approximately 25+ days (without GPS) of data recording. At that point, the SD 


card storage medium would need to be either emptied or replaced. Data requirements of 


GNSS, in this case GPS, are described in Section 8.1 below. Total storage capacity needs 


to be sufficient to accommodate this data also, an additional 7 MB per day. 


In summary this simplistic approach would: 


 Allow all data on the CAN bus to be retrospectively investigated for correlations 


with power related events; 


 Allow the maximum possible sample rates to be used because if it is on the CAN 


bus it will be logged; 


 The information to be sampled and the rate at which this should be done does not 


need to be defined at the outset which helps remove the guess work from 


choosing what is logged and how quickly; 


 The downside is that significant quantities of data will be obtained from the 


vehicle and the removal of the data from the bus would need to be managed.  


This may be as simple as a 300 Mbs wireless link at the garage and automated 


transfer of data overnight. Alternatively, the data could be transferred periodically 


through GPRS modem on board the bus. 
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Figure 5: Streetlite EV CAN layout 


Based on TRL’s assessment of the current telematics installed in the vehicle, it is 


understood that all CAN messages can be viewed in real time but only a selection are 


recorded by the RDU for a short duration around an identified event or a fault. The GPS 


feed is also connected directly to the RDU. It should also be noted that the IPT charger 


data, described in Section 7, can also be accessed through the K-CAN. 


Sub-sections below describe the data that is thought to be required to be continuously 


recorded from the vehicle, at a frequency of 1HZ unless stated otherwise. 


The preferred approach described above is to record all data on the P and K CAN, along 


with the IPT data. However, if data storage requirements in this approach are too high 


then an alternative approach can be used where individual messages are selected for 


recording. This approach is described is sections 8.1 to 8.4. It should be noted that using 


this approach increases the risk of missing data that might be identified as being 


important later in the project. 


8.1 GNSS position data 


Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) position data is expected to be provided by a 


GPS receiver on-board the vehicle. This data is a standard output from any GNSS 


receiver, and is normally gathered once per second. It will typically take the form of an 


NMEA RMC (National Marine Electronics Association Recommended Minimum Data for 


GPS) message which is about 80 bytes long. 


Over a 24 hour period it is expected that approximately 7 MB of data will be gathered. 


Gathering of GNSS positioning data will allow to precisely match the vehicle location to 


IPT charger location and more importantly allow for detailed examination of how energy 


demand varies along the route. This information will be fed into the model for energy 
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demand along the route in order to forecast sensitivities to different charging / bus 


powertrain and energy storage technologies. 


8.2 Vehicle Data (K-CAN)  


Data required to be recorded will be very similar to the BMS data from the stationary 


battery and should contain the following: 


Table 4: Selected K-CAN messages to record 


Data  Essential Desirable 


Power up  1 


Power control 1  


Door status  1 


Cooling status 1  


Suspension status  1 


Fuel level 1  


Engine bay temperature 1  


Air pressure 1  


24 V battery voltage  1 


12V Battery Voltage  1 


Battery state request, Battery charge type 1  


Vehicle speed 1  


Ambient temperature 1  


Charger available power 1  


Battery operating status, battery state,  1  


Battery display state of Charge 1  


Battery display state of health 1  


Battery power distribution status, battery internal 


insulation test, battery external insulation test 


1  


Battery Voltage 


Battery current 


Battery max charge current 


Battery max discharge current 


Battery max charge current temperature limitation 


Battery max discharge current SOC limit 


Battery max discharge current temperature limit 


Battery deliverable Energy 


8 bytes 


(joined) 


 


Battery cell min voltage 


Battery cell max voltage 


Battery; max temperature 


4  


Battery cell average voltage 


Battery cell average temperature 


Battery cell minimum temperature 


 4 


Battery sum of internal resistance temperature 2  
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Battery charge voltage set point 


Battery charge current set point 


4  


Battery outlet water temperature request 2  


Battery flow rate request  2 


Battery inlet water temperature 2  


Battery max power charge continuous 


Battery max power charge long prediction 


Battery max power charge short prediction 


Battery max current charge continuous 


Battery max current charge long prediction 


Battery max current charge short prediction 


 8 


Battery max power discharge continuous 


Battery max power discharge long prediction 


Battery max power discharge short prediction 


Battery max current discharge continuous 


Battery max current discharge long prediction 


Battery max current discharge short prediction 


 8 


Unit 1 output current 


Unit 2 output current 


Unit 3 output current 


Internal bias 


Controller temperature 


Internal reference 


Input voltage 


Software revision 


 1 


1 


1 


1 


1 


1 


1 


1 


Status  


Fault modes 


Converter running time 


Accumulated output power 


 1 


3 


1 


2 


HVDC enable  2 


Request voltage  1 


total 35 bytes 45 bytes 


The K-CAN bus includes 35 bytes of data considered essential; each packet is transferred 


in packets of 8 bytes with 6 bytes of address. Must have data from 5 packets, therefore:   


8 bytes * 5 packets = 40 bytes 


6 byte ID * 5 packets = 30 bytes 


Total = 70 bytes/sample 


24 hours at sampling rate of 10Hz: 10*70*60*60*24=61 MB 


Therefore, for 2 years of data recording, approximately 45 GB of disk space will be 


required. Alternatively, if 16 GB of flash storage is taken as the maximum available disk 


space then over 8.7 months of data could be recorded. 


If desirable data is also monitored and recorded at the same frequency then total 


memory requirement is: 


Essential data + possible data= 80 bytes (10 packets) 


8 bytes * 10 Packets= 80 bytes 
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6 byte ID * 10 packets = 60 byte 


Total= 140 bytes/sample 


24 hour at sampling rate of 10Hz: 10*140*60*60*24 = 121 MB per day. 


Therefore, for 2 years of data recording, approximately 88 GB of disk space will be 


required. Alternatively, if 16 GB of flash storage is taken as the maximum available disk 


space then over 4.4 months of data could be recorded. 


8.3 Vehicle CAN (P-CAN) data 


Complete list of Vehicle CAN data is available in Appendix A. Yellow marks essential 


data, green marks desirable data, orange marks messages which require further 


clarifications by Wrightbus and no colour marks messages that are not required. 


Total of 14 bytes (2 packets) of essential data needs to be transferred through P-CAN 


bus. This then results in: 


8 bytes * 2 packets = 16 bytes 


2 packets * 6 byte ID = 12 bytes 


Total = 28 bytes/sample 


24 hours at 10 Hz: 28*10*60*60*24 = 24 MB per day. 


Therefore, for 2 years of data recording, approximately 18 GB of disk space will be 


required. Alternatively, if 16 GB of flash storage is taken as the maximum available disk 


space then over 22 months of data could be recorded. 


If desirable data is also monitored and recorded then up to 11bytes per sample will be 


recorded. This would result in: 


Essential + Desirable =27 bytes (4 packets) 


4 packets * 8 bytes = 32 bytes 


4 packets * 6 byte ID = 24 bytes 


Total = 56 byte/sample 


24 hours at 10Hz; 56*10*60*60*24 = 49 MB per day. 


Therefore, for 2 years of data recording, approximately 36 GB of disk space will be 


required. Alternatively, if 16 GB of flash storage is taken as the maximum available disk 


space then over 10.8 months of data could be recorded. 


8.4 Data Storage and Communication Summary 


The data is stored in 8 byte packets and each packet includes additional 6bytes as 


identification. It is proposed each packet will be transmitted at 10 Hz. The total amount 


of data storage that is anticipated to be required on board the vehicle for 24 hours of 


data recording is 612 MB assuming every parameter is monitored and including GNSS.  


Table  below shows a comparison of total memory requirement for all data to be 


monitored, essential and desired data to be monitored and finally only essential data to 


be monitored. 
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Table 5: Memory requirements comparison 


Data Capture for K-


CAN and P-CAN 


24 hours (MB) 2 years (GB) Number of 


recording days 


for 16 GB 


storage 


All data 612 MB 447 GB 26 


Essential + Desired  170 MB 124 GB 94 


Essential 85 MB 63 GB 188 


Essential + Desired + 


IPT + GNSS 


387  MB 283 GB 41 


Essential + IPT + 


GNSS 


217  MB 158 GB 74 


 


It is recommended that the data is uploaded to a remote server every 24 hours (e.g. at 


the end of the day). It should be noted that assuming the data is written into the single 


memory location the data capture will be stopped during the process of data transfer to 


the back-up system.   


9 Gap Analysis 


In analysing the requirements for data monitoring and recording, some gaps were 


identified between the desired specification/ capability and the capability of the existing / 


proposed equipment. 


Each of these gaps is discussed below, while TRL’s proposals and recommendations are 


explained in Section 11. 


9.1 The vehicle 


9.1.1 GPS signal recording 


It is understood that the existing setup on the vehicle is that GPS data is integrated with 


the events recorded by the RDU. GPS data is therefore recorded only during the point 


that an event triggers the data to be logged, along with 60 seconds leading up to the 


event. Therefore, there appears to be no capability to continuously record the GPS data. 


It is also understood that the current proposal is to equip the vehicles with a data logger 


that is able to continuously log two separate CAN BUS feeds but without a GPS input. 


Recording of GPS data on the route is crucial and ideally all data recorded on the vehicle 


should be GPS time-stamped to improve synchronisation.  


9.1.2 Data storage 


An assessment of data requirement shows that it is unlikely that the proposed on board 


data logger storage of 16 GB will be sufficient to record all of the data from the trial. It is 


likely that regular upload and change of storage device will be required. From the data 


presented in Table  it can be seen that if all available data was recorded from the vehicle 
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CAN BUS then less than one month of recording would be possible. An assessment was 


made of the most crucial data required to be recorded. The combination of this essential 


data with IPT and GNSS data can be continually recorded for 74 days (over 2 months), 


represented as the highlighted row in Table . 


Required data storage will therefore depend on what data is to be captured. However, if 


the proposed storage of 16 GB is the maximum available storage then periodic download 


of data, or exchange of storage device, will be required. 


9.1.3 Data communication 


If only essential data (Essential + GNSS +IPT) is assumed to be required for recording 


then approximately 217 MB of data will need to be recorded every 24 hours. In order to 


minimise the potential loss of data and maximise the availability of access to new data, 


data could be remotely uploaded to a remote server every 24 hours. The existing and 


the proposed data loggers on the vehicle are understood to have a GPRS capability. 


Using GPRS will result in additional charges for data transfer for the duration of the 


project.  


A possible alternative approach could be to utilise the existing Wi-MAX capability in 


Milton Keynes installed by WPD or to use Wi-Fi capability at bus depots to transfer the 


data from the vehicles.  


9.2 Network Monitoring 


9.2.1 Data communication 


The power quality analyser proposed to be used in the project to record disturbances on 


the network is understood to have no direct communication capability. It is important to 


be able to access the data recorded by the data analyser to ensure it is recording as 


anticipated and to perform preliminary analysis of the data. From information provided 


by the manufacturer, it is possible to connect the power quality analyser to a laptop 


computer, which would then allow using the built in modem to remotely down load the 


data. Wired or wireless connection could be utilised, depending on the connectivity 


available at the substation level. 


The approach proposed at present does not allow remote access to the data recorded by 


the data analyser. 


9.2.2 Time synchronisation 


At present there is no method defined for time-synchronising the data from the power 


quality analyser and other data sources in the project. It is likely that the network data 


will be Network Time Protocol (NTP) synchronised. This should allow synchronisation with 


GPS data down to the millisecond level, which is considered sufficient for this project. 


Once time synchronisation of other data sources has also been defined, e.g. the 


stationary battery, then a method for synchronising all data can be defined. 
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9.3 Stationary Battery 


9.3.1 Time synchronisation 


It is understood that there is presently no defined method for time stamping of data 


recorded from the stationary battery. It could be either GPS or NTP time-stamped. 


9.4 IPT charger 


9.4.1 Data communication 


It is assumed that the IPT charger is equipped with a wireless modem to allow data from 


the primary side to be communicated to the vehicle where it can be integrated with the 


CAN BUS data. A closer inspection of the IPT charger specification suggests that the 


modem is included in the IPT equipment supplied by Conductix-Wampfler. However, 


conversations with WPD and other project consortium members suggested that there 


was some uncertainty regarding whether the modem was an optional extra and whether 


the project chose to purchase it. At the time of writing a clarification was not available. 


9.5 Other data sources 


In addition to the data gathered from the sources described in Sections 5 to 8, additional 


information may be required in order to help explain any unexpected disturbances on the 


network and/or detect patterns. Possible required data includes: 


 Vehicle and driver schedule logs: Required to understand which vehicles (uniquely 


identified) and drivers are driving each route. Issues identified with a particular 


vehicle can then be monitored and taken into consideration when evaluating 


impacts on the network and power demand. 


 Traffic: Retrospective traffic and congestion reports could be analysed for those 


periods where anomalies are identified in power demand or charger use. 


 Vehicle weight: In order to model and forecast vehicle energy use and therefore 


power demand and charger use, data on changes in the weight of the vehicle 


through the route needs to be available. Weight of the vehicle without passengers 


is 9080kg, however, with maximum passenger capacity it can be approximately 


12850kg. This almost 42% of the vehicle weight and will have a substantial 


impact on the amount of energy used by the vehicle. TRL’s review of all CAN-Bus 


outputs from the vehicle shows that there is no output for vehicle weight. An 


alternative source of this data is therefore required.  


10 Data handling 


In order to minimise the risk of substantial data loss it is proposed that data from all 


sources is uploaded to a remote server or an ftp site every 24 hours. For this purpose it 


is proposed that such a site is set up in advance of the vehicles entering service on 


route. TRL are able to host such a data area if WPD desire us to do so. 


In addition to remote uploading of data, all original storage devices with recorded data 


should also be kept. Where available storage space is thought to be insufficient to record 


all data from the entire duration of this project (1.5 years) then a methodology should 


be developed when these specific storage devices are replaced, who replaces them and 
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the specific process to follow to ensure data is not lost in the process and new storage 


device is correctly connected to the data logger. 


11 Recommendations 


The following are high level recommendations based on the work carried out as part of 


Task 1 in this project. 


11.1 Vehicle 


The preferred option is to equip the vehicle with a data-logger that is able to handle all 


of the expected CAN BUS feeds (P-CAN and K-CAN), has sufficient on board storage to 


record all data available from both CANs, GPS feed and IPT data. It should also have a 


capability to periodically remotely upload the data to a remote server, preferably through 


Wi-MAX or Wi-Fi to avoid dependence on the mobile networks and additional data 


charges. This would allow mining the recorded data retrospectively to uncover reasons 


for variations in power demand, power use and recorded disturbances on the network. 


If the cost of such a system is prohibitive then an alternative approach is proposed 


where only selected data is recorded to allow for smaller storage devices to be used. This 


option should be compatible with the proposed data logger with 16 GB storage limit but 


will require manual replacement of the storage medium approximately every month, 


allowing contingency for holidays. This option consists of a data logger that is able to do 


the following: 


 Record two CAN BUS streams simultaneously 


 Wireless communication enabled  (at least GPRS) 


 Storage space of at least 217 MB for 24 hours of data. 


TRL recommends that data recorded by the vehicle should be GPS time-stamped. GPS 


time, distance and velocity data is logged alongside the IPT charger and vehicle CAN 


data. 


11.2 Network monitoring 


The power quality analyser proposed to be used in the project is recommended to be 


connected to a laptop in order to record all outputs and allow remote access to the data. 


The laptop should have an internet connection. 


11.3 Stationary battery 


The battery has not yet been defined. TRL recommends that when selecting the battery, 


it is ensured that at least the data defined in Section 6.1.1 is available for recording from 


the BMS. The data recorded used with the battery should be able to upload the data to a 


remote server, use of Wi-MAX or Wi-Fi is preferred, and has sufficient local storage 


space for recording all data from the trials, at least 2.7 GB. 
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Appendix A Selected CAN BUS data 


See separate file. 
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Modelling of power and energy demand from vehicles 


and chargers  


1 Scope 


This report aims to provide an understanding of how TRL is using its in-house route 


profiling, power and energy demand model to perform modelling of electric bus 


operations on route number 7 in Milton Keynes, as part of the Electric Boulevards 


projects.  


The purpose of this modelling study is to help understand the impact of inductively 


charged electric buses on the electricity distribution network, based on the vehicles’ 


energy demand, route duty cycle and charging infrastructure use. The model aims to 


simulate 8 bus whole day schedules with end of route inductive charging. A sensitivity 


analysis of power and energy demand based on vehicle on-board energy storage 


capacity and required charging infrastructure was also performed. 


2 Modelling Electric bus use 


The model includes modelling of energy consumption of the vehicle and aims to develop 


an understanding of the charging time, charging interval and battery State-Of-Charge 


(SOC) for the complete route. The model permits numerous charging scenarios to be 


simulated in order to optimise the demand on the electrical distribution network.  TRL 


has modelled the performance of Wrightbus Streetlite EV electric bus with end-of-route 


inductive charging, using Conductix-Wampfler inductive charging equipment. As with all 


modelling, outputs of this exercise are only indicative and will not be an absolute 


representation of the bus and charger performance in a real operational environment. In 


order to ensure maximum learning can be attained from this exercise, various sensitivity 


analyses were carried out on the model to determine a range of possible performance 


and evaluate the possible impacts on the distribution network when the battery size, 


charging efficiency and charge durations are varied.  


2.1 Model inputs 


The route parameters are used to predict the total energy demand and required power 


from charging infrastructure. The route is divided into route segments of defined length; 


the length of each section is chosen according to particular parameters, for example, the 


distance between two junctions, a constant incline or constant vehicle speed. The length 


of each segment can range from 100m to 1km dependent on these conditions. Each 


section is assigned a set of input parameters in order to create an accurate dynamic 


model, mechanically defining the motion of the vehicle. The parameters assigned to each 


segment include, but are not limited to; the length of the section, speed, elevation, 


acceleration and deceleration rate. 


The model also includes input data for the specifications of battery, inductive chargers 


and the vehicle. This information is used to predict charge and discharge rates at each 


section of the route and it also enables sensitivity analysis by varying parameters and 


settings.  
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2.2 Model Operation 


The input parameters are used to develop a mechanical dynamic model of the route 


which predicts the energy consumption. The second part of the model utilises predicted 


energy to develop a power demand model which uses vehicle battery and inductive 


charger input parameters to calculate the State of Charge (SOC), charge, discharge and 


energy contribution of the regenerative braking. These results are used to analyse the 


vehicle’s battery SOC at various points along the route.  


The calculations consider mechanical losses such as aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance 


and drivetrain, as well as electrical inefficiencies in the vehicle battery, inductive charger 


and power electronics.  


2.3 Model outputs 


The model calculates energy discharged from the vehicle battery, amount of energy 


restored during inductive and regenerative charging and energy consumption against 


time and distance. The results are represented as charts in order to analyse vehicle and 


charger performance along a given route.  


The initial test input data is created by using the bus timetable on the Bletchley to 


Wolverton route. The timetable was used to derive duration of stops. The distances 


between bus stops were estimated by using Google maps. The purpose of this data at 


this stage is to verify the anticipated operation of the buses and demand on chargers. 


The input data is therefore simplified and includes an estimate of the acceleration and 


speed profiles which are likely to be less demanding than real world driving conditions 


which would be affected by the vehicle interaction with traffic and other road users, 


traffic lights and driver behaviour. 


2.3.1 Whole day schedule 


Whole day schedules are divided into two groups, namely short route and long route. 


Short schedule end time is around 19:00 and distance of approximately 230km as shown 


in Figure 1.  The longer schedule end time is approximately 23:30 and total length of 


approximately 330km as shown in Figure 2. All eight buses start in the morning between 


06:20-07:45 but only 3 buses complete the long route.  


From timetables obtained from the Arriva website, it is not explicitly clear what the 


resting periods are at each end of route stop for each bus. Therefore, TRL estimated 


these from the timetables, assuming priority is given to longer rest times at Bletchley 


due to the more practical layout of the bus station. 


Figure 1 shows the state of charge for the 98 KWh (available capacity) batteries. The 


blue line shows the vehicle being inductively charged for 5 minutes in Wolverton and 25 


minutes in Bletchley Station. Note that the total available rest time at Wolverton is circa 


36 minutes; however, this includes a small overlap of both buses being at the bus 


station. Since only one bus can use the charger at any given time, charging time is 


assumed to be 25 minutes. Orange line shows battery SOC and range of the vehicle 


without opportunistic charging. In this case, the battery would completely discharge 


after approximately 118km. The shorter daily duty cycle is approximately 220km.   
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Figure 1: State of charge for all day on the short route 


Figure 2 shows the SOC of the bus on the longer daily duty cycle, which is approximately 


335km and towards the end of the day Wolverton charging times increase to 20 


minutes, total available rest time in this case is 32 minutes.  


 


Figure 2: SOC of the longer route 


As seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2 there are points where SOC reaches 100% during 


charging, predominantly early in the daily duty cycle or towards the end of the longer 


daily duty cycle. The figures show that the minimum level SOC drops to during the day is 


around 50% which means that the current specification of batteries on board the buses 


is sufficient to meet the anticipated daily demand and allows for contingency. For all 


buses on the number 7 route, the daily duty cycle is anticipated to consist of a 


combination of the longer and the shorter duty cycles. The specific profiles of each part 


of the route are described in more detail in the next section. 
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2.3.2 Bletchley to Wolverton single route 


The Bletchley to Wolverton route profile is formed by combining the Arriva Route 7 map 


with Google maps. The route was divided into segments using Google maps, considering 


roundabouts, junctions and bus stops to create a speed-distance profile. 


Figure 3 shows the battery SOC on a single completion of a route from Bletchley to 


Wolverton, represented by the blue line. The orange spikes represent the regenerative 


braking and blue spikes are discharge from the battery. The charge and discharge spikes 


show the acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle which aims to simulate urban 


driving on route 7. The graph assumes that a proportion of the braking energy is stored 


back into the battery through regenerative braking.  


 


 


Figure 3: Bletchley to Wolverton route 
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Figure 4 shows the speed profile from Bletchley station to Wolverton. The maximum 


speed was limited to 20ms-1 (44.7mph). The profile aims to simulate urban driving 


conditions for buses which include stops at bus stops and traffic, and appropriate 


acceleration and deceleration to simulate acceleration and deceleration.  


 


Figure 4: Distance-Speed profile for Wolverton-Bletchley 


Figure 5 shows the Kinetic Energy (KE) required to accelerate the vehicle up to the 


required speed and recovered energy from regenerative braking on the negative axis. It 


should be noted that the power generated through regenerative braking is such that not 


all kinetic energy is harvested, it is assumed that there are electrical and mechanical 


losses. 


 


Figure 5: Kinetic Energy required/generated 
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2.3.3 Wolverton-Bletchley single route 


The Wolverton to Bletchley route profile is created by reversing the Bletchley to 


Wolverton parameters. As shown in Figure 6, 18.25% (18 kWh) of the battery energy is 


consumed.  


 


Figure 6: Wolverton-Bletchley SOC and Charge and discharge rate 


 


 


Figure 7: Wolverton-Bletchley distance - speed 
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Figure 8: Wolverton-Bletchley kinetic energy profile 


2.3.4 Wolverton-Central Milton Keynes-Wolverton single route 


The Wolverton-Central Milton Keynes (CMK)-Wolverton route was formed by using initial 


Bletchley-Wolverton parameters. This route is 31.5 km and it consumes approximately 


25% (24 kWh) of SOC. There is a gap in the middle of the graph which represents a 


6 minute stop at CMK station.  


 


Figure 9: Wolverton-CMK-Wolverton SOC 
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Figure 10: Wolverton-CMK-Wolverton distance-speed 


 


 


Figure 11: Wolverton-CMK-Wolverton Kinetic Energy profile 


2.4 Other remarks on route modelling 


It should be noted that although TRL made best efforts to realistically represent the duty 


cycle of the buses on each route in order to estimate energy consumption of the buses 


and charger use as accurately as possible, the speed profiles and accelerations in real-


life driving will be different and possibly more energy demanding than current modelling 


suggests. Furthermore, for simplicity, change in elevation was assumed to be zero and 


number of passengers on the bus (which affects the total weight and therefore energy 


demand) was estimated at each point along the route. Modelling of the route allows a 


sensitivity analysis to be undertaken which considers more demanding duty cycles where 


necessary.  
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Once data is available from the electric buses on route 7, the model will be modified to 


take into account any substantial deviations from real life duty cycles. 


3 Eight Bus Model 


Eight-bus, whole day models are created by using single route models for each bus, as 


described above. Table 1 shows the start times for all buses; start of the day is when 


buses leave the Wolverton depot while start of route is the point at which buses are 


ready to depart their start location at the beginning of the day, when this is not 


Wolverton. These start locations are indicated in brackets. The following assumptions are 


made in the combined eight bus model: 


 Wolverton depot and Wolverton bus stop is the same location 


 The SOC at start of the day is 100% regardless of start location. 


 If the start of the day for a bus is Bletchley, it takes 30 minutes to travel from 


Wolverton depot to Bletchley station. 


 Auxiliary losses are an optimistic estimate.  


 60% of braking energy can be recovered through regenerative braking. 


 98kWh is available energy from the battery which can be discharged to 0%. 


 Maximum speed is limited to 20ms-1 (44mph). 


 The routes do not include incline or decline in elevation.  


Table 1: Start times on route 7 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Table 2 shows the end of route times, end of the day times and state of charge at the 


end of the day when buses arrive at Wolverton depot. The following assumptions are 


made in Table 2: 


 If the end of the route is in Bletchley or CMK station, the bus does not charge at 


end of the route before travelling to the end of day destination (Wolverton).  


 Wolverton bus depot is assumed to be at the same location as Wolverton 


Station. 


 The return route from Bletchley or CMK is same as route 7 but the passengers 


and bus stops are taken out of the route profile. 


Bus  Start of route Start of day 


1 07:15 (Wolverton) 
06:53(Oak 


Ridge) 


2 06:20 (Bletchley) 05:50  


3 06:20 (Wolverton) 06:20 


4 06:40 (Wolverton) 06:40 


5 06:57 (Bletchley) 06:27 


6 07:00 (Wolverton) 07:00 


7 07:24 (Bletchley) 06:54 


8 07:45 (Wolverton) 07:45 
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 End of the route SOC is dependent on charging opportunities and the route the 


bus follows throughout the day. For example, the bus with more Wolverton-CMK-


Wolverton routes will have lower SOC at the end of the day as the route is longer 


than Bletchley-Wolverton route and charging times in Wolverton are significantly 


less than at Bletchley.  


Table 2: End of the schedule times 


Bus  
End of 


schedule time 


End of day 


time 


 End of day state of 


charge (%) 


1 22:54 (W) 22:54 75 


2 23:27 (CMK) 00:11 78 


3 19:27 (B) 20:03 42 


4 18:44 (W) 18:44 58 


5 18:24 (B) 18:58 35 


6 20:23 (B) 20:51 62 


7 23:23 (W) 23:23 58 


8 19:27 (CMK) 19:59 78 


 


Table 3 shows the whole day data for each bus. Total available charge time is not equal 


to the total charged time due to the battery being charged to 100% SOC within the 


available time. The Wolverton to Bletchley route uses 18% (approx. 18 kWh) and 


25 minutes of inductive charging in Bletchley station can top up energy by (35%) 


35 kWh. Energy from the grid shows how much energy supplied to the inductive 


chargers from the distribution network. 


Table 3: Whole day parameters 


Bus 


Total 


distance in 


a day 


(km) 


Total energy 


dissipated in a 


day (kWh) 


Total available  


charge time in 


a day (min) 


Total 


Charged 


Time (min) 


Energy 


from the 


grid (kWh) 


1 285.2 282.7 143 110 231.5 


2 338 332.5 170 132 278.9 


3 264.8 265.19 113 91 192.6 


4 222.3 223.5 100 78 165.2 


5 222.3 243.6 81 73 154.9 


6 264.8 265.9 120 96 203.3 


7 306.5 304.4 145 111 234.2 


8 221.9 221.9 115 83 176.2 


 


Error! Reference source not found. shows the state of charge for all eight buses. At 


the end of the day declining SOC sharply rises and maintains flat line then drops to 0%, 


this represents end of route and end of day at which point the bus is showed to be 


charged using a plug-in charger for one hour. An hour slow charge is used for modelling 


purposes as a representation of the end of day’s operations, in practice the vehicle has 


to charge up to 100% SOC during the night. As shown in Error! Reference source not 


found. the SOC of the battery does not fall below 50% during the day, with the 


exception of bus 5 and bus 3 (30% and 42% respectively). Buses 5 and 3 finish at 


Bletchley and therefore have an additional journey back to Wolverton station without 


charging which results in the lower end of day SOC. There are eight buses which are all 
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operational from 06:20 to 18:20. After 20:00 only three buses are operational up until 


mid-night. Buses in Wolverton can be charged up to 20 minutes after 19:30. 


Bus stop duration at Bletchley is approximately 36 minutes but buses are only assumed 


to be charged for 25 minutes to avoid multiple buses attempting to charge in same 


station at the same time. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the use of Wolverton and 


Bletchley inductive chargers. Smaller peaks towards the end of the day signify the plug-


in charging in Wolverton depot for those buses which have finished the daily duty cycle 


earlier. 


 


Figure 12: 8 bus SOC whole day 


 


Figure 13: Utilisation of the Wolverton IPT charger 
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Figure 14: Utilisation of the Bletchley IPT charger 


4 Sensitivity analysis 


4.1 Minimum battery capacity 


Minimum available battery capacity to complete a full day route is approximately 


68.5kWh. This value is reached by systematically reducing the battery capacity until 


battery SOC on the most energy demanding bus duty cycle drops near to 0% by the 


time it reaches its end of day destination, as shown in Figure 15. In the analysis it is 


assumed that the battery is charged at full IPT charger charge rate for 25 minutes in 


Bletchley and 5 minutes in Wolverton. 


Figure 15 shows the SOC for all eight buses. Bus 5 has the lowest SOC at the end of the 


day. 


 


Figure 15: SOC in minimum battery capacity 
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When compared with Figure 12, it is possible to see that the impact of reduced battery 


size is quite subtle, a reduction of the capacity by 43%, reduces the minimum remaining 


SOC from around 35% to approximately 0%. However, it should be noted that drop in 


SOC at the end of the duty cycle is due to the assumption that buses will not charge at 


the end of route location before going back Wolverton depot. Without this assumption, it 


can be see that most buses can finish the daily duty cycle with over 20% SOC.  


4.2 Minimum IPT efficiency rate 


IPT charger efficiency is 90% according to the Conductix Wampfler specification. This 


assumes perfect alignment of the secondary (receiver) coil on the bus to the primary 


(transmitter) coil in the ground. Figure 16 shows the SOC if the charger efficiency is 


reduced down to 70% of nominal 120kW (84kW). The results show it is still possible to 


complete the bus schedule even with a 70% efficiency caused by misalignment of buses 


with the IPT charger, using nominal available battery capacity of 98kWh. 


 


Figure 16: SOC at minimum efficiency 


4.3  Minimum Charge times 


This analysis aims to calculate minimum charging time for each bus. The results are 


shown in Table 4.  The “% in reduction” column shows that if the total daily charging 


time of the buses is reduced by 18%, all buses complete their daily duty cycle; the 


percentage reduction depends on the schedule and charging opportunities available 


during the day. 18% reduction is lowest reduction for the most demanding bus route, 


bus 5. Other buses can have larger reductions in charging time and still be able to 


complete the daily duty cycle.  


The SOC profile corresponding to these reduced charging times can be seen in Figure 17. 


It appears that charging of buses is more sensitive to charging time than reductions in 


efficiency of IPT chargers or reductions in on-board battery capacity. Only a relatively 


small percentage decreases can be allowed to charging times in order to maintain bus 


operation for the entire daily duty cycle.  


Charger usage and spare capacity represented by the spaces between charge spikes at 


each charging location can be seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19. Significant gaps can be 
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generated in the IPT charger utilisation at Wolverton which presents potential 


opportunities for selective charging of buses during high demand and high network load 


scenarios. 


Table 4: Minimum Charging times 


Bus 


Total available  


charge time in a day 


(min) 


Total 


Charged 


Time 


Minimum Charge time 


to complete the day 


% in 


reduction 


1 143 110 85 -22 


2 170 132 105 -20 


3 113 91 73 -19 


4 100 78 50 -36 


5 81 73 60 -18 


6 120 96 70 -27 


7 145 111 90 -18 


8 115 83 55 -33 


 


 


Figure 17: Minimum charging times 
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Figure 18: Utilisation of Wolverton IPT charger during minimum charging times 


 


 


Figure 19: Utilisation of the Bletchley IPT charger 


5 Eight Bus Model - use of third charger in CMK 


In this section an additional charger is added to the CMK Station, all the other 


parameters such as battery capacity, vehicle specification etc. remains the same as the 


two charger model. In Sections 5.2 onwards, sensitivity analysis performed earlier is 


repeated but with the inclusion of CMK charger. 


All routes include Milton Keynes station as a bus stop location but only the Wolverton-


CMK-Wolverton route has a 6 minute stop at the CMK bus station. Buses will be charged 


at CMK during these 6 minute stops. Wolverton-Bletchley routes use CMK as a regular 


bus stop hence these buses will not be charged in CMK. Figure 20 shows the SOC when a 
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third charger is included, and shows that the SOC does not drop below 45% of the 


battery capacity and for the majority of the buses, it does not drop below 60% SOC.  


Utilisation of all three chargers is illustrated in Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23.  


The use of CMK charger can significantly increase the opportunity for V2G applications as 


the most of the buses’ SOC remains high during the day allowing using some of the 


energy from the bus to feed back into the network if necessary. The use of third charger 


in CMK also allows reducing the utilisation of the Wolverton and Bletchley chargers. 


 


Figure 20: SOC with 3 IPT chargers 


 


Figure 21: Utilisation of Wolverton charger with CMK charger 
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Figure 22: Utilisation of Bletchley charger with CMK charger 


 


Figure 23: Utilisation of CMK charger 


5.1.1 Scoping of stationary battery bank capacity 


In order to simulate V2G in this project, it is proposed to use a bank of batteries near 


the CMK IPT charger instead of drawing energy directly from the batteries on-board the 


vehicle.  


It is possible to estimate the necessary capacity of the battery at CMK charger that 


would be representative of the SOC remaining in the on-board battery by considering the 


SOC of each on board battery during the day every time it arrives to the CMK charger. 


Figure 24 shows the SOC of on board batteries when they arrive at CMK charger. This 


analysis suggests that the capacity of such stationary battery is likely to be between 


90% and 75% of the on-board battery, equivalent to between to between 88kWh and 


74kWh. Majority of the time, the available on-board battery capacity is approximately 


74kWh at the CMK station. During the 6 minute stop at CMK charger a bus will be able to 
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charge approximately up to 10kWh of its on-board battery. A 74kWh stationary battery 


bank will therefore be able to support up to 7 bus charging instances at CMK station 


throughout the day, without needing additional charging from the grid. Alternatively, a 


74kWh stationary battery bank also represents the likely maximum capacity of an on-


board battery so its use for V2G applications can replicate the use of on-board battery. 


 


Figure 24: SOC on arrival to CMK charger 


5.2 Minimum battery capacity 


The battery capacity is reduced to the limit where one of the buses fails to complete the 


whole day schedule. The model shows 56kWh of available battery energy with full use of 


opportunistic charging is capable of completing the whole day schedule. The model 


assumes charge and discharge rates are the same as those assumed for a 98kWh 


battery. This analysis shows that with the use of CMK charger allows for much smaller 


batteries to be used on the bus if charging times are kept the same, 


 


Figure 25: SOC for minimum battery capacity 
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5.3 Minimum charger efficiency  


According to Conductix Wampfler current charger efficiency is 90%. However, as 


demonstrated in Section 4.2, if average charging efficiency is reduced, the daily schedule 


can still be completed by all buses, assuming charging times and battery capacity remain 


unchanged. If CMK charger is also used, the lowest efficiency which can be tolerated and 


allow all buses to complete their daily duty cycle is 58% (56kW received by the 


secondary coil) as shown in Figure 26 where bus 5 would still complete its schedule but 


finish with a discharged battery. 


 


Figure 26: SOC profile if all three chargers operate at 58% efficiency. 


5.4 Minimum charging time 


Analysis of minimum charging times shows that the buses are still capable of completing 


the whole day schedule if charging times are reduced by 20%, see Error! Reference 


source not found.. Most buses would be able to tolerate more than 20% decrease to 


charging times. Error! Reference source not found. shows the SOC for all eight buses 


in minimum charge time to complete the whole day schedule. As seen from Figure 28, 


Figure 29 and Figure 30, utilisation of Wolverton, Bletchley and CMK chargers is 


significantly reduced when compared with Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23 


respectively. The charging stops are chosen specifically to achieve lowest charge time for 


each bus.  


Table 5: Minimum charge time 


Bus 
Total available  charge 


time in a day (min) 


Total 


Charged 


Time 


Minimum Charge time to 


complete the day 


% in 


reduction  


1 155 110 84 -23 


2 188 133 105 -21 


3 131 92 73 -20 


4 118 85 50 -41 


5 99 80 60 -25 


6 131 97 70 -28 


7 169 117 90 -23 
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8 133 90 55 -38 


 


 


Figure 28: Utilisation of the Wolverton IPT charger 


 


Figure 27: SOC in Minimum charging time 
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Figure 29: Utilisation of the Bletchley IPT charger 


 


 


Figure 30: Utilisation of the CMK IPT charger 


It should be noted that reducing charging times for each bus allows for some flexibility in 


which charging instances are removed completely for each charging locations. In the 


example above, charging times were reduced to their lowest levels by reducing charging 


instances at CMK as much as possible, with only one charging event taking place in CMK, 


as shown in Figure 30. Given the already highlighted importance of charging times, the 


CMK charger can be used as an important back up charger in those instances when 


charging from other two chargers has been reduced to below 18% during the day. 


However, due to the relatively short stops at CMK (6 minutes), CMK charger alone will 


not be a suitable replacement to the Bletchley charger which is used for approximately 


25 minutes by each bus at each stop.  
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6 Conclusion 


The model assumes the buses are able to charge at Wolverton for 5 minutes, Bletchley 


for 25 minutes and Central Milton Keynes for 6 minutes depending on the bus route and 


whole day schedule. TRL analysed possible demand using a two charger and a three 


charger configuration on the route (where the third charger is located in Central Milton 


Keynes bus station).  


In the two charger route configuration, the chargers are located in Wolverton and 


Bletchley, the SOC of the buses on fully utilised charging drops to a minimum of 35% 


throughout the day. Performed sensitivity analysis suggests that the buses are able to 


complete the route using a 68.5kWh battery or 84kW chargers if charging times are kept 


the same. Alternatively, if battery and charger efficiency parameters are at their nominal 


values then all buses are capable of completing the route if the charging times are 


reduced by up to 18%. The operation of the buses appears to be most sensitive to 


charging times as a reduction of charging times of 18% is the maximum that can 


achieved without stopping the buses from completing their daily duty cycle, even though 


under full charging time conditions it is expected that at least 35% of the battery SOC 


should be remaining at the end of the day. 


Installing an additional charger in Central Milton Keynes; used on the Wolverton-Central 


Milton Keynes-Wolverton route, the minimum SOC at the end of day increases to 45% 


on fully utilised chargers. A minimum battery capacity that still allows all buses to 


complete the daily duty cycle is around 56kWh (57% of original capacity).  Sensitivity 


analysis also shows that charging times can be reduced by 20% or charging efficiency 


could be as low as 58% to still provide sufficient energy to allow daily duty cycle to be 


completed.  


Even though a third charger increases the available charging time for the buses 


throughout the day, the frequent charging and 25 minute charging time in Bletchley 


station is capable of providing required energy throughout the day. CMK charger can be 


fully utilised in following scenarios: 


 During peak demand hours 


 Reduced charging times at Bletchley (or other chargers) 


 Smaller on-board battery capacity 


 More electric buses are introduced on route 


 Frequent misalignment of receiver and transmitter coil, reducing charger 


efficiency. 
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1 Executive Summary 


The purpose of this report is to analyse the demand for and nature of power supplied to 


the Inductive Power Transfer (IPT) infrastructure for charging electric buses, for which 


data was provided by Western Power Distribution. The analysis includes the average 


system performance, performance of the system under maximum load conditions and 


identified anomalies in the dataset covering the first set of data for the system 


operation: 


 Wolverton: 01/04/14 to 27/05/2014 


 Bletchley: 01/04/14 to 27/05/2014 


 Arden Park: 08/05/14 to 28/05/2014.  


The results show that on average the IPT charger requires 138 KVA apparent power from 


the distribution network during charging.  However, this value can be as high as 177KVA 


in some instances. It is possible that at 177KVA, protection equipment at the supply side 


could be triggered and switch off the system. The average input current is approximately 


200A per phase, and the peak average current can be as high as 225A.  


The charge event data for inductive chargers shows that the number of charge events 


peak between 10:00 – 17:00 hours which overlaps with the peak demand from the grid 


which starts at 15:00. The actual measured data from Wolverton indicate an average of 


35 charge events for a weekday. The average number of charge events for Bletchley is 


18. It should be noted that the inductive power transfer chargers are expected to supply 


power instantly on request between 6:30 to 23:30 for highly utilised chargers such as 


Wolverton. 


In Arden Park, the plugin charging begins after 22:00 and continues up until 8:00, and 


the average power demand peaks at 1:00 am. It should be noted that the overnight 


charging in Arden Park occurs during low grid demand hours 


The power factor was above 0.95 during the power transfer from primary to vehicle 


secondary coils and the currents on each phase are relatively balanced (below 7% 


variation). The power factor is below 0.7 when the primary and secondary coils are not 


coupled. Although at lower power, the constant load on the network suggests that the 


effects of low power factors require further investigation, particular if multiple systems 


are to be deployed in close proximity.   


There were anomalies in the data set such as low power peaks, and uncharacteristic 


maximums and minimums. These anomalies were highlighted in the report and the 


possible causes of the anomalies were discussed. However, in some cases grid data 


alone does not provide enough information to understand the causes of the anomalies. 


Further data from the vehicles themselves and the IPT chargers is required for the same 


time period to understand in detail the possible causes and the implications of these 


anomalies   
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2 Background 


This report presents analysis of results for the first set of monitored data, collected over 


one month of operation in May. This report is the deliverable for Task 4 of the project 


Electric Boulevards (TRL name: Inductive charging of electric buses in Milton Keynes). 


The aim of the project is to understand the impact of inductive charging of electric buses 


on the distribution network. A full description of the task is given below from the original 


scope of work: 


Task 4: Analysis of results after 1 month of operation and refinement of models 


One month into the bus and IPT charger operation, key metrics will be measured 


and evaluated by TRL and WPD. These will be compared with the initial forecasts 


from the models and the models then refined. Metrics to be measured and 


evaluated will be defined fully during the project but will include: 


•IPT charger usage (times, durations, etc.) 


•IPT charger performance (power provided to the bus, power drawn from 


the grid, efficiency, etc.) 


•Bus operation (analysis of battery SOC during duty cycle, variability in 


duty cycles, accuracy of bus and IPT alignment) 


•Static battery storage SOC profiles (stationary batteries deployed near 


the charging infrastructure). 


Using the above data, the following tasks will be performed: 


4.1. Data analysis from gathered bus / charger data and bus operational data, 


and updating of the model. 


4.2. Static battery storage SOC profiles. 


 


It was anticipated that data would be available from three sources namely;  


 The IPT charging infrastructure 


 The electric buses 


 The DNO connection. 


Later in the project data was also expected from the static battery Energy Storage 


System (ESS) to be placed at Milton Keynes Central Station along with a third IPT 


charger in this location. 


The power supply parameters to the IPT charger (from the DNO connection) were the 


only data available during the analysis for this task, therefore, the scope of this report 


includes analysis of the available data and results which can be deduced from it. The 


data was collected from the WPD metering cubicles connected to the IPT charger as 


shown in Figure 1 for the Bletchley installation example.  
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Figure 1: Bletchley Installation diagram 


 


The preliminary report was based on an initial dataset given to TRL which contained a 


reduced dataset for the months of April and May 2014. The new more detailed data set 


analysed in this report contains data for only May 2014 so where it is useful the older 


dataset is used to allow a longer period of data to be analysed.    


  


11KV-400V 


IPT primary coil 
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3 Introduction 


This report describes the analysis of the data collected from the loggers on two IPT 


charging stations along a bus route (number 7) in Milton Keynes and plug-in chargers in 


Arden park depot. The analysis aims to understand the performance of the IPT charger, 


the anomalies in power supply and effects of the IPT charger on the distribution network.   


The bus route follows a path along major stops from the Bletchley bus station to the 


Wolverton bus stop where two IPT chargers were located (and used to transfer power to 


the buses throughout the day). Arden park has eight 23 kW Plugin chargers, (which are 


used to charge the buses overnight). It is important to take this context into account 


when considering the data, bus timetables do not always reflect the actual events; 


where this is relevant this will be pointed out. 


This report describes the measured data provided by WPD and how this measured data 


can be derived to calculate other useful parameters for analysis. Once the input data set 


is complete, the report analyses this data by studying the following aspects; 


 Mean and maximum power transfer 


 Anomalies  


 Power transfer utilisation 


 Power consumption (and projections) 


 Power factor 


 Three phase balance. 


 


4 Methodology 


The following methodology was adopted in this task to process and analyse the provided 


data and to evaluate the results: 


 


Further information about each step is provided below: 


 Step 1: Analyse and re-structure the data file to be processed in the TRL data 


model. The raw data was grouped in 24 hour clusters   


Step 1: Analyse 
and re-


structure the 
data file 


Step 2: 
Calculate new 
parameters 


Step 3: Define 
boundaries 


Step 4: 
Analysis of 


Maximum and 
Minimum points 


Step 5: Identify 
and investigate 


anomalies 


Step 6: Develop 
one day profiles 


for IPT  


Step 7: Update 
the TRL energy 
demand model 


Step 8:  Report 
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 Step 2: Use measured data to calculate new parameters to help with the analysis. 


Such as real power, power factor etc. 


 Step 3: Investigate the normal operation of the system in day to day basis, 


define values for average power, average current, average charge time, average 


energy transferred 


 Step 4: Analyse maximum and minimum points in the data and investigate the 


causes of unexpected performance. These points help to locate the points where 


the chargers exceed their limits and if this results in system shutdown. 


 Step 5: Extract all the anomalies in the data, anomalies can be defined as any 


behaviour that doesn’t fit in with “normal” or expected operation performance. 


Investigate the causes of these anomalies. 


 Step 6: Develop one day profiles on each power transfer unit such as average 


power, peaks, total energy transferred over 24 hour period and total time in 


operation. 


 Step 7: Update the TRL energy demand model in accordance with the results 


from the data analysis, including power transfer rate, charge times, utilisation. 


 Step 8: Based on the carried out data analysis (Steps 1 to 7), produce report for 


Task 4 


5 Data processing 


5.1 Measured Data  


All the data is measured in one minute intervals and each parameter is date and time 


stamped. The measured parameters are provided in Table 1 below. 


Table 1: Measured parameters 


Parameter Unit 


Date DD/MM/YYYY 


Time Hours (1 minute interval) 


Phase A RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum  A 


Phase B RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


Phase C RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


RMS current Neutral: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


Apparent Power: Mean, Maximum, Minimum KVA 


Reactive Power: Mean, Maximum, Minimum KVAr 


Note: The data was not available for every minute of every day, and where this is 


relevant, it is stated. 
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The data was provided in a Microsoft Excel file in the form of a spread over columns and 


days. This data is then copied into a template spreadsheet which derives the parameters 


shown in Section 5.2.  
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5.2 Calculated Data 


The parameters stated in Table 1 were used to calculate new columns of data which was 


used for the final analysis. Table 2 shows the calculated parameters from the measured 


data. The table include the parameter to be calculated, derivation method/formula and 


its use. 


Table 2: List of derived parameters, their derivation and their use. 


Parameter Derivation Use 


Real Power: 


Mean, Minimum 


and Maximum 


Derived from the apparent and 


reactive power 


𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =


√𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 − 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2,  


for the mean, maximum and 


minimum accordingly. 


Real power = W, Apparent power 


= kVA and Reactive power = kVAr 


Useful power consumed by the 


IPT and to calculate efficiency 


Power factor The ratio of Real power to 


Apparent power  


𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟


𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 


Is calculated for when the system 


is idle, cooling, or charging. 


Ratio of real power in the load 


against the apparent power 


supplied by the grid. If this 


parameter is too low it can 


reduce the efficiency and the 


life time of the IPT and 


distribution equipment. This 


parameter will be compared 


against the solution provider’s 


specification to ensure system 


operate as intended. 


Cooling cycle 


detection and 


power drawn; 


mean and 


maximum 


The apparent power is checked for 


peaks in the data between 2.4kVA 


and 8kVA. Each peak is counted 


and the mean and maximum for 


that peak calculated.  


Checking frequency and power 


drawn from the cooling cycles. 


Charging cycle 


detection and 


power drawn; 


mean and 


maximum power. 


Total energy 


drawn per cycle 


and length of 


charge cycle 


The maximum apparent power is 


checked for peaks in the data for 


anything above 20kVA. Each peak 


is counted and the mean and 


maximum power is logged, as well 


as the total energy drawn during 


that cycle and the length of time 


of that cycle. 


The mean apparent power is 


calculated by averaging all the 


power transfer events above 


100kVA 


These can be checked to see 


what the maximum power draw 


will be as well as the largest 


portion of the energy demand.  
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6 Analysis 


This section of the report analyses the performance of the IPT charger, the anomalies 


and the causes of unexpected behaviour. The analysis includes; study of normal and 


extreme performance, study of unexpected behaviour and finally analysis of one day 


cycle of operation. 


6.1 Apparent Power Supply 


Figure 2 shows the apparent power supply profile to the IPT charger from the metering 


cubicle over a 24 hour period on 2nd of May 2014. A number of observations can be 


made:  


1. There is a constant small flat line (approximately 2.4kVA) which is the power 


consumption from the overheads of the equipment, i.e. when the IPT charger is 


idle. Although small in comparison to the peaks during charging, this demand is 


still considerable and comparable to a single slow plug-in charger constantly 


charging an EV. 


2. The small peaks circled in area A are most likely the extra power supplied to the 


cooling system of the equipment. These are assumed to be the cooling cycles, as 


defined in Table 2. 


3. The large peaks circled in area B are the power transfer cycles as a result of the 


IPT charger transferring power to a bus. 


 


 


Figure 2: Example of power usage of an IPT charger over time with small peaks 


(A) and large peaks (B) 


Note that from this graph it is possible to detect instances of cooling, charging and how 


much energy is consumed in each cycle (the area under the graph). Plotting the data in 


this manner also provides the ability to look for anomalies in the data.  


 


A 


B 
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6.2 Input Current per Phase 


Figure 3 shows the current flow profile to the IPT charger from the metering cubicle over 


a 24 hour period on 2nd of May 2014, as shown, the current supply on that specific day is 


between 195A to 210A during periods of charging. The figure also shows that there is a 


small variation in current supply from each phase, Phase B consistently supply higher 


power when compared with Phase A, this can be caused by the tolerances within the 


system design since the variation is between phase B and phase C is approximately 5%. 


 


 


Figure 3: Current supply per phase on 02-05-2014 


The study of data set shows that operational current per phase  has a range between 0 


Amps to maximum value of 228 Amps, the mean calculation does not provide a reliable 


value because the input data is averaged over one minute,  so, during the first and the 


last minute of power transfer, the current value rAmps up to operational current and 


then drops down to zero Amps. Therefore during these two minutes, the average current 


is lower than the expected operational current and if average power transfer time is 


between 10 to 13 minutes, then averaging error in two minutes of this data could have 


an significant and negative impact on the mean current value. Therefore, the median has 


been used to calculate the middle current value during power transfer, when the power 


transfer rate is expected to be stable. The standard deviation has also been included to 


show the variation in the value. 
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Table 3: Current per phase analysis 


Phase 


Median 


current 


Bletchley 


Median 


Current 


Wolverton 


Standard 


Deviation 


Bletchley 


Standard 


Deviation 


Wolverton 


Maximum 


Wolverton 


Maximum 


Bletchley 


A 196.4 194.8 37.5 31.6 247.4 249.5* 


B 198.8 205.5 38.1 33.4 254.5 250.3* 


C 204.1 197.2 39.1 32 248.5 256.8* 


*maximum current value on Bletchley was recorded on 1st May 2014 


6.3 The Cooling System Demand 


The initial inspection of the data indicate that the small power peaks are caused by the 


cooling system, as each cooling system could require power of more than 5KW 


depending on environment and cooling water temperature. These peaks occur 


periodically throughout the day (see Figure 2) and appear to have no obvious correlation 


to the time of day or when the large peaks in demand occur. It is possible that small 


peaks also occur during power transfer but the size as the small peak is summed up with 


the larger peak it is there for difficult to detect under these circumstances. This will lead 


to an underestimation of the frequency of these cooling cycles.  


The occurrences of these cooling cycles were counted over the period of two months and 


the number of occurrences varies from 56-151 per day and each lasts for approximate 


three minutes. The reason for this variation in occurrences is probably linked to both the 


ambient temperature and the utilisation of the power transfer infrastructure, both of 


which would cause the equipment to require more cooling.  


An investigation into effect of ambient temperature on small peaks has been carried out.  


Daily average temperatures were taken from a weather station in Cranfield (10 miles 


away) and a normalized weighted metric between temperature and the power 


consumption over each day was taken for the Bletchley IPT charger. This weighting was 


adjusted to give the maximum correlation between the measure and the frequency of 


cooling cycles detected. These results from these weightings are shown in Figure 4, 


where a coefficient of determination (R2) is 0.59 for Bletchley. It should be noted 


however, that the correlation is weaker for the Wolverton IPT charger (giving R2 of 0.27) 


but is still present. The weighting (Wtp) metric used for Bletchley after normalisation 


was: 


𝑊𝑡𝑝 = (0.25 x normalised Power consumption) + (0.75x normalised Temperature) 


And for Wolverton it was: 


𝑊𝑡𝑝 = (0.05 x normalised Power consumption) + (0.95x normalised Temperature) 


From these results, it is possible to conclude that the frequency of these cooling cycles 


largely increases due to the increase in ambient temperature. This analysis could be 


used to extrapolate energy costs of the cooling system at a range of temperatures. 
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Figure 4: Weak correlation between occurrences of small peaks and a weighted 


metric between temperature and power consumption for the Bletchley IPT 


charger 


6.4 Power transfer 


This section of the report analyse the power supply parameters. The study includes 


mean performance, the system under maximum operation and unexpected performance 


measurements and the causes of these anomalies. 


6.4.1 Power Supply Analysis 


The power transfer to the buses account for the vast majority of the energy usage from 


the IPT charger. The maximum power transfer to the IPT charger is particularly 


important, as high demand could have adverse effects on the equipment or the nearby 


grid itself and it could trigger the protection equipment switch which will terminate the 


power transfer to the bus. Figure 5  shows over a 4 hour timescale a typical comparison 


between the mean apparent power and the maximum apparent power drawn over one 


minute periods. 
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Figure 5: Comparison between mean and maximum apparent powers drawn 


over minute intervals whilst charging 


As shown in Figure 5, the maximum power supply varies significantly during the power 


transfer process. This data is used as a sample to analyse the differences between the 


peaks and troughs in maximum apparent power, which appears to have around 19kVA 


(or ~12.5%) variation. The design tolerances should be checked against these 


variations.  


Looking over a longer timescale, Figure 6 shows the maximum apparent power for each 


day, over a one month period (May) for both Bletchley and Wolverton IPT chargers.  


Over this one month period the highest maximum power demand found was 174.1kVA. 


This is significantly higher than the mean value (the highest mean value in a charging 


cycle) of 144.9kVA, and is 20% above this mean value, the value of which is used as a 


good proxy to determine the highest “plateau” during a charging cycle. These maximums 


could be caused by inrush current for very short period, however if these peak values 


are continuous for longer periods of time, this could cause heating, inefficiency and rise 


in harmonics. For further investigation of maximum power second by second data is 


required. 
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Figure 6 : Maximum apparent powers for each day 


Looking at the actual mean power transfer rate in Table 4 (this is inclusive of the low 


power charging events mentioned later in section 6.4.3 (but for May only)), we can see 


that this figure is quite close to the value of 138kVA1 which is power supply rate, but due 


to the low charging events skewing the data, it is likely that these IPT chargers supply 


more power than they are rated for.  Table 4 also displays the mean charge time and 


average energy used per charging cycle, which may have use later in the project when 


refining the State Of Charge (SOC) model. 


Table 4: Derived parameters from charge cycles from IPT chargers 


Parameter Wolverton Bletchley 


Mean charge time (minutes) 12.7 10.5 


Mean power transfer rate (kVA)   138 138 


Average energy Transferred per charge 


cycle (kWh) 
29.2 24.1 


 


6.4.2 Maximum power  


As shown on the third power transfer peak in Figure 7, the peak current supply exceeded 


224A (blue) for two continuous peak points. However, according to the IPT charger 


functional specification, the maximum power supply to the IPT charger is 224A and the 


                                           


1 This figure is derived from the overall average power transfer rate over two month period. r. 
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monitoring unit has a disconnector or switch rated at 125A per module (60kW), As 


shown by the average current (red) in Figure 7,   the mean current drops to 100 A, this 


indicate that the maximum allowable supply current has been exceeded on at least one 


of the modules. Hence the entire system has been switched off from the 224A fuse for 


short periods of time. The first peak shows current rise up to approx. 190A, the 


maximum current drops down to 100A mark and finally it reaches the 220A mark. 


Meanwhile the average neutral current, as shown in Figure 8, at that point is very high, 


and suggests unbalance in the load, this could result in reduced power, where current in 


unbalanced phases is drawn into neutral, hence reduced power for a short time.  


 


Figure 7: Maximum current flow 
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Figure 8: Neutral voltage line current flow 


Figure 9 shows another statistical method of analysing current per phase. In this case 


the histogram of number of occurrences against small current range was used to analyse 


mean and maximum current datasets for the Wolverton inductive charger. The most 


commonly occurring mean current range in the data set is between 195-205 Amps and 


Maximum current in the dataset is between 220-225 Amps. It should be noted that 


current has exceeded 250 Amps on a very small number of occasions and from analysis 


of the most occurring current range, only in 0.000121% of the total dataset did the 


current measurement exceeds 250 Amps per phase. 


Figure 10 shows power demand for the Wolverton charger. The most commonly 


occurring power range value  for mean power in the dataset is between 135-140 kVA, 


but the maximum power can be as high as 170 kVA.    
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Figure 9: Mean and maximum current occurrences in Wolverton 


 


Figure 10: Mean and Maximum Power Occurrences in Wolverton 


Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows the mode for mean and maximum current and power 


dataset for the Bletchley inductive charger. The mode for mean current dataset is 


between 195-205 Amps and for maximum operational current is between 220-225 


Amps, it should be noted that the current measurements has been higher than 250 


Amps on few occasions (0.00029% of total dataset).  The mode for mean power demand 


is between 130-140 kVA, however maximum power can be high as 170 kVA.    
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Figure 11: Mean and maximum current in Bletchley charger 


 


 


Figure 12: Mean and maximum apparent power in Bletchley Charger 


6.4.3 Charging fluctuations 


Generally when the power is being drawn from one of the IPT chargers and a large peak 


in output power is observed we see that the power output generally ranges from 130kVA 


to 150kVA. However there are situations where charging occurs at significantly lower 


powers. Figure 13 shows the percentage of mean apparent power over the course of a 
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charging cycle that occurs at full power (defined between 130kVA and 150kVA) over a 


two month period. 


 


Figure 13: Percentage of charge cycles at full power 


Two anomalies can be seen in Figure 13. Firstly during the entire first half of April, the 


charger in Wolverton is reported as having 0% of charges at full power. This is indeed 


observed, as the charger at Wolverton at this point was only supplying half power, 


speculating, this could be caused by only half of the coils being active/operational. Figure 


14 shows an example of one of these low power days (12/04/14) compared to a normal 


day (19/05/14) to illustrate this point. 
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Figure 14: Wolverton IPT charger in early April charging at half power (red 


line) compared to full power charging a week later (blue line) 


The second anomaly to note from Figure 13 is that low power events in Bletchley IPT 


charger (red) on day 30. To be more precise, out of 2225 automatically detected power 


transfer events, only 146 of them were lower than the normal rate (approximately 


6.5%). The low power transfer rate on the 30/04/14 at Bletchley is actually deceptive, 


as there were only 5 charges that day (and 3 of them were low). Figure 15 shows an 


example of low power transfer event, at 13:00 o’clock (indicated by the red circle) it 


appears that the power is approximately three quarters of full power transfer rate, which 


could indicate that only three of the four inductive coils were operational at this stage, 


either through some sort of fault with the IPT charger or through bus/charger 


misalignment. Without corresponding bus and charger data it is not possible to 


determine the cause of this reduction in power.  


Figure 15 helps to demonstrate what appears at first inspection to be another anomaly 


on individual charging events. Looking at the Apparent Mean power (red line) at 


approximately 11:00 o’clock, it appears as though half way through a charge cycle 


(illustrated with the green circle) the power transfer drops off to a lower level. However 


after plotting the minimum apparent power, we can see that the power transfer drops 


completely back to idle. This indicates that for some reason the power to the coils has 


been cut off and re-initialised within a one minute period. This is unlikely to be caused by 


excessive power demand switching off the power for a short period of time to protect the 


equipment. It may be caused by the driver terminating the power transfer during 


charging and then restarting the process.  
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Figure 15: Low power charging cycle occurrences and drop outs   


6.5 IPT infrastructure utilisation 


The utilisation of the IPT charger is also of interest to calculate total demand over a 24 


hour period.  This can be done by comparing the same days of the week at an IPT 


charge point and looking for regularity of power transfer. The irregularities in bus 


timetables make it difficult to automate the calculation of utilisation, but for the purposes 


of this study, consistencies in the times when bus power transfer occurred were 


manually inspected. The individual charge times can be detected automatically and 


represented as a single point, and then these profiles can be compared on a day by day 


basis. In this manner, from the amalgamation of different days, it becomes clear when 


the power transfers should occur. 


Figure 16 below illustrates the comparison between the times of day when power 


transfer occurred. It can be assumed that on this route the same timetable applied to 


weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays. Some variation in the exact time of the charging can 


be expected but Figure 16 indicates there are two charge cycle events that occur on the 


18/05/14 but are “missed” on the 04/05/14, these points are circled in Figure 16.  


Without having corresponding bus and charger data it is not possible to definitely identify 


the cause behind these missed charging events but possible reasons could be either to 


do with having insufficient lay over time on these occasions to initiate the charging 


process or, misalignment of the bus over the IPT charger that resulted in the system not 


being turned on. It is also possible that drivers in those particular instances did not 


initiate the charging process. 
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Figure 16: Representing charge times as a single point for use in comparison of 


charging times (Bletchley)    


Figure 17 and Figure 18 expand the analysis to cover the period over two months. These 


graphs can be used in conjunction with the timetable for the bus route and it is possible 


to compare the amount of expected power transfers in a day with the amount of actual 


(detected) charges.  As can be seen in Figure 17 and Figure 18, buses are rarely charged 


as much as it is expected throughout the day. Whether this under-utilisation is deliberate 


or not (perhaps the drivers decided there wasn’t time, failure to align the bus with the 


charger, or there were only a small number of electric buses etc.) is unclear. It is also 


possible that not all 8 electric buses were operational from the beginning of the data 


sample. As more buses were introduced into the fleet, the utilisation of the chargers 


increased accordingly. This trend for increasing number of charges can be seen in the 


data set and could be down to higher number of uses or a learning affect where drivers 


aligned the buses with the chargers more precisely so fewer cycles were inactive due to 


misalignment. 


In cases where buses appear to be charged more often than expected it is possible that 


this could be caused by false positives in the automatic detection algorithm. However, 


without having corresponding data for buses and chargers it is not possible to verify this. 


TRL carried out a randomised spot check of the data analysis and no errors were 


detected. 
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Figure 17: Expected frequency of charging against actual in Wolverto 


 


 


Figure 18: Expected frequency of charging against actual in Bletchley   
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6.5.1 Daily Power Demand on the Grid 


Figure 19 shows the average power demand from the grid between September 2013 and 


September 2014. The daily demand was averaged over 6 months for winter and summer 


months, where the winter has been defined as September to March and the summer as 


March to September. As shown in Figure 19, the demand peaks between 15:00 to 21:00 


and is 6-9 GW greater in the winter months. The demand is lowest between 23:00 to 


05:00. The green line represents the number of charge events at the IPT chargers in 


Milton Keynes. This value was calculated by regrouping data for each 24 hour period 


using the time of day and summing over one entire month. The data was monitored in 


one minute resolution, so there are 24 hour data columns with one minute resolution 


(24x60=1440 rows) and one month data row with one day resolution (27 days of data). 


The total number of charge events was counted by adding number of charge events 


occurred at given time of the day out of 27 days. For example, a charge event had taken 


place on 19 days in a month at 13:00. The charge event data shows that number of 


charge events peak between 10:00 – 17:30 hours and overlaps with the peak demand 


on the grid which starts around 15:00. However the graph also shows that the number 


of charge events is relatively constant between 8:00 to 17:30, and the number charge 


events then reduced between 17:30-22:30 when the demand from the grid is at its 


highest level. In theory, this is a desired outcome, as it suggests that power demand 


from charging of buses using high-power IPT (assuming this bus schedule was 


representative of bus schedules in general) does not coincide with peaks in national 


power demand. This suggests that if the system was rolled out more widely, its impact 


on national peak demand should be limited. However, it is not clear why power demand 


from IPT charging reduces between 17:00-18:00. This is the time when all buses are 


expected to be in operation and therefore higher demand may be expected. Analysis of 


bus data, could help to explain the cause behind this. 


 


Figure 19: Average daily demand from the grid 
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6.5.2 Wolverton Utilisation 


Figure 20 shows the predicted utilisation in Wolverton from the TRL model (as described 


in the Task 2 modelling exercise in the Task 2 report). The TRL model assumed that 


there are eight buses and each bus has a 5 minute layover period in Wolverton in order 


to comply with the bus route timetable. Figure 21 shows actual utilisation on weekdays 


in May 2014, and shows similar start and end times for utilisation and similar demand for 


power during the day. However the TRL model was based on a weekday bus time table 


where the buses arrive and depart on time and assumed there was no variation in arrival 


time caused by delays. Therefore there are small gaps in between charge events which 


is not the case in the real world, as shown by measured power transfer data in Figure 


21. This graph shows that the IPT charger is expected to supply power almost constantly 


between 6:30 to 23:30 even though the demand is less after 17:30 as shown in Figure 


19. This is because even though demand is less after 17:30 there is always a bus 


present on the Wolverton charger as shown in Figure 21. It should also be noted from 


the line density in Figure 21 that the number of charge events is at its highest point 


between 11:30 to 17:30, which again confirms the reduced demand after 17:30 as 


shown in Figure 19. 


The TRL model predicted 52 charge events per weekday as the theoretical maximum. 


The actual measured data indicates an average of 35 charge events for a weekday. 


Further study into the dataset shows that most occurring charge event is between 40-45 


events per day. The standard deviation for charge events on this charger is 12, so the 


number of charge events can fluctuate. More detailed analysis showed that on 22nd of 


May 2014, total of 51 charge events had taken place – very close to the model 


prediction.  


As stated in Table 4, the average power transfer period in Wolverton is approximately 


12.7 minutes with standard deviation of 3 minutes. TRL predicted the power transfer 


time to be 5 minutes during initial modelling in task 2, which was calculated by using 


route 7 timetables with eight buses and ensuring all the buses were operational and no 


two buses attempted to charge from a single charger at same time. The timetable was in 


use from 3rd June 2013 to 19th January 2014. There are small changes in the current 


timetable on which the electric buses operate. For example, the buses arrive to 


Wolverton 6-8 minutes earlier when compared with the former time table that was used 


in TRL’s modelling in 2013. Therefore an average charge time of 12.7 minute is possible 


when the buses arrive early at the Wolverton charger but depart at same time as before.  
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Figure 20: Wolverton predicted utilisation 


 


Figure 21: Actual utilisation in May 2014 


 


6.5.3 Bletchley Utilisation 


Figure 22 shows the Bletchley utilisation predicted by the TRL model, reported in Task 2. 


The TRL model assumed that there are eight buses and each bus has a 25 minute 


layover period in Bletchley in order to comply with the bus route timetable. As stated in 


Table 4, the measured average stop time at the Bletchley charger was 10.5 minutes with 


standard deviation of 1 minute; this is a very low number of charges per day when 


compared with the TRL model predictions in Task 2, which predicted average charge 
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time of approximately 25 minutes. The departure time from Bletchley is 4-7 minutes 


earlier on the new timetable when compared with the former timetable of 2013; 


however, arrival times to Bletchley have not changed and the bus layover time in 


Bletchley has reduced by 4-7 minutes.  


The model predicted 25 minute charge time which is the maximum allowable time to 


avoid multiple buses attempting to charge from the same charger. Even with a 4-7 


minute reduction, the charge time should be higher than the average of 10.7 minutes. It 


is not clear why the charge time is short, given that theoretically and based on the 


timetable it is possible to charge for longer. Shorter charging times will result in lower 


battery SOC on the bus. This could lead to the bus running out of charge while on route 


or, to longer charging times at the end of the day at the bus garage / bus depot. 


Figure 23 shows actual weekday utilisation for May 2014. The end times are very similar 


to the prediction (Figure 22). However from the graph it can be seen that there are 


charge events that have taken place as early as 5:45am, which may be buses being 


topped up to compensate for energy that was used up when driving from Arden park 


depot to Bletchley bus station. Figure 23  shows that the charge start times are 


irregular, and there are gaps in the data when charge events do not occur such as 


between 8:23 to 9:13. The data can be studied in more detail to half hour resolution to 


identify no charge events but it will be more reliable to carry out this study on a data set 


longer than 1 month in order to make sure that these gaps are not anomalies for that 


specific month. The TRL predictions were based on bus timetables and assumed the 


arrival times are exactly as stated in the bus time table and charge times are based on 


the maximum layover period.  


TRL model predicted 23 charge events in a weekday based on the timetable, but the 


study of 1 month of data shows that on average there are 18 charge events. Further 


study into the dataset shows that most occurring charge event is between 20-25 events 


per day. The standard deviation is 6. And it should be noted that on three separate 


weekdays in the month, the number of charge events had exceeded TRL prediction of 


23.  
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Figure 22: Bletchley predicted utilisation 


 


Figure 23: Actual utilisation in Bletchley 
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6.5.4 Arden Park  


Eight buses are charged overnight at Arden Park via Chargemaster 23kW plugin 


chargers. Figure 24 shows average power supply to Arden Park in May 2014. Charging 


begins after 22:00 and continues up until 8:00 the following morning. The average 


power demand peaks at 1:00 am. The graph also shows a smaller peak after 18:00 on 


weekdays. On closer examination of the datasets it is apparent that, during the first 


operational weeks, this was caused by the buses being plugged-in earlier, presumably as 


soon as they arrive back to the depot. However, later in the month, all the buses were 


connected to the plugin charger after 23:30, suggesting that they were not plugged in 


until the last bus in operation returned to the depot.  It should also be noted that the 


average power transfer rate on weekends is higher than weekdays, but the reason for 


this variation is unclear.  


The comparison of Arden Park plug-in charge demand with the grid demand shows that 


the overnight charging at Arden Park occurs during low grid demand hours.  


 


Figure 24: Average power supply to Arden Park 


 


Figure 25 shows an example of a single day demand. It can be seen that the single day 


demand has more spikes throughout the charging period (overnight). A possible reason 


for these spikes could  be the chargers switching off after batteries SOC reaches its 


maximum, indicating it is fully charged, but then switching on again sometime later, as 


the batteries slowly self-discharge and require a top up to get back to its maximum SOC 


level. Bus data is be required to confirm this analysis. 
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Figure 25: Arden Park Average Utilisation 


 


Figure 26 and detailed study of the dataset shows that power demand from the plug-in 


chargers can be at maximum 140kVA. Theoretically, maximum demand should be 


190kVA, because there are 8 chargers and each charger is capable of providing 23kW, 


but as shown in Figure 26, this is not the case. This could be due to intelligent charger 


set up where the number of active chargers is limited by the charging system or, by 


having a lower number of chargers than anticipated at the bus depot.  


 


Figure 26: Arden Park Utilisation on 21st May 2014 


 


Figure 27 shows current supply from each phase during May 2014. The current flow from 


each phase can be as high as 200 Amps per phase. It can be seen that on 18th and 19th 


May 2014 there were occasions when the current on phase C exceeds 250 Amps. Further 


investigation shows that the current reached 600 Amps and 2000 Amps. However, the 


current on phases A and B was zero during this time. On 19th May the current was above 
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1000 Amps for approximately 30 minutes as shown in Figure 28. Further detailed 


investigation of the dataset showed that the reactive power was very high during these 


events and reactive power flow was negative, which means the chargers were providing 


reactive power to the grid. A capacitive source could supply reactive power, but it is not 


clear why a plugin charger would have a large power factor correction capacitor.  


Another negative reactive power event occurred on the same day (19th May), 40 minutes 


after the first event stated above. In the latter case the current on phase C reached 


maximum value of 171 Amps. Such negative reactive power events occurred only three 


times in the entire data set and two instances were on the same day within two hour 


gaps and the other on 18th May 2014 at 17:45 where current on phase C peaked at 627 


Amps. It is not clear why this has happened based on the current data set but could be 


caused by lack of reactive power in the grid. Reason for why it only occurred on phase C 


is unclear.   


 


 


Figure 27: The current drawn from each phase in Arden Park  
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Figure 28: Excessive current on Phase C 


6.6 Energy consumption 


It is important to understand the overall energy consumption of such IPT charging 


systems, as it has implications on the energy demand, cost, and maintenance.  Table 5 


shows the energy consumption in each IPT charger location. These values could also be 


used for projections and feasibility studies if adaptation of electric buses was to be 


expanded. 


The first task was to investigate the energy consumption under normal conditions. In 


order to do this, the anomalies such as those observed during the first half of April in 


Wolverton and days where data isn’t available (which would artificially pull down the 


averages) were removed from the data set. The data is split between weekdays, 


Saturdays and Sundays, and the energy consumption is calculated from the mean 


apparent power. The expected average would be the best indicator for estimating energy 


usage if such a scheme was to be rolled out using the same technology. The analysis 


showed the maximum energy used by a single IPT charger over the course of a day is 


2255kWh. 


Table 5: Energy Consumption 


Schedule / Energy 


usage (kWh) 


Arden Park 


(mains 


charger) 


Wolverton 


(IPT 


charger) 


Bletchley     


(IPT charger) 
Total 


Mondays to Fridays 408 1098 440 1946 


Saturdays 330 987 404 1721 


Sundays 231 598 275 1104 


Expected average* 371 1011 411 1794 


*note: expected average is an average we would expect from our data weighted for the days of the week, i.e.  


Expected average = [(5 x “Monday to Friday”) + “Saturdays” + “Sundays”] /7.  
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Figure 29 shows the energy consumption in the IPT charger broken down into its 


individual usage components (in idle, cooling system active, and charging active). This 


allows a better understanding of where the energy is being used. The values in Figure 29 


were taken from the mean apparent power parameter. It can be seen that 94.2% of 


energy was used for power transfer. However, it should be noted that the actual energy 


value is higher than that transferred to vehicles as it does not take into account the 


losses in IPT charger power electronics, the power transfer losses between the coils 


themselves and inefficiencies in electronics and battery on the bus.  


 


Figure 29: Break down of where the energy is used from the IPT chargers 


 


6.7 Power factor and efficiency 


It is possible to derive the real power using, and hence the power factor using the 


following equations: 


𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = √𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 − 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 


𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟


𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 


This can be calculated for the mean apparent power and reactive power in the minute 


sampling intervals. We can see that the power factor is the ratio of real power to be 


consumed against the apparent power demanded from the grid. It is important to keep 


the power factor high in order to maximise efficiency, reduce harmonics and minimise 


damage to the equipment.  


The analysis shows that power factor changes depending on the operational state of the 


IPT charger. The power factor appears to be high (generally over 0.95) during power 


transfer but falls much lower than this when in the idle state (see Table 6 below). The 


low values could be caused by the larger primary coils providing reactance and 


consuming reactive power as it is not coupled with a secondary coil to compensate for 


reactive power. This can be corrected by using additional compensation capacitors when 


the system is idle. It is not clear whether the low power factor has any impact on the 


high power system when it is operating in idle state but the harmonics should be 


investigated to ensure that the system does not have adverse effects on the grid.   
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Table 6 Power Factors for different states at IPT chargers 


State 
Power factor - 


Wolverton 


Power factor – 


Bletchley 


Idle 0.697 0.692 


Cooling 0.677 0.672 


Charging 0.963 0.972 


Note here that power factor alone does not give a measure for the overall efficiency but 


rather for a single stage of the process. The entire process is illustrated in Figure 30 


where each stage of energy delivery has an associated estimated efficiency in brackets. 


 


 


 


 


The efficiency for the last stage of the flowchart, that is, the bus battery absorption 


efficiency, is estimated to be between 80 and 90% (based on typical values for Lithium 


ion batteries), and so the final energy delivered to the bus batteries has a corresponding 


range associated with it. Assumptions for efficiency can be updated once bus data is 


made available. 


 


 


Figure 30: An illustrative flow chart of the efficiency of the 
charging system as a whole 
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The relationship between the power factor and the power drawn is illustrated in Figure 


31. It can be seen that the power factor greatly increases when the system is in its 


optimum operational state.  


 


 


Figure 31: Plot of power factor and apparent power over time  


Occasionally (eight times in a month at Bletchley) there are instances where the power 


factor does appear to drop below the norm (note the orange circle in 


Figure 32 below), but these events are only visible by looking at the instantaneous 


minimum value over the course of the minute sample. This would imply that it happens 


for very short periods of time. Looking at the other parameters available, no clear reason 


for this behaviour could be identified. However, this could indicate that the coil acts as 


an inductor and consumes the reactive power. This could be due to the IPT charger 


being tuned to operate at maximum capacity when it is coupled. Therefore, compensator 


capacitors are tuned for coupling; when not coupled, the compensation capacitors are 


not operating at an optimum point to minimise reactive power and could lead to a 


reduced power factor. If this is the case then then this would be logical, as the relatively 


small power draw from the system when not in power transfer mode and the low energy 


consumption means that optimising for high power, high energy consumption operation 


should be the priority. 
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Figure 32: Power factor occasionally dropping below the normal level 


 


6.8 Line balance 


The power for the IPT charger is transmitted over a three phase and a neutral power line 


(four wire). Comparing the current drawn over the three phases shows that there is a 


difference in the current drawn at both low loads, during idling and cooling (see Figure 


33), and in high loads (see Figure 34).  


Note that the higher current switches from line A to line B when the demand increases to 


high load.  Based on a sample of data the offsets appear to be fixed for low loads, having 


a range of ~1.7 Amps between the low and high current in Bletchley and ~1.6 Amps in 


Wolverton. In the high load case the imbalance is best described as a percentage of the 


current, being on average about 2% from lowest to highest in Bletchley and significantly 


higher at about 7% in Wolverton. All of these figures are obtained from the mean 


current over one minute period. 
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Figure 33: Current balance of three phases during low loads 


 


Figure 34: Current balance of three phase during charging 


 


Another important parameter to check is the neutral current. In an ideal system the 


neutral current is expected to be near zero. Looking at the system in its stable idle state, 


the neutral line (for both chargers) draws <0.25 Amps (less than 3.0% of the total idle 


drawn), which seems acceptable. Figure 35 shows the maximum neutral current (blue 
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line) can spike very high compared to the mean current (red line). However, as the 


current is relatively unchanged this indicates that these high maximums last only a short 


period of time2. Given the magnitude of some of these spikes in current, they should be 


investigated further. In particular, the highest of spikes recorded was at 18:55 on the 


15/05/2014 at Bletchley where one spike reached 187 Amps in the neutral line. This 


indicates large unbalances in the load; the causes could be due to instantaneous current 


spikes during start up usually caused by the magnetisation of the coil.  


 


Figure 35: Neutral line current (maximums and means) and mean apparent 


power example in Bletchley 


Figure 36 shows the relationship between neutral line current and the apparent power. 


As shown in the diagram, the apparent power drops in between peak neutral line 


current. This indicates the system is attempting to balance the load and therefore, 


additional current is flowing through the neutral line to the ground. At the same time, on 


first apparent power peak, the power factor is reduced. It is interesting to note that all of 


the neutral current peaks occur during the cooling system being switched on, with the 


exception of 90A peak occurring during power transfer after 17:00. However the peaks 


during power transfer could be due to cooling activation, so as a result it can be 


concluded that the peak current flow in neutral is due to cooling rather than power 


transfer. It is not possible to distinguish between supply to the cooling and power supply 


to the power transfer unit from the data available.  


                                           


2 How much time and exactly what the current was in that time is not possible to determine with the current 


dataset 
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Figure 36: Load balancing 


7 Model Update 


 


Once corresponding data form buses and chargers is made available, findings presented 


in this report can be validated and the TRL model revised as necessary. This will 


facilitate further studies in this project on the possible extrapolation and expansion of 


the charger network and number of buses.  


8 Conclusions  


The objective of this task was to analyse the data collected from the loggers on two IPT 


charger units and a power transfer infrastructure in the depot. The grid data was 


collected in the metering cubicle which was located between the distribution transformer 


and IPT monitoring unit. The report included a study on “normal” operational 


performance, anomalies and investigation on power transfer and energy consumption of 


the power transfer units.  


The results show that the mean demand during IPT power transfer is 138KVA, however 


this value can be as high as 174.1 KVA. It appears that these peak values are caused by 


instant surges and only occur for very short periods of time. However, without access to 


second-by-second data it is difficult to verify this hypothesis. The power transfer rate 


above the IPT tolerance values for prolonged periods of time could damage the 


equipment, but the protection equipment should activate itself to avoid any damage or 


hazards. 


The data analysis showed that most commonly occurring current value per phase was 


between 195-205 Amps per phase. However maximum current values between 220-225 


Amps per phase do occur and occasionally the current exceeded 250 Amps.  
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The charge event data shows that the number of charge events peaked between 10:00 


and 17:00 hours and overlaps with the peak demand on the grid which starts around 


15:00. However the graph also shows that the number of charge events is relatively 


constant between 8:00 to 17:00, and the number charge events was reduced from its 


high value between 17:00-22:30 when the demand from the grid was at its highest level 


in the day. 


The actual measured data from Wolverton indicated an average of 35 charge events for 


a weekday; however the standard deviation for charge events is 12. The average 


number of charge events for Bletchley is 18 with standard deviation of 6. It should be 


noted that the power transfer unit is expected to supply power instantly on request 


between 6:30 to 23:30 on high demand chargers such as Wolverton, because the start 


of charge times are based on the bus timetable and delays are very likely. However the 


Bletchley charger does not demand any power after 20:00 according to the dataset for 


May. 


In Arden park, the plugin charging begins after 22:00 and continues up until 08:00. The 


average power demand peaks at 1:00 am, so the overnight charging occurs during low 


grid demand hours. It should be noted that the maximum power that can be supplied by 


the chargers are limited to 140kVA.  


The data analysis showed various anomalies such as low power peak around 4KVA-


8KVA. These power peaks were random and the analysis indicates that these peaks 


could be caused by the activation of the cooling system and the variation in power 


transfer is dependent on environmental temperature and possibly the utilisation rate of 


the IPT charger. The other anomaly was the unexpected reduction in mean power, which 


could be due to the system switching off during power transfer. In some cases the power 


loss can be interpreted as the protection equipment trying to maintain steady operation 


but in other cases the reason for the power loss could not be explained by studying the 


grid power. It is possible these power drops could be due to drivers moving the vehicle, 


and terminating the power transfer until the vehicle was realigned or another vehicle had 


started using the charger. 


The power factor of the systems was typically above 0.95 during the charging operation; 


however when the power transfer units are in idle mode the power factor reduced to 


below 0.7. This could be due to high inductance of the primary coil acting as a 


compensator coil and absorbing reactive power, the effects of this should be investigated 


further.  


Under normal conditions the system is rated at a mean power of 138 KVA.  Average 


demand from both inductive chargers and the plugin charger was calculated as 1800kWh 


per day. It was found from the data set analysed, that on average 94.2% of the demand 


was due to power transfer, 1.2% due to cooling and 4.6% during the idle mode.  


This analysis can be further verified and supplemented once corresponding (or 


additional) bus and IPT charger date are made available.  
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1 Executive Summary 


The purpose of this report is to analyse the demand for and nature of power supplied to 


the Inductive Power Transfer (IPT) infrastructure for charging electric buses, for which 


data was provided by Western Power Distribution. The analysis includes the average 


system performance, performance of the system under maximum load conditions and 


identifies anomalies in the full dataset covering the period 01/04/14 to 27/01/2015. 


Data was gathered from the two IPT charger locations at Wolverton and Bletchley, the 


two ends of the bus route where the lay-over time was utilised to wirelessly charge the 


batteries, and from the overnight plug-in chargers at the bus depot at Arden Park.   


The results show that on average, the IPT charger required 135KVA apparent power 


from the distribution network during charging and maximum continuous power 


(maximum 1-minute mean value recorded over the entire dataset) and can be as high as 


155kVA.  However, instantaneous power spikes can be as high as 177KVA in some 


instances, typically occurring during the charger switch ON or OFF. The average input 


current was approximately 195-205A per phase, and the maximum continuous current 


can be as high as 235A. The maximum-recorded current was 431A, this current spike 


occurred during switch OFF at the end of a charge cycle. 


Closer study into the small power peaks when the chargers are not providing power to 


the batteries (3-15kVA) shows that the number of peaks is higher in the summer period 


than in the winter period. This variation indicates that small power peaks could be 


dependent on ambient temperature and were probably the result of the cooling system 


being activated. 


Data recorded from the Wolverton IPT charger indicates an average of 36 charge events 


for a weekday. The average number of charge events for the Bletchley IPT charger was 


18. This is as expected because half of all buses on the route are scheduled to stop at 


Bletchley. The maximum expected charge events for Wolverton and Bletchley are 56 and 


26 charge events per weekday, based on the bus timetable. Therefore, Wolverton and 


Bletchley chargers operated at 64% and 69% of their theoretical capacity in terms of 


total number of charge events. The average charge time per charge event for the 


Bletchley charger was 10 minutes, while the average charge time for the Wolverton 


charger was 12.4 minutes. It should be noted that the IPT chargers were expected to 


supply power instantly on request between 6:00 and 23:00 for highly utilised chargers 


such as Wolverton, therefore the distribution network was expected to always have 


sufficient spare capacity to meet this power requirement. 


The average energy transferred from the Wolverton, Bletchley and Arden Park chargers 


were 911kWh, 381kWh and 353kWh per day respectively. Note that Arden park chargers 


are plug-in chargers for overnight charging. The average energy transfer was lower in 


winter months than in the summer months for both IPT chargers, but higher for the 


plugin charger. The average energy transferred from Wolverton charger per charge 


event was 26.5kWh and 20.2kWh from the Bletchley charger. Higher energy transfer in 


Wolverton is expected due to longer charging time available at this charger.   


The power factor of the systems was typically above 0.95 during the charging operation. 


However, when the power transfer units are in idle mode the power factor reduced to 


below 0.7. The calculations show that the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is 37%.The 


predicted total   harmonic distortion voltage is 5.15%, and the fifth predicted voltage 


harmonic distortion is 4.69%. Both total voltage and 5th harmonic distortions exceed the 
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requirements in ENA G5/4 recommendations. The DNO can decide to allow the 


connection of the equipment into the network or request for necessary modification to 


take the harmonic distortion levels below the limits recommended in ENA G5/4 .  


There were some anomalies in the data set relating to the behaviour of the chargers, 


such as lower than expected power peaks, and uncharacteristic maxima and minima. 


These anomalies are highlighted in the report and possible causes of the anomalies are 


discussed. However, in some cases, grid data alone does not provide enough information 


to understand the causes of the anomalies. Further data from the vehicles themselves 


and the IPT chargers is required for the same time period to understand in detail the 


possible causes and the implications of these anomalies.   


The original scope of this report included analysis of the battery performance. However, 


only the power supply parameters for the IPT and plug-in chargers (from the DNO 


connection) were available during the analysis for this task. Therefore, the scope of this 


report includes analysis of the available data and results, which can be deduced from it. 


Data from the in-vehicle equipment will be required to complete the Battery State of 


Charge (SOC) analysis, and to further analyse some of the anomalies observed in this 


report.  
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2 Background 


This report presents the analysis of results for the first set of monitored data, collected 


between April 2014 and January 2015 (10-month data). While this report is intended to 


cover the first year of operat1on, the data sets for February and March 2015 were not 


available for analysis. This report is the deliverable for Task 5 of the project Electric 


Boulevards (TRL name: Inductive charging of electric buses in Milton Keynes). The aim 


of the project is to understand the impact of inductive charging of electric buses on the 


distribution network. A full description of the task is given below from the original scope 


of work: 


Task 5 Analysis of results after 12 month of operation 


Twelve months into the bus and IPT charger operation, key metrics will be measured and 


evaluated by TRL and WPD. These will be compared with 1-month results and model 


forecasts. Metrics to be measured and evaluated will be defined fully during the project 


but will include:  


 IPT charger usage (times, durations, etc.)  


 IPT charger performance (power provided to the bus, power drawn from the grid, 


efficiency, etc…)  


 Bus operation (analysis of battery SOC during duty cycle, variability in duty 


cycles, accuracy of IPT alignment)  


 Static battery storage SOC profiles (stationary batteries deployed near the 


charging infrastructure).  


Using the above data, the following tasks will be performed:  


5.1. Data analysis from gathered bus / charger data and bus operational data, and 


updating of the model.  


5.2. Static battery storage SOC profiles. 


 


The power supply parameters for the IPT charger (from the DNO connection) were the 


only data available during the analysis for this task, therefore, the scope of this report 


includes analysis of the available data and results which can be deduced from it. Data 


from the in-vehicle equipment will be required to complete the SOC analysis, and to 


further analyse some of the anomalies observed in this report. 


3 Introduction 


This report describes the analysis of the data collected from the loggers on two IPT 


charging stations along a bus route (number 7) in Milton Keynes and plug-in chargers in 


Arden park depot. The analysis aims to understand the performance of IPT 


infrastructure, the anomalies in power supply and effects of the IPT infrastructure on the 


distribution network.   


The bus route follows a path along major stops from the Bletchley bus station to the 


Wolverton bus stop. IPT chargers are located at each of these two stops and used to 


transfer power to the buses throughout the day. Arden Park has a regular, plug-in 
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charging station, which is used to charge the buses overnight. It is important to take this 


context into account when considering the data, as bus timetables are not a perfect 


science; where this is relevant, it is highlighted. 


This report describes the measured data provided by WPD and the calculation of other 


useful parameters derived from the measured data for analysis. The report analyses this 


data by studying the following aspects: 


 Mean and maximum power transfer 


 Anomalies  


 Power transfer utilisation 


 Energy consumption (and projections) 


 Power factor 


 Three phase current flow 


4 Methodology 


The following methodology was adopted in this task to process and analyse the provided 


data and to evaluate the results: 


 


Further information about each step is provided below: 


 Step 1: Re-structure the data file for processing in TRL data model. 


 Step 2: Use measured data to calculate new parameters to help with the analysis. 


 Step 3: Investigate the normal operation of the system for whole data set 


(10 months), define values for average power, average current, average charge 


time, average energy transferred. 


 Step 4: Analyse maximum and minimum points in the data and investigate the 


causes of unexpected performance. 


 Step 5: Extract all the anomalies in the data. Anomalies can be defined as any 


behaviour that does not fit in with “normal” or expected operation performance. 


Investigate the causes of these anomalies. 


 Step 6: Update the TRL energy demand model in accordance with the results 


from the data analysis. 


Step 1: Re-
structure the 


data file 


Step 2: Calculate 
new parameters 


Step 3: Define 
boundaries for 


normal operation 
and analyse 


Step 4: Analysis 
of Maximum and 
Minimum points 


Step 5: Identify 
and investigate 


anomalies 


Step 6: Update 
the TRL energy 
demand model 


Step 7: Produce 
report for Task 5 
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 Step 7: Based on the carried out data analysis (Steps 1 to 7), produce report for 


Task 5. 


5 Data processing 


5.1 Measured Data  


All the data is measured in one-minute intervals and each data point is date and time-


stamped. Table 1 provides measured parameters. 


Table 1: Measured parameters 


Parameter Unit 


Date DD/MM/YYYY 


Time 
Hours (1 minute and 1 second 


interval) 


Phase A RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum  A 


Phase B RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


Phase C RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


RMS current Neutral: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


Apparent Power: Mean, Maximum, Minimum kVA 


Reactive Power: Mean, Maximum, Minimum kVAr 


Note: The data is not available for every minute of every day, where this is relevant, it is 


stated. 


The data was provided in a Microsoft Excel file. This data was then copied into a 


template spreadsheet, which derived the parameters derived in Section 5.2.  
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5.2 Calculated Data 


The parameters stated in Table 1 were used to calculate new columns of data, which was 


used for the final analysis. Table 2 shows the parameters calculated from the measured 


data. The table includes the parameter to be calculated, derivation method/formula and 


its use. 


Table 2: List of derived parameters, their derivation and their use. 


Parameter Derivation Use 


Real Power: 


Mean, 


Minimum and 


Maximum 


Derived from the apparent and 


reactive power for the mean, 


maximum and minimum accordingly. 


𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =


√𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 − 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2,  


Real power= kW,  


Apparent power=kVA  


Reactive power=kVAr 


Useful power consumed by the 


IPT and to calculate efficiency 


Power factor 


The ratio of Real power to Apparent 


power  


𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟


𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 


Is calculated for when the system is 


idle, cooling, or charging. 


Ratio of real power in the load 


against the apparent power 


supplied by the grid. If this 


parameter is too low it can 


reduce the efficiency and the 


lifetime of the IPT and 


distribution equipment. This 


parameter will be compared 


against the solution provider’s 


specification to ensure system 


operates as intended. 


Cooling cycle 


detection and 


power drawn; 


mean and 


maximum 


The apparent power is checked for 


peaks in the data between 2.4kVA 


and 8kVA. Each peak is counted and 


the mean and maximum for that 


peak calculated.  


Checking frequency and power 


drawn from the cooling cycles. 


Charging cycle 


detection and 


power drawn; 


mean and 


maximum 


power. Total 


energy drawn 


per cycle and 


length of 


charge cycle 


The maximum apparent power is 


checked for peaks in the data for 


anything above 20kVA. Each peak is 


counted and the mean and maximum 


power is logged, as well as the total 


energy drawn during that cycle and 


the length of time of that cycle. 


The mean apparent power is 


calculated by averaging all the power 


transfer events above 100kVA 


These can be checked to see 


what the maximum power draw 


will be as well as the largest 


portion of the energy demand.  
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6 Analysis 


This section of the report analyses the performance of the IPT system, the anomalies 


and the causes of unexpected behaviour. The analysis includes study of normal and 


extreme performance, study of unexpected behaviour and finally detailed analysis of the 


one-second dataset where necessary. 


6.1 Apparent Power Supply 


Figure 1 shows the mean apparent power profile between April 2014 and January 2015 


for the Wolverton IPT charger. The graph shows that in early April and  late October the 


power transfer values are below 80kVA, this indicates that only one out of two modules 


was transferring power. Gaps in the data sets are due to missing data for that specific 


period, for example, there was no data available between 1st August 2014 and 15 August 


2014, which appears as a small gap in Figure 1, there is also data missing for early 


September, mid-October, late December and late January. The gaps occur when the USB 


storage of the data loggers reached its maximum capacity. Due to the adaptive nature of 


the storage, it was difficult to predict when the storage capacity would be reached; 


therefore, the limit was missed occasionally. Changes to the power transfer rate 


correspond to software revisions to the IPT system. In Wolverton, the IPT system had 


initially been de-rated until it was upgraded to handle full output power. The mean 


power transfer rate for the 10-month period is 134kVA. It should be noted that the idle 


demand and half power operation is not included in the average power demand 


calculations so as not to skew the results.   


 


Figure 1: Apparent power profile for the Wolverton charger 


Figure 2 shows a histogram of the number of occurrences against small power range 


which was used to analyse mean and maximum apparent power datasets for the 
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Wolverton inductive charger. The most commonly occurring mean power (mode) range 


in the data set is between 135-140kVA and maximum power in the dataset is between 


175-180kVA, which occurs on two occasions. 


 


 


Figure 2: Number of apparent power occurrences for the Wolverton charger 


Figure 3 shows the mean apparent power profile between April 2014 and January 2015 


for the Bletchley charger. The graph show that on occasions the power transfer rate is 


below 80KVA, these points are between 13th June 2014 and 30th July 2014, and 20th 


October 2014 and 1st December 2014. The reduced power transfer rate indicates that 


only one out of two charger modules were functional on stated dates but these dates do 


not align with those where similar low power was seen in the Wolverton charger. Mean 


power transfer rate for the 10-month period is 135kVA. It should be noted that the idle 


demand and half power operations were not included in mean power calculations. There 


were also some periods where no data was captured for the Bletchley charger. The 


periods below are dates when no data was captured for either charger: 


 29/07/2014-15/08/2014 


 20/08/2014-26/08/2014 


 13/10/2014-22/10/2014 


 22/12/2014-26/12/2014.  
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Figure 3: Apparent power profile for the Bletchley charger 


Figure 4 shows the mode for mean and maximum apparent power dataset for the 


Bletchley charger.  The mode for the apparent power is between 135-140kVA. The 


maximum apparent power transfer is between 170-175kVA, which occurs on two 


occasions.    


 


 


Figure 4: Number of apparent power occurrences for Bletchley  


Figure 5 shows one-year apparent power transfer data set for the Arden Park plugin 


chargers. In general, maximum operational peak is less than 145kVA. However, there 


are points in the dataset where the power significantly exceeds 145kVA, these are: 
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 19th May 2014 18:30 


 9th June 2014 17:40 


 22nd June 2014 17:15. 


The reason for these spikes is not clear but they seem to exceed the capability of the 


charging infrastructure and therefore could be attributed to other sources. For example, 


connection of large power equipment on same feeder as plugin charger, or it could be an 


instrument measurement error. It is unlikely to be a fault. 


Gaps that can be seen in the graph indicate missing data; this could be due to no data 


collection being implemented during those periods. It is unlikely that no charge events 


occurred in those periods because the buses continued to function as normally according 


to the IPT charger data. 


 


Figure 5: Apparent power profile for Arden Park 


Figure 6 shows a closer study of the 19th May 2014 Arden Park data that corresponds to 


the first high peak. The study shows that the current only flows through phase C, phases 


A and Bare in idle state. The current is approximately 2000A and the apparent power is 


approximately 500kVA on the peak sections. It should be noted that real and reactive 


power is negative, which indicates either power generation or supply of capacitive 


reactive power from the Arden Park to the distribution network. As the power factor is 


very low (approximately 0.2), it is very unlikely to be a generator. 


The fact that the current is only flowing in phase C could mean that capacitive supply 


could be the result of another single-phase system that is connected to same feeder as 


the plugin chargers.  
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Figure 6: 19th May 2014 Arden Park data 


Figure 7 shows the mean power transfer over 24-hour period for the entire data set for 


Arden Park plug-in chargers; including weekday and weekend data. Power transfer peaks 


between 00:00 and 01:00 to 71kVA. The graph also shows that overnight charging of 


the buses occurs mostly between 21:00 and 06:00 hours. From this data, it can be seen 


that charging of all buses does not commence at once but instead is managed and 


introduced gradually as the buses arrive to the depot until all available chargers are 


utilised. Stopping of charging is also gradual but this is expected as different vehicle 


would have started charging with different battery state of charge (SoC), resulting in in 


some buses finishing charging sooner than others. 


 


Figure 7: Arden Park 24 hour profile 
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Table 3 shows the high-level results for Wolverton, Bletchley and Arden Park chargers. 


The number of days when a charger was used for at least one charge event is lower for 


Bletchley than Wolverton (213 and 254 respectively). This is due to removal of the days 


where the power transfer rate is below 80KVA and the days on which no data was 


monitored. The mean power transfer rate for Wolverton and Bletchley is 134 and 135kVA 


respectively. However, as stated in Figure 2 and Figure 4, the mode is between 135-


140kVA, this shows that the calculation of mean apparent power transfer results in lower 


power transfer rate, when compared with the mode. The mean power transfer rate was 


calculated by averaging all the 1-minute mean apparent power values that are above 


100kVA. 100kVA value was chosen as a lower limit in order to eliminate all of the half 


power transfer events that were identified and are potentially signs of a fault with the 


charger. However, it should be noted that using this relatively high lower power transfer 


limit results in higher value for mean power transfer rate; therefore, mode can be 


considered as  a more reliable statistic in this case for understanding average power.   


The mean power transfer rate was calculated by averaging all 1-minute mean apparent 


power data above 100kVA. The maximum mean is defined as maximum-recorded data 


point recorded in 1-minute mean apparent power data set, it can also be considered as 


maximum continuous power or current rate. The maximum power is defined as 


maximum power transfer rate recorded over the entire data capture period, this value 


can be considered as the maximum system operation value.  


Table 3: Summary of 10 months data 


Parameter Bletchley  Wolverton 
Arden 


Park 
Unit 


Full capability charge days 213 254 206 Days 


Mean power transfer rate (fully functional) 135 134 341 kVA 


Maximum Mean power transfer rate 154.3 153 145 kVA 


Maximum Power 172.4 178.5 450 kVA 


Maximum mean reactive power 34 35.5 N/A2 KVAr 


Maximum reactive power 42.2 42.5 N/A KVAr 


 


6.2 Maximum Power Transfer 


Figure 8 shows maximum mean apparent power data for the Wolverton charger from 


13:00 to 13:16 on 27th January 2015, corresponding with a power transfer event to a 


bus arriving at about 13:01 and leaving at 13:15. The power transfer rate peaks at 


                                           


1 The mean power transfer rate for Arden Park was calculated by averaging all the power transfer values during 


power transfer hours. Note that this parameter is the supply parameter from the DNO connection point. 


2 Not used in this analysis 
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153kVA, and it is consistently high throughout this specific power transfer event. The 


power transfer rate of an inductive charger is 120kW, and based on apparent and 


reactive power values, the real power measured in distribution transformers is 148kW. 


This shows that at this point, the power transfer to the secondary coil could be above 


120kW. Vehicle-based data would be required to validate this. Note that the 3Φ 4w in 


the legend stands for three phase four wire system.  


 


Figure 8: maximum mean apparent power for Wolverton 


Figure 9 shows the behaviour of the Wolverton charger during a maximum-recorded 


power transfer event on 27th April 2014 from 12:23 to 12:39. The power transfer rate 


peaks at 178kVA for less than a second, as soon as the system is switched on, and at 


that second, the minimum power is zero. The peak power event also occurs at the end of 


charge events. Maximum power transfer typically occurs during switch ON or OFF phase 


of the charging cycle (but not consistently so, as illustrated in Figure 8). It is possible 


this is caused by transient current flow during switch ON or OFF.  The results show that 


the maximum power demand from the IPT chargers is approximately 170kVA.  
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Figure 9: Maximum apparent power for Wolverton 


Figure 10 shows maximum mean apparent power data for the Bletchley charger on 17th 


May 2014, 07:37 to 07:50. The power transfer rate peaks at 154kVA. Unlike the 


Wolverton charger, the Bletchley charger apparent power is not consistently high 


throughout this specific power transfer event. At the beginning of the charge event, the 


system seems to switch ON and OFF repeatedly (represented by maximum and 


minimum apparent power readings). Then, the system seems to stabilise at 150kVA 


mark for a few minutes. Finally, the power transfers rate halves, which potentially means 


that only one out of the two modules is in operation.  However, when the power transfer 


rate halves, the minimum power transfer rate does not drop to zero, which potentially 


indicates that the vehicle did not move from its position. The reason for this anomaly is 


unclear but could be a temporary fault. Another charge event occurs shortly after, at 


08:53 (71 minutes later), where the power transfer rate is 127kVA, which would indicate 


that both modules are operational.    
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Figure 10: Maximum mean apparent power for Bletchley 


 


Figure 11 shows the behaviour of the Wolverton charger during a maximum-recorded 


power transfer event on 8th January 2015, 11:50 to 12:05. The power transfer rate 


peaks at 172kVA as soon as the system is switched on to charge the bus. At that 


second, the minimum power is zero, which indicates that, as soon as the system is 


switched on, it exceeds maximum power transfer rate, and therefore it switches off 


again. The results show that the maximum power transfer rate is approximately 170kVA 


for the inductive chargers, before the systems automatically switch off in order to 


provide safe operation and protect the equipment. 


It is interesting to note that minimum power drops to 76kVA mark and then the system 


switches off (0kVA for minimum apparent data). After the restart, the power transfer 


rate is back to the expected level. A more detailed investigation shows that before the 


system switches off, neutral current is 17.1A, which indicates there is an excessive 


current flow on one of the phases; therefore, power transfer is likely to be terminated by 


the protection system. Once the system has cooled, power transfer is restarted.  
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Figure 11: Maximum power monitored for Bletchley 


The results show that the maximum continuous power transfer rate is 155kVA, but 


power demand of up to 170kVA for very short periods was also seen (less than one 


second). The results show that typically maximum power peaks occur during switch ON 


or OFF. A possible cause of this could be transient current during switch ON and OFF. A 


closer study into the switch ON and OFF events showed that power peaked and dropped 


to zero instantly.     


6.3 The Cooling System Demand 


Both Wolverton and Bletchley chargers were analysed for small peak fluctuations. Small 


power peaks were defined as power demand between 3kVA and 15KVA. The results 


showed that in Wolverton during the summer period (01/03/2014-01/09/2014) on 


average the cooling system was active for 284 minutes, not including the charging 


events themselves. In the winter period, it was active for 158 minutes (01/09/2014-


01/02/2015). The average power transfer rate for the summer months was 134.6kVA 


and 133.5kVA for the winter months, implying a small amount of additional power 


demand that could be attributed to a more regular use of the cooling system in the 


summer.  


The average number of small power peaks per day was found to be 117 in the summer 


period and 75 in the winter period for both IPT chargers. Figure 12 clearly shows that 


the number of small peaks per day is significantly greater in the summer when 


compared with the winter months. The peak appears to be around the end of July, which 


would be expected to be the hottest time of the year. The gradual tailing off of the small 


power peaks also appears to be in line with temperature reduction. 
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Figure 12: The number of small peaks per day in Wolverton 


Similar peak patterns were monitored in the Bletchley charger. There were 104 small 


power peaks per day in the summer period, dropping to 56 in the winter period. Figure 


13 shows the number of small power peaks per day. The gaps represent unavailable 


data for that given period.  


 


Figure 13: The number of small peaks in Bletchley  


This seasonal variation in the number of small power peaks for summer and winter 


season indicates that small power peaks are dependent on the ambient temperature and 


are most likely caused by the cooling system being activated. During the charging 


process, the system was found to draw approximately 1kVA more power in the summer 
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months than in the winter, on average, indicating the cooling system is having to 


operate at higher rating during the summer period or is used more frequently.  


The impact of temperature variations on cooling system demand was studied in more 


detail, comparing the number of small peaks per day (attributed to the cooling system) 


and the maximum temperature registered in the area that day. The two variables are 


shown in Figure 14 and Figure 16. It can be noted that the number of daily peaks follows 


the temperature pattern closely. The correlation coefficient is 0.71 in the case of 


Wolverton and 0.78 for Bletchley. The moderate correlation between the two variables 


has been displayed in Figure 15 and Figure 17 for Wolverton and Bletchley respectively. 


 


Figure 14: Daily number of small peak at Wolverton (orange dots) and the 


maximum temperature of the day (blue line) 
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Figure 15: Number of small peaks events at Wolverton vs the maximum daily 


temperature 


 


Figure 16: Daily number of small peak at Bletchley (orange dots) and the 


maximum temperature of the day (blue line) 


 


 


Figure 17: Number of small peaks events at Bletchley vs the maximum daily 


temperature 
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6.4 Input Current per Phase 


The three-phase current is always positive for IPT chargers and is typically 


approximately 200A. Table 4 and Table 5  present certain features of the phase currents 


recorded from both Wolverton and Bletchley chargers. The most frequent 1-minute 


mean and maximum values are identified by the peaks in Figure 18 and Figure 19. Most 


frequently occurring current range is 195-200A for Wolverton and 200-205A for 


Bletchley. The most frequently occurring maximum current value is between 210-215A. 


Table 4: Typical values for the current recorded at the Wolverton charger 


Current data Wolverton IA [A] IB [A] IC [A] 


Median current (median of the means for I>50 A) 195 202 198 


Standard deviation of the mean values (for I>50 A) 40 42 40 


Maximum of the mean values  219 230 223 


Recorded maximum 424 271 431 


 


Table 5: Typical values for the current recorded at the Bletchley charger 


Current data Bletchley IA [A] IB [A] IC [A] 


Median Current (median of the means for I>50 A) 193 196 201 


Standard deviation of the mean values (for I>50 A) 49 50 52 


Maximum of the mean values  225 226 235 


Recorded maximum 318 347 369 
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Figure 18: Mean and maximum current occurrences at the Wolverton charger 


 


 


Figure 19: Mean and maximum current occurrences at the Bletchley charger 


The maximum values recorded are due to fluctuations in the current flow, mainly 


corresponding with the start or end of a charging cycle. This is the case shown in Figure 


20 for phase A current at Bletchley: the two maximums at 318A and 312A occur at the 


end of charging cycles. In the following chart, Figure 21, there is an example of a spike 


that took place at the beginning of a charging cycle at Bletchley, corresponding to the 


maximum registered for phase B current. Although less frequent, a peak can occur 


during a charging cycle, as shown in Figure 22. 


  


 


Figure 20: Three hours of the current pattern of phase A at Bletchley. 
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Figure 21: Example of the pattern of the phase B and C of the current at 


Bletchley 


 


 


Figure 22: Example of fluctuation in the current (phase C) during a charging 


cycle at Bletchley 


If the current in any of the three phases is higher than on the others, the excess current 


can be seen in the neutral wire. Neutral current is sum of all three phases so in a 


balanced system this should be zero.  This additional current in the neutral wire 


(represented with a blue line in the charts in this section) shows that there is unbalance 


in the system when the cooling system is in operation, most likely to be caused by the 


electric motor used by the cooling system. The magnitude of the neutral current is likely 
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to be dependent on the positioning between motors armature and stator during start. 


The graph also shows that the current variation between phases is not very large. A 


particularly high peak in this neutral line current has been recorded at the beginning of a 


cooling period at Bletchley and it is shown in Figure 23, this indicates that the current 


flow in the neutral wire is possibly caused by activation of the cooling system. This could 


have an impact on reference voltage, cause overheating in the wires and phase coils. 


However, this is not a continuous fault; it seems to be restricted to spikes occurring 


during switch ON. The unbalance in the system is within allowable tolerance; therefore, 


it will not have a negative impact on network operation.   


 


Figure 23: The three phases of the current, plus the neutral current in blue, 


during a charging and cooling period at Bletchley 


6.5 IPT infrastructure utilisation 


Table 6 shows a summary of the analysis of charge events. On average, there were 33 


charge events per day in Wolverton and 16 charge events per day in Bletchley. It should 


be noted that the number of charge events in Wolverton is approximately twice of those 


in Bletchley. This is as expected because the bus schedule requires only every other bus 


to stop at Bletchley, adopting following route; Wolverton- Central Milton Keynes-


Wolverton and Wolverton- Central Milton Keynes-Bletchley.  


The maximum theoretical number of charge events based on the route timetable for 


Bletchley and Wolverton is 26 and 56 charge events per weekday day. Therefore 


Wolverton and Bletchley chargers operate at 64% and 69% of their theoretical capacity 


in terms of total number of charge events. The maximum number of charge events 


monitored for Bletchley and Wolverton is 31 and 51.  The results show that Bletchley has 


exceeded maximum predicted charge events per day and Wolverton charger operated at 


91% capacity on 22nd May 2014. It is not clear from the data why more charging events 


occurred than indicated by the bus schedule but as this was an exceptional case, it could 


be that some additional testing or cycling of the charger was performed. 
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Table 6: Charge events analysis 


Parameter Wolverton Bletchley 


Number of charge events per day 33 16 


Number of charge events weekday 36 18 


Number of charge events weekend 24 12 


Charge time per event (minutes) 12.4 10 


Maximum number of charge event 51 31 


6.5.1 Wolverton 


Figure 24 shows the distribution of charge events per day for the Wolverton charger. The 


graphs for weekday (orange) show that the range is between 20 and 50 charge events 


(see Figure 25), the most frequently occurring number of charge events is between 35-


40 events per day. The results show that the number of charge events exceeds 56 


charge events (TRL model prediction) per day on 2% of the total number of occurrences. 


This shows that even though theoretical maximum is 56 charge events, there are days 


when the number of charge events exceeded this, resulting in higher energy and more 


frequent power demand than could be anticipated from the bus schedule. 


 


 


Figure 24: Number of charge events in Wolverton 
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Figure 25: Number of charge events distribution for Wolverton 


Figure 26 shows the average number of charge events per hour for the Wolverton 


charger, the number of charge events peak at 2.7 between 11:00 and 15:00. Even 


though the average number of charge events per hour is 2.7, the precise bus arrival 


times to the Bletchley charger every hour vary depending on traffic conditions, therefore, 


the power transfer system is expected to provide power (134kVA) on demand between 


the operational hours of 06:00 and 00:00. This lack of full predictability makes it difficult 


to anticipate precisely when power will be required by the chargers and therefore, limits 


the possibility of varying the power supply to the charger (for example to temporary 


allow high power to be used for other customers).  
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Figure 26: Average number of charge events per hour for Wolverton charger 


The 10-month dataset was grouped into 24 bins to calculate the average, peak and 95th 


percentile power demand value for each hour of the day. The hourly power demand 


value was used to calculate the 24-hour power demand profile from the Wolverton 


charger. Figure 27 shows the power demand from the Wolverton WPT charger; the peak 


value is calculated by extracting the maximum value from each hourly bin. The average 


value is the average of all data for that specific 1-hour interval and includes times when 


the charger was not utilised during that particular hour or only used a small proportion 


of the time. As a result, the average value appears very low in comparison with the peak 


value. The 95th percentile was calculated by eliminating top 5% of the values in the 


dataset, which could be considered outliers. 


The average line in Figure 27 shows that the demand reduces after 17:00. However, the 


average charge time and number of charge events (see Figure 28) shows that although 


the number of charge events is reduced; the duration of a charge events increases over 


this time-period. Therefore, the peak power demand remains constant up until 00:00 


hours. The average charge time was calculated by summing total charge time for each 


hourly bin and dividing this by the total number of charge events for that hourly bin. 
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Figure 27: Power demand from the Wolverton WPT charger 


 


 


Figure 28: Charge time and the number charge events for Wolverton WPT 


charger 
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6.5.2 Bletchley 


Figure 29 shows the distribution of charge events per day for the Bletchley charger. The 


range for weekdays is between 10 and 25 charge events (orange line in Figure 30). The 


most frequently occurring number of charge events is between 15-20 events per day. 


The results show that on 10% of all days the theoretical maximum of 26 charge events 


per day was exceeded. This shows that even though the theoretical maximum is 26 


charge events per day, there are days when the number of charge events exceeded this, 


resulting in higher energy and more frequent power demand than could be anticipated 


from the bus schedule. 


 


Figure 29: Number of charge events in Bletchley 
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Figure 30: Number of charge events distribution for Bletchley 


Figure 31 shows the average number of charge events per hour for the Bletchley 


charger, the number of charge events peaks at 1.3 events between 10:00 and 11:00. 


Even though the average number of charge events per hour is 1.3, the bus arrival times 


to the Bletchley charger vary depending on traffic conditions, therefore, the distribution 


network is expected to provide power (135kVA) to the chargers on demand between 


05:00 and 21:00.  


 


Figure 31: Average number of charge events per hour for Bletchley charger  
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With eight electric buses operating along the route, both chargers are highly utilised 


throughout the day, in particular, the Wolverton PT charger is used between 1 and 2.7 


times per hour throughout the day. With an average charging event duration of 12.4 


minutes, this corresponds to the charger being utilised up to 33.5 minutes per hour 


(56% utilisation). As each charging event is currently assumed essential for a vehicle to 


complete its route. It does not appear to be possible to implement a more flexible power 


supply to the chargers that would allow for some time periods when power can be used 


elsewhere on the local network in anticipation that charger(s) will not be required for a 


particular hour. However, TRL’s earlier modelling showed that most vehicles should be 


able to complete the route with spare battery SoC remaining (between 35% and 78%). 


This would then allow for more flexible charging strategy if some of the charging events 


could be skipped. 


If vehicle data was available, then analysis of their battery SoC throughout the day 


would indicate whether at some points of the day, it would be possible to skip some 


charging events if that would be beneficial to the DNO not to add further power demand 


at that particular time. No such data was made available to TRL during this analysis.  


The 10-month dataset was grouped into 24 bins to calculate the average, peak and 95th 


percentile power demand value for each hour of the day. The hourly power demand 


value was used to calculate the 24-hour power demand profile from the Bletchley 


charger. Figure 32 shows the power demand from the Wolverton WPT charger. The peak 


value is calculated by extracting the maximum value from each hourly bin; the average 


value is the average of all data for that specific 1-hour interval and includes times when 


the charger was not utilised during that particular hour or only used a small proportion 


of the time. As a result, the average value appears very low in comparison with the peak 


value. The 95th percentile was calculated by eliminating top 5% of the values in the 


dataset, which could be considered outliers. 


The average line in Figure 32 shows that the demand reduces after 18:00. However, the 


average charge time (blue) and the number of charge events (orange) in Figure 33 


shows that although the number of charge events is reduced; the duration of a charge 


events increases over this time-period. Therefore, the peak power demand remains 


constant up until 21:00 hours. The average charge time was calculated by summing total 


charge time for each hourly bin and dividing this by the total number of charge events 


for that hourly bin.  
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Figure 32: Power demand from the Bletchley WPT charger 


 


 


Figure 33 Charge time and the number charge events for Bletchley WPT charger 


6.6 Energy consumption 


Table 7 shows the energy consumed by each charger. The Wolverton and Bletchley 


chargers transferred 911kWh and 382kWh of energy on an average day respectively.  


353kWh of energy was transferred by the Arden Park plugin chargers. It is assumed that 


any power consumption above 2kVA constitutes to charge event and any power transfer 
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rate below 2kVA is when the chargers are in idle state. Therefore, combined average, 


daily energy transfer is 1646kWh (1736kWh for a weekday). Assuming this is evenly 


distributed between all eight buses, this equates to 206kWh of energy per bus per day. 


This figure should be higher than the actual energy consumed by each bus per day as it 


also includes charger inefficiencies, cooling and idling system energy consumption. For 


the purpose of calculating costs and payback periods, this figure of 206kWh is the most 


accurate to use as it covers all energy used by each vehicle. 


It should be noted that the energy transfer rate for Wolverton and Bletchley chargers are 


higher for a weekday when compared with the weekend, this is due to higher bus 


operation rates in the week. However, the energy transfer rate for the Arden Park on a 


weekend is higher when compared with the weekday, due to the buses spending more 


time in the depot in the weekends. Therefore, the chargers constantly top up the energy 


that is consumed by the vehicle battery and charger control systems. 


The daily energy consumption is slightly higher in the summer months compared with 


the winter months. However, the increase is very small (35kWh per day), possibly 


caused by higher number of cooling events in summer months, rather than variation in 


number or duration of charge events caused by the season. 


Table 7: Energy transfer analysis 


Parameter Bletchley Wolverton 
Arden 


Park 
Unit 


Total energy consumed by the chargers 


(10 month total) 
81276 232474 73000 kWh 


 


Energy consumed per charge event 23.6 27.9 N/A kWh 


 


Average daily energy consumption 381.5 911.5 353 kWh 


Average weekday energy consumption 406.8 993.9 335 kWh 


Average weekend energy consumption 313.9 701.9 395 kWh 


Maximum energy consumption per day 851 1486 1127 kWh 


 


Average daily energy consumption 


(summer) 
397.7 912.9 349 kWh 


Average weekday energy consumption 


(summer) 
437.5 1005 325 kWh 


Average weekend day energy consumption 


(summer) 
303.76 703.4 419 kWh 


Average daily energy consumption 367.86 903.6 353 kWh 
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(winter) 


Average weekday energy consumption 


(winter) 
386.3 984.4 343 kWh 


Average weekend energy consumption 


(winter) 
320.2 700.5 376 kWh 


Figure 34 shows the ratio of energy consumption for each subsystem for both IPT 


chargers. The Wolverton charger used 96% of the total energy for power transfer, 


whereas the Bletchley charger used 87% of total energy for power transfer. The ratio is 


lower for the Bletchley charger because this charger was less frequently used for power 


transfer when compared with the Wolverton charger (i.e. less utilised), so the amount of 


idling time was comparatively higher. This would imply that maximising the utilisation of 


the charger supports more cost-effective energy use as lower proportion of the energy is 


“wasted” on standby. It should also be noted that not all of the energy used for power 


transfer would be received by the buses. Some of this would be lost in the inefficiency of 


the wireless coupling between the primary and secondary coils, which would vary 


depending on bus alignment.   


 


 


Figure 34: Energy consumed by subsystems a)Wolverton B) Bletchley 


6.7 Power factor and efficiency 


It is possible to derive the power factor using the following equations: 


𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = √𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 − 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 


𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟


𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 


This can be calculated for the mean apparent power and reactive power in the minute 


sampling intervals. It is possible to see that the power factor is the ratio of real power 


consumed by the load, against the apparent power demanded from the grid. It is 


important to keep the power factor high in order to maximise efficiency, reduce 


harmonics and minimise damage to the equipment.  


The analysis shows that power factor changes depending on the operational state of the 


IPT charger. The power factor appears to be high (generally over 0.95) during power 


transfer but falls to 0.7 when in the idle state (see Table 8 below). The low values could 


be caused by the larger primary coils consuming reactive power as it is not coupled with 


a secondary coil to compensate for reactive power. This can be corrected by using 


additional compensation capacitors when the system is idle. It is not clear whether the 
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low power factor has any impact on the high power system when it is operating in idle 


state but the harmonics should be investigated to ensure that the system does not have 


adverse effects on the grid.   


Table 8: Power Factors for different states at IPT chargers 


State 
Power factor - 


Wolverton 


Power factor – 


Bletchley 


Idle 0.702 0.700 


Cooling 0.691 0.690 


Charging 0.978 0.975 


 


6.8 Harmonics 


The first 50 harmonics current data were monitored for Bletchley charger on 20th May 


2014. IEC 61000-3-12 determines the limitations for low voltage systems with rated 


current greater than 16A per phase or less than 75A. There are no standards for 


equipment where rated current exceeds 75A. Table 9 in the Appendix shows the 95th 


percentile of the first 50 harmonics. These values were determined by calculating the 


average of each Nth harmonic during inductive power transfer. In six pulse converters 


(IPT system) 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th are dominant harmonics.  


The total harmonic distortion (THD) measures harmonic distortion within the system. 


Equation 1 is used calculate the percentage of total harmonic distortion for current. 


Same equation can be used for voltage if current terms are replaced with voltage terms. 


The analysis shows (see Figure 35) that total current harmonic distortion is 37%. The 


results show that the fifth and seventh harmonic is higher than values reported by the 


IPT charger manufacturer in their documentation (35% and 11% respectively). The 


manufacturer-reported values for 5th and 7th harmonics were 30% and 9%. However, it 


should be noted that the harmonics test for expected values were carried out on a 60kW 


system by the manufacturer, whereas TRL calculated harmonic values based on the 


120kW system as used in Milton Keynes.  


 


𝑇𝐻𝐷 =
√∑ 𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠


2
𝑘=2  


𝐼1𝑟𝑚𝑠
× 100             (1) 
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Figure 35: First 50 current harmonics 


The first 50 harmonic current values in the appendix (See Table 9) were used to 


calculate the voltage harmonics based on ENA G5/4 requirements document, as can be 


seen in Figure 36. The predicted voltage harmonic (Vhp) is 5.15%; this is above the 5% 


requirement. The predicted 5th harmonic voltage value is 4.69%, which is also above the 


5th harmonics limit of 4% stated in ENA G5/4. The results show that both voltage THD 


and 5th predicted harmonic voltages exceed the requirements for low voltage 


connections. When the harmonic values are greater than the limits, DNO must take 


further assessment depending on existing background harmonics. DNO can decide 


whether to allow the system to connect to the network or request the necessary 


modifications to be made to the equipment in order to take the harmonics below the 


required limits.  
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Figure 36: First 50 voltage harmonics  


 


7 Model Update 


 


Once corresponding data from buses and chargers is made available, findings presented 


in this report can be validated and the TRL model revised as necessary. This will 


facilitate further studies in this project on the possible extrapolation and expansion of 


the charger network and number of buses. The following points should be updated in the 


TRL model in order to improve its accuracy: 


 Demand from the distribution is 135kVA 


 Stop time in Bletchley is 10 minutes 


 Stop time in Wolverton is 12.4 minutes. 


8 Conclusions  


The purpose of this report was to analyse 10-month data from the IPT chargers located 


in Wolverton and Bletchley. The analysis aimed to understand the performance of IPT 


infrastructure, the anomalies in power supply and effects of the IPT infrastructure on the 


distribution network. 


The mean apparent power was found to be approximately 135kVA, and the mode of the 


apparent power transfer between 135-140kVA. The maximum continuous power transfer 


rate was found to be approximately 155kVA and maximum instantaneous power transfer 


rate approximately 170kVA. The system appeared to switch off immediately when the 


power transfer rate exceed 170kVA.  
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Both, Wolverton and Bletchley chargers were analysed for small power peak fluctuations. 


The average number of small power peak events per day was 117 in the summer period 


and 75 events in the winter period for the Wolverton charger. Similar peak pattern was 


found in the Bletchley charger, with 104 small power peak events per day for the 


summer period and 56 for the winter period. This seasonal variation indicates that small 


power peaks are dependent on ambient temperature and are a result of the cooling 


system being activated 


The current flowing in the chargers is characterised by three phases. In addition to 


these, there is the so-called neutral current, the function of which is to maintain three-


phase balance and to control fault currents. For the mean current, the most frequent 


values occurring at both IPT charges ranged between 195A and 205A; although, at 


Bletchley a wider spread of values was observed with a standard deviation around 50A, 


compared with 40A in Wolverton. The maximum mean values observed are similar for 


the two chargers, 230A at Wolverton and 235A at Bletchley. The pattern of the current 


shows the presence of steep peaks, which align with the beginning or end of the 


charging cycles or cooling periods. The highest recorded magnitudes of such peaks were 


431A at Wolverton and 368A at Bletchley. 


On average there were 33 (36 for weekday, 24 for weekend) charge events per day and 


the mode is between 35 and 40 events for the Wolverton charger. For the Bletchley 


charger, the average is 16 (18 for weekday, 12 for weekend) charge events and the 


mode is 15-20 charge events per day. The maximum number of charge events per hour 


was 2.7 for Wolverton and 1.4 for Bletchley. However, due to the variability in precise 


bus arrival and charging start time during each hour, over the duration of the trial 


charger power demand can be considered to be fairly evenly distributed, resulting in 


precise power demand times being difficult to predict. If vehicle data was available, then 


analysis of their battery SoC throughout the day would indicate whether at some points 


of the day, it would be possible to skip some charging events if that would be beneficial 


to the DNO not to add further power demand at that particular time. 


The maximum theoretical number of charge events for Bletchley and Wolverton was 


calculated to be 25 and 52 charge events per weekday day respectively. Therefore, 


Wolverton and Bletchley chargers operated at 69% and 72% of their expected capacity 


in terms of total number of charge events. The average charge time per charge event for 


Bletchley was 10 minutes, and the average charge time for the Wolverton charger was 


12.4 minutes. 


Average energy consumption of the Wolverton charger was 911kWh per day, for 


Bletchley it was 381kWh and for the Arden Park plugin chargers it was 353kWh. There 


were no significant differences between summer and winter period concerning the 


energy demand (35kWh more per day in summer). The average energy transferred from 


Wolverton charger per charge event was 26.5kWh and 20.2kWh from the Bletchley 


charger. Average daily energy transfer is 1646kWh (1736kWh for a weekday). Assuming 


this is evenly distributed between all eight buses, this equates to 206kWh of energy per 


bus per day  


The power factor of the systems was typically above 0.95 during the charging operation; 


however when the power transfer units are in idle mode the power factor reduced to 


below 0.7. The calculations show that the current THD is 37%, and that the fifth and 


seventh harmonics are higher than the figures supplied by the IPT charger manufacturer 


(35% and 11%). The manufacturer-reported values for 5th and 7th harmonics were 30% 
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and 9%. The predicted total voltage harmonic distortion is 5.15%, which is above the 


5% limit for low voltage connections. The predicted 5th harmonic voltage level is 4.69%, 


which is also above the 4% limit.   
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9 Appendix 


Table 9: First 50 current harmonics 


Nth 


Harmonic 


95th 


percentile 
 Nth Harmonic 


95th 


percentile 


1 196.1 


 


26 0.1 


2 1.3 27 0.4 


3 6.2 28 0.1 


4 0.2 29 1.4 


5 68.5 30 0.1 


6 0.2 31 1.6 


7 21.6 32 0.1 


8 0.2 33 0.4 


9 1.1 34 0.1 


10 0.1 35 1.1 


11 11.3 36 0.1 


12 0.1 37 1.1 


13 5.5 38 0.1 


14 0.1 39 0.3 


15 0.7 40 0.1 


16 0.1 41 0.9 


17 4.7 42 0.1 


18 0.1 43 0.9 


19 3.6 44 0.1 


20 0.1 45 0.3 


21 0.4 46 0.1 


22 0.1 47 0.8 


23 2.3 48 0.1 


24 0.1 49 0.9 


25 2.3 50 0.1 
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Abbreviations  


Abbreviations   


TOSA Trolleybus Optimisation System Alimentation 


CCC Committee on Climate Change 


DfT Department for Transport 


DIRO Drive in Reverse out 


EV Electric Vehicle 


IPT Inductive Power Transfer 


LCEB Low Carbon Emission Bus 


LowCVP Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership 


RMS Root mean square 


SBSOG Scottish Bus Service Operators Grant 


SOC State of Charge 


TRL Transport Research Laboratory 


TTR Transport and Travel Research 
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1 Introduction  


The Electric Boulevards Project aims to determine the technical and commercial 


feasibility of decarbonising an existing public transport service by introducing pure 


electric buses equipped with Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) on Route 7 in Milton Keynes. 


Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) undertook supporting research, analysing the 


integration of electric bus WPT infrastructure with the electricity distribution network and 


its potential scalability, as a consultant to Western Power Distribution (WPD). The project 


consisted of three main tasks, which are summarised in this report: 


1. Modelling of power and energy demand from vehicles and WPT chargers: This 


task aimed to understand the impact of electric buses equipped with WPT on the 


electricity distribution network. To achieve this, simulations have been performed, 


involving eight buses operating for a whole day with opportunistic end of route 


WPT charging. A sensitivity analysis of power and energy demand based on 


vehicle on-board energy storage capacity and required charging infrastructure 


was also conducted. 


2. Analysis of results after 1 year of operation and refinement of models: The data 


collected for 10 months during the Milton Keynes trials have been analysed in 


order to understand the performance of the WPT infrastructure, the anomalies in 


the power supply and the effects of these anomalies on the electrical distribution 


network. 


3. Modelling of uptake and future power demands: This task developed a model to 


forecast electric bus uptake and future power demand from the grid from 2014 up 


to 2025 in England, the East Midlands, Milton Keynes and London.    


The following sections summarise outputs from each of these tasks. 


2 Modelling of power and energy demand from 
vehicles and chargers 


A model describing electric bus operations on Route 7 in Milton Keynes was developed in 


order to understand the impact of electric buses equipped with WPT on the distribution 


network. In the simulations, ‘whole day journeys’1 made by eight buses were considered, 


with end of route WPT charging (at Bletchley and Wolverton). A three-charger scenario 


was also considered, with the additional WPT point located in Central Milton Keynes 


(CMK) station. A sensitivity analysis of power demand based on vehicle technologies, on-


board energy storage technologies and required charging infrastructure was performed. 


2.1 The model 


The model calculates energy consumption and power demand of the vehicle and aims to 


develop an understanding of the charging time, vehicle range, losses and battery State-


Of-Charge (SOC) for a whole day journey as well as power demand requirements from 


the electric distribution network during WPT use. The model permits numerous charging 


scenarios to be simulated in order to optimise the demand on the electricity distribution 


network.  The model simulated the performance of a Wrightbus Streetlite EV electric bus 


                                           


1 A ‘whole day journey’ is the total operational distance covered by a bus in one day 
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with end-of-route WPT charging, using Inductive Power Transfer Technologies 120kW 


inductive charging equipment. As with all modelling, outputs of this exercise are only 


indicative and will not be a true representation of the bus and the WPT performance in a 


real operational environment. In order to ensure maximum learning can be attained 


from this exercise, various sensitivity analyses were carried out on the model to 


determine a range of possible performance metrics and to evaluate the possible impacts 


on the electricity distribution network when the battery size, charging efficiency and 


charge durations are varied. 


2.1.1 Inputs 


The route was divided into segments with lengths varying between 100m and 1 km 


according to particular features such as; the distance between two junctions, a constant 


inclination or constant vehicle speed. A set of input parameters was assigned to each 


section, including route length, vehicle speed, gradient, acceleration and deceleration 


rate. The model also considered battery, WPT chargers and vehicle parameters.  


The initial test input data was created by using the Route 7 timetable between Bletchley 


and Wolverton. The timetable was used to derive the duration of stops. The distances 


between stops were estimated using Google maps. The purpose of this data at this stage 


was to verify the anticipated operation of the buses and demand on both WPT chargers. 


The input data was therefore simplified in the absence of actual GPS data and included 


an estimate of the acceleration and speed profiles, which are likely to be less demanding 


than real world driving conditions, which would be affected by the vehicles interacting 


with traffic and other road users, traffic lights and driver behaviour. 


The calculations considered mechanical losses such as aerodynamic drag, rolling 


resistance and drivetrain, as well as electrical inefficiencies in the vehicle battery, WPT 


charger and power electronics.  


2.1.2 Analysis and Results 


The model calculates energy discharged from the vehicle battery, the amount of energy 


restored during WPT and regenerative braking, energy consumption against time and 


distance and the power demand from the distribution transformer during the WPT. The 


model also provides whole day journey results such as daily energy consumption and a 


vehicle’s ability to operate all day without running out of State of Charge (SoC).  


Figure 1 illustrates an example of the battery SoC for an electric bus. The blue line 


shows the vehicle being wirelessly charged for 5 minutes in Wolverton and 25 minutes in 


the Bletchley station for one whole day journey. In this case, the whole day bus journey 


is 222 km. (see appendix A for eight bus whole day journey model) The whole day range 


of a bus is dependent on total operational hours; the range can be between 222 km and 


338 km. There are 52 charge opportunities in Wolverton and 25 in Bletchley (based on 


the 2013 timetable) for all eight buses. The orange line shows battery SoC and range of 


the vehicles without WPT charging. In this case, the battery would completely discharge 


after approximately 118 km. 
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Figure 1: SOC during the Bletchley to Wolverton whole day journey 


The average whole day journey distance is 265 km per bus, and an average of 267 kWh 


of energy is transferred from the electrical distribution network per day per bus 


(including plugin chargers). The power demand from the electrical distribution network is 


approximately 127 kW (131kVA). 


In the current configuration, the chargers are located in Wolverton and Bletchley. The 


minimum SoC at any point during the day is estimated at 35%, when all eight buses 


charge at all available WPT charge opportunities. This indicates that the buses would be 


able to complete a whole day journey without running out of battery charge. The 


sensitivity analysis performed on minimum battery capacity and WPT charge rate 


suggested that the buses would be able to complete the whole day journey using a 68.5 


kWh battery or 84 kW WPT chargers; assuming that WPT charge times are kept the 


same. Alternatively, if battery and WPT efficiency parameters are at their nominal values 


then all eight buses would be capable of completing the journey if the WPT charging 


times were reduced by up to 18%. The operation of the buses appears to be most 


sensitive to charging times, as a reduction of charging times by 18% is the maximum 


that can be achieved without preventing the buses from completing their whole day 


journeys.   


If an additional charger were installed in Central Milton Keynes station, with the charger 


only used on the Wolverton  Central Milton Keynes (CMK)  Wolverton route cycle (the 


CMK station acts as a bus stop on the Wolverton-CMK-Bletchley route cycle), the 


minimum SoC of buses would be 45% on fully utilised chargers. The minimum battery 


capacity that would still allow all buses to complete the whole day journey is around 56 


kWh (57% of the original capacity).  Sensitivity analysis also shows that charging times 


could be reduced by 20% or charging efficiency could be as low as 58% and still provide 


sufficient energy to allow the daily duty cycle to be completed, assuming that each bus 


has an opportunity to charge at CMK for 6 minutes in each route cycle.   


This modelling study showed that frequent 5-minute charges in Wolverton plus the 25 


minute charging time in Bletchley station would be sufficient to provide the required 


energy throughout the day, without the need for a third WPT charger. However, the CMK 
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WPT charger may be useful in some circumstances such as: during peak hours, for buses 


with a smaller battery capacity, when charging times on the other chargers are reduced, 


when more electric buses are introduced, or if there are frequent misalignments of the 


receiver and transmitter coils causing lower overall energy transfer per charge event.  


3 Analysis of results after 10 month of operation 


This section analyses the effects of WPT chargers on the electricity distribution network. 


The analysis included the energy demand and nature of power supplied to the WPT 


infrastructure for charging electric buses, for which data was provided by Western Power 


Distribution. The analysis includes the average system performance, performance of the 


system under maximum load conditions and identification of anomalies in the full dataset 


covering the period between 01/04/14 and 27/01/2015.  


Data was gathered from three sources: the two WPT charger locations at Wolverton and 


Bletchley (the two ends of the bus route where the layover time was utilised to 


wirelessly charge the on-board batteries en-route) and from the overnight plug-in 


chargers at the bus depot at Arden Park. 


3.1 Inputs 


Table 1 shows the measured parameters. All the data is measured in one-minute 


intervals and each data point is date and time-stamped  


Table 1: Measured parameters 


Parameter Unit 


Date DD/MM/YYYY 


Time 
Hours (1 minute and 1 second 


interval) 


Phase A RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum  A 


Phase B RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


Phase C RMS current: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


RMS current Neutral: Mean, Maximum, Minimum A 


Apparent Power: Mean, Maximum, Minimum kVA 


Reactive Power: Mean, Maximum, Minimum kVAr 


Note: The data is not available for every minute of every day; where this is relevant, it is 


stated. 


3.2 Analysis and Results 


Performance of the WPT system was studied for the 10-month period. In addition, 


anomalies were examined and the unexpected behaviours were analysed in detail using 


a higher resolution (one-second sampled) data where necessary. Specifically, after 


manipulating the data in order to be used for the analysis, and calculating the 


parameters in Table 1, the following procedure was adopted: 
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1. Investigate the normal operation of the system; define values for average power, 


average current, average charge time and average energy transferred. 


2. Analyse maximum and minimum values in the data and investigate the causes of 


unexpected performances. 


3. Extract all anomalies; that is all those behaviours that do not fit the expected 


operational performance. Investigate the causes of these anomalies. 


For the details of the analysis, see Appendix B. A summary of key findings and analysis 


is described in subsequent sections. 


3.2.1 Apparent power 


The mean apparent power profiles were explored and the typical values identified. An 


example of a mean apparent power profile is shown in Figure 2a for the Wolverton WPT 


charger, while Figure 2b presents the number of power supply rate occurrences from the 


whole dataset for the mean and maximum apparent power for the same location. The 


mean apparent power measured was approximately 134 kVA, and the most frequently 


occurring apparent power supply range was between 135 kVA and 140kVA. The 


maximum continuous power transfer rate was approximately 155 kVA. Note that there 


were instantaneous peaks at 178 kVA in the Wolverton WPT charger; it is possible that 


this was caused by transient current flow during switch on and off. 


 


Figure 2: (a) Wolverton, apparent power profile, (b)occurrences  


The mean, minimum and maximum apparent power values were also studied with one-


second detail for certain anomalies. The anomalies were determined by analysing any 


data values that do not fit in with the general pattern. These anomalies were generally 


detected in the graphs and by filtering the data set for minimum or maximum values. 


(See Appendix B1 for Bletchley and Arden Park analysis) 


3.2.2 Current 


The three phases of the input current and the neutral current were analysed separately 


(Appendix B2). An example of the most frequent mean and maximum values are shown 


for Bletchley in Figure 3a. The maximum values recorded are due to fluctuations in the 


current flow, mainly at the points when a charging cycle started or ended. This is the 


case shown in Figure 3b for the phase A current at Bletchley. 
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Figure 3: Bletchley, (a) mean and maximum current occurrences and (b) three 


hours of the current pattern of phase A  


The current flow into the WPT chargers is characterised by three phases. In addition to 


these, there is the neutral current which maintains three-phase balance. The most 


frequent mean current values at both locations ranged between 195A and 205A per 


phase. However at Bletchley a wider spread of values was observed, with a standard 


deviation around 50A compared with 40A at Wolverton. The maximum mean current 


(maximum continuous current) values observed were similar for both IPT chargers:  


230A at Wolverton and 235A at Bletchley. The pattern of the current shows the presence 


of steep peaks, which can be related to the beginning or end of charging cycles or 


cooling periods. The highest recorded intensity of these sudden fluctuations was 431A at 


Wolverton and 369A at Bletchley. 


3.2.3 The cooling system 


Both Wolverton and Bletchley WPT chargers were analysed for small peak fluctuations. 


Small peaks were defined as the power demand between 3KVA and 15kVA. The average 


number of small power peaks per day was found to be 117 in the summer period and 75 


in the winter period for both WPT chargers. The number of charge events per day 


remains same for both winter and summer; this variation in the number of small peaks 


between the two seasons indicates that the small peaks are connected to the ambient 


temperature, and they are the result of the cooling system being activated (Appendix 


B3) 


3.2.4 WPT infrastructure utilisation 


The number of charge events per weekday and weekend day was counted and analysed 


(see Appendix B4). Table 2 summarises the analysis of the charge events. On average, 


there were 36 events per weekday in Wolverton, and 18 in Bletchley. It should be noted 


that the number of charge events in Wolverton is approximately twice as great as in 


Bletchley because the buses have two charge opportunities in Wolverton and one in 


Bletchley for each cycle. 
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Table 2: Charge events analysis 


Parameter Bletchley Wolverton 


Number of charge events per day 16 33 


Number of charge events per weekday 18 36 


Number of charge events per weekend day 12 24 


Charge time per event (minutes) 10 12.4 


Maximum number of charge events 31 51 


 


The maximum number of charge events per hour was 2.7 for Wolverton and 1.4 for 


Bletchley. However, there was no pattern in when these charge events occurred within 


that hour; thus the distribution network is expected to provide instantaneous power to 


the chargers on demand.  


The maximum number of theoretical charge events for Bletchley and Wolverton is 26 


and 56 charge events per weekday (based on the 2015 timetable). Therefore, Wolverton 


and Bletchley chargers are operating at 64% and 69% of their theoretical capacity in 


terms of the total number of charge events. 


3.2.5 Energy consumption 


The energy transferred by each charger and the ratio of energy consumption for each 


subsystem was calculated and analysed. The average energy transferred from the 


Wolverton charger per day was estimated at 912kWh; the value for Bletchley was 


382kWh and the Arden Park plugin chargers provided 353kWh per day; there is no 


significant difference between the summer and winter periods. The average energy 


transferred from the Wolverton charger per charge event is 27.9kWh and 23.6kWh from 


the Bletchley charger, See Appendix B5 for more details. 


3.2.6 Power factor and harmonics 


The power factor is the ratio between real power to be consumed and the apparent 


power demanded from the grid. It is important to maintain a high power factor to 


maximise the efficiency, reduce harmonics and minimise damage to the equipment. The 


power factor of the system was typically above 0.95 during the charging operation. 


However, when the WPT units were in idle mode the power factor was below 0.7 (see 


Appendix B6 for further details). The analysis shows that the total current harmonic 


distortion was 37%. The predicted voltage harmonic (Vhp) is 5.15%; this is above the 


5% requirement. The predicted 5th harmonic voltage value is 4.69%, which is also 


above the 5th harmonics limit of 4% stated in ENA G5/4. The results show that both 


voltage THD and 5th predicted harmonic voltages exceed the requirements for low 


voltage connections. When the harmonic values are greater than the limits, DNO must 


take further assessment depending on existing background harmonics. DNO can decide 


whether to allow the system to connect to the network or request the necessary 


modifications to be made to the equipment in order to take the harmonics below the 


required limits (See appendix B7 for further analysis). 
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3.3 Conclusion  


The 10 months data from the IPT charges located in Wolverton and Bletchley was 


analysed in order to understand the performance of the IPT infrastructure, to detect 


anomalies in the power supply and to study the effects on the distribution network. The 


summary of the results are as follows: 


 The mean apparent power measured was approximately 135kVA, and the mode 


of apparent power transfer was between 135 kVA and 140kVA. 


 The mean current range is between about 195A and 205A per phase. 


 The maximum number of theoretical charge events for Bletchley and Wolverton is 


26 and 56 charge events per weekday (based on the 2015 timetable). Therefore, 


the Wolverton and Bletchley chargers are operating at 64% and 69% of their 


theoretical capacity in terms of total number of charge events 


 The average charge time per event at Bletchley is 10 minutes, while the average 


charge time for the Wolverton charger is 12.4 minutes. 


 The average energy transferred from the Wolverton charger per day is 911kWh, 


the value for Bletchley is 381kWh and the Arden Park plugin charger provides 


353kWh per day. 


4 Modelling of uptake and future power demands 


This section aims to forecast uptake and future power demand from the grid for 


powering electric buses equipped with WPT chargers from 2015 up to 2025; therefore, 


the capital cost of a WPT charger is added to the cost of an electric bus. Note that the 


cost of a WPT charger is divided between four buses because, the route 7 has eight 


electric buses and two WPT chargers, therefore bus to WPT charger ratio is 4:1. Uptake 


and power demand were calculated for England, the East Midlands, Milton Keynes and 


London. In addition, power demand was calculated for the scenario where all chargers 


for buses are located at bus stations. The bus market review carried out in this project 


showed that the payback time is the most important decision-making factor in electric 


bus uptake; therefore, the uptake model was based on payback time and the expected 


annual price reduction for vehicle and charging infrastructure technologies. The power 


demand parameters from task 2.1 and charger utilisation parameters from task 5 were 


used to help develop a model.  


4.1 Model development 


The modelling of the uptake of electric buses and the forecast of future power demand 


require an accurate representation of current market trends. The model for this task can 


be divided into two sections: 


1. A forecast for the uptake of electric buses in order to calculate the percentage of 


the fleet that is made up of electric buses between 2015 and 2025 


2. The calculation of power demand in different geographic areas based on the 


percentage of the fleet that are electric buses. 


The demand for power was calculated for three scenarios. The first scenario considers an 


incentives package similar to the Scottish Bus Operators Grant (SBSOG, which has 


applied to all the bus operators in Scotland since 2010 with 50% capital infrastructure 
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subsidy for first two years only; this can be considered as the “base case”. SBSOG is a 


grant scheme where payments are made to bus operators based on bus operating km. 


The SBSOG favours electric buses when compared to diesel buses. The capital 


infrastructure subsidy is similar to the Green Bus Fund and the recently announced ultra-


low emission bus fund. 


The second scenario assumed that there are no government financial incentives to 


encourage take-up of electric buses; this scenario can be considered as the “worst case”. 


The third scenario assumes a “best case” scenario, which considers an incentive package 


similar to the Scottish Bus Operators Grant (SBSOG) and a 50% capital infrastructure 


costs subsidy for an unlimited amount of time (for charging infrastructure),  


Figure 4 shows the calculation algorithm used for the future uptake and power demand 


model, which is based on payback time figures from the Low Carbon Vehicles Partnership 


(LowCVP) report. The relationship between capital cost and payback time was used to 


develop formulas for each incentive case. The future price reduction forecast was used to 


calculate payback time for the specific year. The relationship between payback time and 


the uptake level was used to develop a formula, which calculates the percentage of 


uptake level depending on payback time. Note that this study aims to forecast the 


uptake level for electric buses with WPT chargers based on the price, where the 


infrastructure cost for WPT chargers is included within the capital costs. See Appendix C1 


for detailed methodology. 


 


Figure 4: Flowchart for the uptake and power demand model 
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Figure 5 shows the percentage of electric buses equipped with WPT in England 


(excluding London). By 2025, 81% of the fleet in England is predicted to consist of 


electric buses in base case scenario. In the scenario where there is no incentive to invest 


29% of the total bus fleet in England is predicted to consist of electric buses. In the best-


case scenario 95% of the bus fleet is predicted to be electric by 2025. Note that in this 


study bus operator’s ability to raise the required capital to purchase electric buses has 


not been included in the calculations. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the government will 


provide capital infrastructure subsidy that will remain in place up until the time when a 


high proportion of buses are electric vehicles.   


 


Figure 5: Forecast percentage of inductively charged electric buses in the total 


bus fleet 


By 2025, 4% of the total bus fleet in London is expected to be electric in the no incentive 


case. In the SBSOG and two-year capital infrastructure subsidy case, 46% of the bus 


fleet is expected to be electric in London by 2025; 56% of bus fleet can be electric as 


early as 2025 if the government introduced incentives and subsidies similar to SBSOG 


and capital infrastructure subsidy.  


4.2 Power Demand Forecast 


The calculations were performed at three geographical locations: Milton Keynes, East 


Midlands and the whole of England. Existing numbers of buses in each region was 


estimated using DfT annual bus statistics. London was studied separately because of the 


different bus utilisation statistics compared to the rest of the country. An example of the 


output is shown in Figure 6, which shows the forecast for maximum power demand in 


England (excluding London). The demand shows no increase relative to the incentivised 


scenarios, in the no incentive scenario (blue) with the demand in 2025 being 262 MVA. 


However, the demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, 


peaking at 847 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. The 


power demand is 726 MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital 


infrastructure subsidy). 
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Figure 6: Forecast power demand for England 


Table 3 shows the forecast maximum power demand for each geographical area for the 


different subsidy and incentive scenarios.  


Table 3: Maximum power demand 


Subsidy and Incentive  


Maximum power demand (MVA) 


England 
East 


Midlands 


Milton 


Keynes 
London 


No incentive or subsidy 262 24 1.4 11 


2 year Capital infrastructure 


subsidy and SBSOG grant 
726 66 3.4 138 


Capital infrastructure subsidy and 


SBSOG grant 
847 76 3.3 167 


 


The power demand for the WPT charger in Wolverton starts to rise between 05:00 and 


07:00; the power demand is maximum between 07:00 and 00:00 and it fall back to its 


minimum state between 00:00 and 05:00. Figure 7 shows that even though the number 


of charge event reduces after 17:00; the duration of a charge event increases after 


19:00. Therefore, electrical distribution network is expected to supply power at 


maximum level on demand between 07:00 and 00:00 hours.  
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Figure 7: Charge time and the number charge events 


4.3 Plugin charger demand 


The power demand from overnight charging of buses is t plugin charging demand. This 


has been calculated utilising 10 months of data from the Arden Park depot and modelled 


for various geographic areas as required. The power demand from the plugin chargers in 


Arden Park starts to increase from 19:00 and peaks between 00:00 and 01:00 and drops 


to minimum values from 05:00.  


Figure 8 shows the maximum power demand from plugin charging in England year by 


year from 2015 to 2025 for each of the incentive scenarios. In the no incentive scenario 


(blue) with the demand in 2025 being 186 MVA. The demand rises sharply in the SBSOG 


and infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 602 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid 


uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 516 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 8: Forecast power demand for England for static charging 
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Table 4 shows the forecast maximum power demand for each geographical area for the 


different subsidy and incentive scenario in 2025. 


Table 4: Static charger maximum power demand 


Subsidy and Incentive  


Maximum plugin charger demand (MVA) 


England 
East 


Midlands 


Milton 


Keynes 
London 


No incentive or subsidy 186 17 1.0 8.0 


2 year Capital infrastructure subsidy and 


SBSOG grant 
602 55 2.7 119 


Capital infrastructure subsidy and 


SBSOG grant 
516 47 2.4 96 


 


Figure 9 shows the forecast for the 24 hour overnight power demand from  plugin 


chargers in England (excluding London); in the no-incentive scenario (blue), the demand 


in 2025 peaks at 124 MVA between 00:00 and 01:00. However, the demand rises 


sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 401 MVA in 2025 


because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 344 MVA in 


2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 9: The power demand from overnight plugin chargers for England 
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4.4 Overall 24 hour demand in 2025 


The following section describes the overall 24-hour power demand in 2025. These 


calculations assume the following: 


 Overall, power demand is calculated by summing plug-in charger demand and 


WPT charger demand. 


 As stated earlier there, the electric distribution network is expected to supply 


power at any time between 07:00 to 24:00.  


 The WPT systems are on standby between 00:00 and 05:00; therefore, they 


consume a very small amount of energy.  


Figure 10 shows that after 20:00 hours the power demand increases, because even 


though number of charge events reduces after 17:00 hours, the WPT charge time 


increases, therefore the power demand from the WPT chargers is unchanged after 17:00 


hours. At the same time, plugin chargers start to demand power for overnight charging 


from 20:00 and the demand peaks between 23:00 and 00:00. Figure 10 shows the 24 


hour overall demand from the WPT and plugin charger. The peak overall demand for a 


no-incentive scenario is 354 MVA. The demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 1144 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid 


uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 980 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2-year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 10: 24 hour overall demand for England (excluding London) 


The table below (Table 5) shows the maximum peak power demand for combined plug-in 


and wireless chargers.  
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Table 5: Maximum 24 hour power demand 


Subsidy and Incentive  


Maximum 24 hour demand (MVA) 


England 
East 


Midlands 


Milton 


Keynes 
London 


No incentive or subsidy 354 32 1.9 15 


Capital infrastructure subsidy and 


SBSOG grant 
1144 104 5.1 225 


2 year Capital infrastructure subsidy and 


SBSOG grant 
980 89 4.5 182 


The table shows that the peak power demand at any point over 24 hours would occur 


between 23:00 and 00:00, when the power is supplied to both plugin chargers and WPT 


chargers. For England as a whole this equates to a maximum potential demand of 1369 


MVA (including London). Without subsidies, this could be expected to be 369 MVA.  


4.5 Network Capacity 


The purpose of this section is to assess the power demand from central bus stations in 


2025. The study calculated the power demand for different bus stations varying in size. 


The power demand analysis was carried out on bus stations where 5, 10, 15 and 20 bays 


are equipped with WPT chargers. 


Table 6 shows the relationship between maximum power demand and the number of 


bays in a bus station. The results show that the power demand can be as high as 2.7 


MVA if 20 bays are equipped with 120 kW WPT chargers.  


Table 6: Maximum power demand based on the number of bays in a in a bus 


station 


Number of bays Power Demand (MVA) 


5 0.7 


10 1.4 


15 2 


20 2.7 


 


Table 7 shows the maximum power demand for different charging systems installed in 


bus stations with varying number of bays. A higher power transfer rate could mean the 


use of smaller batteries, shorter charge times or using fewer chargers (with a higher bus 


to charger ratio).   
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Table 7: Power demand based on number of bays in a in a bus station 


Number of 


bays 


IPT  and 


Bombardier 200 


kW 


(MVA) 


ABB TOSA 


400 kW 


(MVA) 


Opbrid 


Busbaar 650 


kW 


(MVA) 


Eaton Hyper-


charger 1 MW 


(MVA) 


5 1.1 2 3.2 5 


10 2.3 4 6.5 10 


15 3.4 6 9.8 15 


20 4.6 8 13 22 


4.6 Conclusion  


This section forecasted uptake and future power demand from the grid for powering 


electric buses equipped with WPT chargers from 2015 up to 2025. The summary of 


results is shown in Table 8. 


Table 8: Uptake and power demand summary 


  Subsidy and Incentive  
England 


 


East 


Midlands 


 


Milton 


Keynes 


 


London 


 


P
o
w


e
r 


d
e
m


a
n
d
 


(M
V
A
) 


No incentive or subsidy 262 24 1.8 11 


2 year Capital infrastructure 


subsidy and SBSOG grant 
726 66 3.4 138 


Capital infrastructure subsidy 


and SBSOG grant 
847 76 3.8 167 


%
 o


f 
th


e
 t


o
ta


l 


fl
e
e
t 


No incentive or subsidy 29 29 36 4 


2 year Capital infrastructure 


subsidy and SBSOG grant 
81 81 88 46 


Capital infrastructure subsidy 


and SBSOG grant 
95 95 100 56 


The power demand from plugin chargers is lower than the WPT charger power demand. 


Even though the calculations assumed each bus is connected to a plugin charger; the 


power demand is not as high as the WPT charger power demand, where four buses share 


one WPT charger. The maximum demand in best-case scenario is  


The results for 24 hour overall power demand profile showed that after 20:00 the power 


demand increases, as opposed to contrary assumption which was as the vehicles stop 


their whole day journey and return to the depot and start charging from plugin chargers 


the demand should reduce or at least remain at same level as the power demand during 


the day; but this is not the case; because even though number of charge events reduce 


after 17:00 hours; the charge time in the WPT charger increases. Therefore, the power 


demand from the WPT chargers remain constant after 17:00 hours. The additional 


demand from the overnight plugin chargers are added on top of WPT demand, which 


results in higher power demand from the distribution network between 20:00 and 00:00. 
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5 Summary 


The project showed that although operation of electric buses in Milton Keynes required 


high power charging from the IPT chargers of 120kW (134kVa at DN connection point), it 


was feasible to implement this type of charging infrastructure without substantial 


disturbances for the DNO if bespoke filtering is facilitated to minimise voltage and 


current disruptions. However, the project also identified a number of potential challenges 


that should be taken into consideration if larger scale deployment of such WPT or similar 


conductive charging infrastructure is to be undertaken in the UK. These are summarised 


below. 


Apparent power demand  


Although the average apparent power required by the WPT chargers was 134kVA, much 


higher power demand was also observed with a maximum continues power demand of 


155kVA and instantaneous spikes of up to 178kVA. In isolation, these may not present 


much of an issue but if a large number of chargers are connected to the same 


transformer and express similar behaviour then this could have an adverse effect on 


transformer lifetime.  Furthermore, if significant increase in WPT electric buses and 


chargers is anticipated, then their installation and utilisation should be planned carefully. 


Large bus stations could host up to 20 charging bays, resulting in power demand of 


2.7MVA.  


Power Factor 


Power factor of the IPT chargers used in Milton Keynes was found to be above 0.95 when 


the chargers were supplying power to vehicles. However, during idling and cooling 


system operation, the power factor was below 0.7. If a large number of chargers are 


connected to the same DNO connection and operate at low power factor at the same 


time, this could lead to higher than allowable disturbances. This is particularly likely to 


have a greater effect on low utilised chargers that experience low power factor for a 


greater proportion of the time. 


Energy consumption 


The WPT chargers were found to have a constant background power draw of between 


3kVA and 15kVA. This would result in energy consumption by these units even when 


buses are not being charged, comparable to a regular EV plug-in charger charging an EV 


but at much lower power level. For bill payers this would result in higher energy 


consumption and costs for operating such chargers than may have been anticipated 


based on bus energy consumption.  


Voltage harmonics 


The predicted voltage harmonic Vhp (5.15%) and 5th harmonics (4.69%) were found to 


be higher than the requirement stated in ENAG5/4 of 5% and 4.69% respectively, 


exceeding the requirements for low voltage connections. Therefore, DNO must take 


further assessment depending on existing background harmonics and decide whether to 


allow the system to connect to the network or request the necessary modifications to be 


made to the equipment in order to take the harmonics below the required limits.  
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Appendix A  


The whole day eight-bus models are created by using single route models described 


above and route 7 schedules. Table 9 shows the start times for all buses; start of the 


day is when buses leave the Wolverton depot. The times in table 1 assumes: 


 Wolverton depot and Wolverton bus stop is same location 


 The SOC at start of the day 100% regardless of start location 


 If the start of the day for a bus is Bletchley, it takes 30 minutes to travel from 


Wolverton depot to Bletchley station 


 Auxiliary losses are an optimistic estimate 


 40% of braking is by the mechanical brake 


 98kWh is available energy from the battery can be discharged to 0% 


 Maximum speed is limited to 20ms-1 (44mph) 


 The routes does not include incline or decline in elevation. 


Table 9: Start times on route 7 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Table 10 shows the end of route time, end of the day time and state of charge at the end 


of the day when it arrives at Wolverton depot. Table 10 assumes: 


 If the end of the route is in Bletchley or CMK station, the bus does not charge at 


end of the route before travelling to the end of day destination.  


 Wolverton bus depot is assumed to be at the same location as Wolverton Station 


 The return route from Bletchley or CMK is same as route 7 but the passengers 


and bus stops are taken out of the route profile. 


 End of the route SOC is dependent on charging opportunities and the route the 


bus follows throughout the day. For example the bus with more Wolverton-CMK-


Wolverton routes will have lower SOC at the end of the day as the route is longer 


Bus Start route Start of day 


1 07:15 (Wolverton) 6:53 (Oak Ridge) 


2 06:20 (Bletchley) 5:50  


3 06:20 (Wolverton) 06:20 


4 06:40 (Wolverton) 06:40 


5 06:57 (Bletchley) 6:27 


6 07:00 (Wolverton) 07:00 


7 07:24 (Bletchley) 6:54 


8 07:45 (Wolverton) 07:45 
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than Bletchley-Wolverton route and charging times in Wolverton are significantly 


less than at Bletchley.  


Table 10: End of the schedule times 


Bus  
End of 


schedule time 


End of day 


time 


 End of day state of 


charge (%) 


1 22:54 (W) 22:54 75 


2 23:27 (CMK) 00:11 78 


3 19:27 (B) 20:03 42 


4 18:44 (W) 18:44 58 


5 18:24 (B) 18:58 35 


6 20:23 (B) 20:51 62 


7 23:23 (W) 23:23 58 


8 19:27 (CMK) 19:59 78 


 


Table 11 shows the whole day data for each bus. Total available charge time is not equal 


to the total charged time due to the battery being charged to 100% SOC within the 


available time. The Wolverton to Bletchley route uses 18% (approx. 18 kWh) and 


25 minutes of inductive charging in Bletchley station can top up energy by (35%) 


35 kWh. Energy from the grid shows how much energy supplied to the inductive 


chargers from the distribution network. 


Table 11: Whole day parameters 


Bus 


Total distance 


in a day 


(km) 


Total energy 


dissipated in a 


day (kWh) 


Total available  


charge time in 


a day (min) 


Total 


Charged 


Time 


(min) 


Energy 


from IPT 


(kWh) 


1 285.2 282.7 143 110 231.5 


2 338 332.5 170 132 278.9 


3 264.8 265.19 113 91 192.6 


4 222.3 223.5 100 78 165.2 


5 222.3 243.6 81 73 154.9 


6 264.8 265.9 120 96 203.3 


7 306.5 304.4 145 111 234.2 


8 221.9 221.9 115 83 176.2 
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Appendix B  


B.1 Bletchley and Arden Park Analysis 


 


Figure 11 shows the mode for mean and maximum apparent power dataset for the 


Bletchley charger.  The mode for the apparent power is between 135-140 kVA. The 


maximum apparent power transfer is between 170-175kVA, which occurs on two 


occasions.    


Figure 12 shows one-year apparent power transfer data set for the Arden Park plugin 


charger. The gaps in the graph indicate missing data, this could be caused not 


monitoring data, and it does not mean there were no charge events in that period. In 


general, maximum operational peak is no higher than 145kVA. However, there are 


points in the dataset where the power exceeds 145kVA these points are; 


 19th May 2014 18:30 


 9th June 2014 17:40 


 22nd June 2014 17:15 


 


Figure 11: Number of apparent power occurrences for Bletchley 
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Figure 12: Apparent power profile for Arden Park 


Figure 13 shows the closer study of 19th May 2014 Arden Park data. The study shows 


that the current only flows through phase C, phase A and Bare in idle state. The current 


is approximately 2000A and the apparent power is approximately 500kVA on the peak 


sections. It should be noted that real and reactive power is negative, which indicates 


either power generation or supply of capacitive reactive power from the Arden Park to 


the distribution network. As the power factor is very low (approximately 0.2), it is very 


unlikely to be a generator. 


 It is also interesting to note that the current is only flows in phase C, which could mean 


that the capacitive supply could be result of another single-phase system that is 


connected to same supply feeder as the plugin chargers.  


Figure 14 shows the mean power transfer over 24-hour period for the entire data set, 


which includes weekday and weekend data. The average power transfer peaks between 


00:00 and 01:00 to 71 kVA. The graph also shows that the overnight charging occur 


between 21:00 and 06:00 hours. 


 


Figure 13: 19th May 2014 Arden Park data 
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Figure 14: Arden Park 24 hour profile 


Table 12 shows the high-level results for Wolverton, Bletchley and Arden Park chargers. 


The full charge days for Bletchley chargers is less when compared with Wolverton (213 


against 254), this is due to removal of the days where the power transfer rate is below 


80KVA and the days on which no data was monitored. The mean power transfer rate for 


Wolverton and Bletchley is 134-135kVA respectively. The mode is between 135-140kVA, 


this shows that the calculation of mean apparent power transfer results in lower power 


transfer rate, when compared with the mode. The wider range of power transfer rate 


calculation (100-178kVA), which results in lower mean apparent power result.  


The mean power transfer rate was calculated by averaging all 1-minute mean apparent 


power data above 100kVA. The maximum mean can be defined as maximum-recorded 


data point recorded in 1-minute mean apparent power data set, it can also be considered 


as maximum continuous power or current rate. The maximum power can be defined as 


maximum power transfer rate recorded over entire data capture period, this value can 


be considered as maximum system operation value, before the protection system 


activates.     


Table 12: 1 year data 


Parameter Bletchley  Wolverton 
Arden 


Park 
Unit 


Full charge days 213 254 206 days 


Mean power transfer rate (fully functional) 135 134 34 kVA 


Maximum Mean power transfer rate 154.3 153 145 kVA 


Maximum Power 172.4 178.5 450 kVA 


Maximum mean reactive power 34 35.5 N/A KVAr 


Maximum reactive power 42.2 42.5 N/A KVAr 
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B.2 Current 


The three-phase current is always positive and its typical values during a charging cycle 


are approximately 200 A. Table 13 and Table 14 present some features of the currents 


recorded for the two charging locations. The most frequent mean (mode) and maximum 


values are identified by the peaks in Figure 15 and Figure 16. As it can be noted, there 


are two peaks for Wolverton: the smaller one is at smaller current intensities and it is 


because for some months there were just two chargers in function instead of four.  


The maximum values recorded are due to fluctuations in the current flow, mainly in 


correspondence of the starting or ending moment of a charging cycle. This is the case 


shown in Figure 17 for the phase A current at Bletchley: the two maximums at 318 A 


and 312 A occur at the end of charging intervals. In the following chart, Figure 18, there 


is an example of a spark that took place at the beginning of a charging cycle at Bletchley 


and that correspond to the maximum registered for the phase B of the current. Although 


less frequently, a peak can occur during a charging cycle, as shown in Figure 19. 


In case that the current in any of the three phases exceeds the allowed value for the 


cable, the excess current is diverted to a neutral wire, so that an additional current is 


generated (blue line in the charts of this section) and the system is kept within the 


safety limits. A particularly high peak in this current, called neutral current, has been 


recorded at the beginning of a cooling period at Bletchley and it is shown in Figure 20. 


Table 13: Typical values for the current recorded at the Bletchley charger 


Current data 


Bletchley 
IA [A] IB [A] IC [A] 


Median Current 


(median of the 


means for I>50 A) 


193 196 201 


Standard deviation 


of the mean values 


(for I>50 A) 


49 50 52 


Maximum of the 


mean values  
225 226 235 


Recorded maximum 318 347 369 


 


Table 14: Typical values for the current recorded at the Wolverton charger 


Current data 


Wolverton 
IA [A] IB [A] IC [A] 


Median current 


(median of the 


means for I>50 A) 


195 202 198 


Standard deviation 


of the mean values 
40 42 40 
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(for I>50 A) 


Maximum of the 


mean values  
219 230 223 


Recorded maximum 424 271 431 


 


 


 


Figure 15: Mean and maximum current occurrences at the Bletchley charger 


 


 


Figure 16: Mean and maximum current occurrences at the Wolverton charger 
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Figure 17: Three hours of the current pattern of phase A at Bletchley. 


 


 


Figure 18: Example of the pattern of the phase B and C of the current at 


Bletchley 
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Y  


Figure 19: Example of fluctuation in the current (phase C) during a charging 


cycle at Bletchley 


 


 


 


Figure 20: The three phases of the current, plus the neutral one in blue, during 


a charging and cooling period at Bletchley 


 


B.3 The Cooling Demand 


Both, Wolverton and Bletchley chargers were analysed for small peak fluctuations, the 


small power fluctuations can be defined as demand between 3kVA and 15KVA. The 


results showed that in Wolverton in the summer period (01/03/2014-01/09/2014) there 


were 284 minutes of fluctuations, this figure was 158 fluctuations in the winter period 


(01/09/2014-01/02/2015). In addition, the average power transfer rate for the summer 


months was 134.6kVA and 133.5kVA for the winter months.  


The average small peak events per day is 117 in the summer period and 75 events in 


the winter period. Figure 21 clearly shows that the number of small peaks per day is 


significantly greater in the summer when compared with the winter months.  
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Similar peak pattern were monitored in the Bletchley charger, there are 104 small peak 


events per day in the summer period, and this values reduces to 56 in the winter period. 


Figure 21 shows that number of small peaks per day, the number of small peaks pattern 


for the Bletchley charger is very similar to the Wolverton charger. 


This variation in number of small peaks for summer and winter season indicates that 


small peaks are dependent on ambient temperature, and it is a result of cooling system 


being activated. In addition, during the power transfer, the system draws approximately 


1kVA more power during the summer months, this is also an indication of cooling system 


having to operate at higher rating during summer period. 


 


Figure 21: The number of small peaks per day in Wolverton charger 


 


Figure 22: The number of small peaks in Bletchley charger 


 


Table 15 shows the analysis of charge events, on average there are 33 charge events 


per day in Wolverton, and 16 charge events per day in Bletchley. It should be noted that 


number of charge events in Wolverton is approximately twice greater, when compared 


with the Bletchley charger, because the buses adopt following route; Wolverton- Central 


Milton Keynes-Wolverton and Wolverton- Central Milton Keynes-Bletchley. Therefore, the 


buses have two charge opportunities in Wolverton and one in Bletchley for each cycle.  
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The maximum theoretical charge events for Bletchley and Wolverton are 25 and 52 


charge events per weekday day. Therefore, Wolverton and Bletchley chargers operate at 


69% and 72% of their theoretical capacity in terms of total number of charge events. 


The maximum number of charge events monitored for Bletchley and Wolverton is 31 and 


52.  The results shows that Bletchley has exceeded maximum predicted charge events 


per day and Wolverton charger operated at 98% capacity on 22nd May 2014.  


Table 15: Charge events analysis 


Parameter Bletchley Wolverton 


Number of charge events per day 16 33 


Number of charge events weekday 18 36 


Number of charge events weekend 12 24 


Charge time per event (minutes) 10 12.4 


Maximum number of charge event 31 51 


 


B.3.1 Bletchley 


Figure 23 shows the distribution of number of charge events per day. Even though the 


average number of charge events per day is 18. The graphs for weekday (orange) show 


that the range is between 10 and 25 (Figure 24), the highest number of charge 


occurrences takes place between 15-20 events per day. The results show that number of 


charge events exceeds 25 charge events (TRL model prediction) per day on 10% of the 


total number of occurrences.  


 


Figure 23: Number of charge events in Bletchley 
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Figure 24: Number of charge events distribution for Bletchley 


Figure 25 shows the average number of charge events per hour for the Bletchley 


charger, the number of charge events peak at 1.3 events between 10:00:00 and 


11:00:00. Even though the average charge event per hour is 1.3, the bus arrival times 


to the Bletchley charger varies depending on traffic conditions, therefore the distribution 


network is expected to provide power (135kVA) on demand between 05:00 and 21:00. 


 


Figure 25: Average number of charge events per hour for Bletchley charger 


B.3.2 Wolverton 


Figure 26 shows the distribution of number of charge events per day for the Wolverton 


charger. Even though average number of charge events per day is 36. The graphs for 


weekday (orange) show that the range is between 20 and 50 (see Figure 27), the 


highest number of charge occurrences takes place between 35-40 events per day. The 


results show that number of charge events exceeds 52 charge events (TRL model 


prediction) per day on 7% of the total number of occurrences.  
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Figure 26: Number of charge events in Wolverton 


Figure 28 shows the average number of charge events per hour for the Wolverton 


charger, the number of charge events peak at 2.7 between 11:00:00 and 15:00:00. 


Even though the average charge event per hour is 2.7, the bus arrival times to the 


Bletchley charger varies depending on traffic conditions, therefore the power transfer 


system is expected to provide power (134kVA) on demand between 06:00:00 and 


24:00:00. 


 


Figure 27: Number of charge events distribution for Wolverton 
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Figure 28: average number of charge events per hour for Wolverton charger 


 


B.4 IPT infrastructure utilisation 


Table 15 shows the analysis of charge events, on average there are 33 charge events 


per day in Wolverton, and 16 charge events per day in Bletchley. It should be noted that 


number of charge events in Wolverton is approximately twice the number for the 


Bletchley charger, because the buses adopt following route; Wolverton-Central Milton 


Keynes-Wolverton and Wolverton-Central Milton Keynes-Bletchley. Therefore, the buses 


have two charge opportunities in Wolverton and one in Bletchley for each cycle.  


The maximum theoretical charge events for Bletchley and Wolverton are 25 and 52 


charge events per weekday day. Therefore, Wolverton and Bletchley chargers operate at 


69% and 72% of their theoretical capacity in terms of total number of charge events. 


The maximum number of charge events monitored for Bletchley and Wolverton is 31 and 


52.  The results shows that Bletchley has exceeded maximum predicted charge events 


per day and Wolverton charger operated at 98% capacity on 22nd May 2014.  


Table 16: Charge events analysis 


Parameter Bletchley Wolverton 


Number of charge events per day 16 33 


Number of charge events weekday 18 36 


Number of charge events weekend 12 24 


Charge time per event (minutes) 10 12.4 


Maximum number of charge event 31 51 
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B.4.1 Bletchley 


Figure 29 shows the distribution of number of charge events per day. Even though the 


average number of charge events per day is 18. The graphs for weekday (orange) show 


that the range is between 10 and 25 (Figure 30), the highest number of charge 


occurrences takes place between 15-20 events per day. The results show that number of 


charge events exceeds 25 charge events (TRL model prediction) per day on 10% of the 


total number of occurrences.  


 


Figure 29: Number of charge events in Bletchley 


 


 


Figure 30: Number of charge events distribution for Bletchley 


Figure 31 shows the average number of charge events per hour for the Bletchley 


charger, the number of charge events peak at 1.3 events between 10:00:00 and 


11:00:00. Even though the average charge event per hour is 1.3, the bus arrival times 


to the Bletchley charger varies depending on traffic conditions, therefore the distribution 


network is expected to provide power (135kVA) on demand between 05:00 and 21:00. 
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Figure 31: Average number of charge events per hour for Bletchley charger 


B.4.2 Wolverton 


Figure 32 shows the distribution of number of charge events per day for the Wolverton 


charger. Even though average number of charge events per day is 36. The graphs for 


weekday (orange) show that the range is between 20 and 50 (see Figure 33, the highest 


number of charge occurrences takes place between 35-40 events per day. The results 


show that number of charge events exceeds 52 charge events (TRL model prediction) 


per day on 7% of the total number of occurrences.  


 


 


Figure 32: Number of charge events in Wolverton 


Figure 34 shows the average number of charge events per hour for the Wolverton 


charger, the number of charge events peak at 2.7 between 11:00:00 and 15:00:00. 


Even though the average charge event per hour is 2.7, the bus arrival times to the 


Bletchley charger varies depending on traffic conditions, therefore the power transfer 


system is expected to provide power (134kVA) on demand between 06:00:00 and 


24:00:00. 
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Figure 33: Number of charge events distribution for Wolverton 


 


Figure 34: average number of charge events per hour for Wolverton charger 


B.5 Energy consumption 


Table 17 shows the energy transferred by each charger. The Wolverton charger transfer 


911 kWh energy on an average day, the average daily energy transfer is 387 kWh for 


the Bletchley charger and 353kWh for the Arden Park plugin chargers. Therefore, daily 


power transfer is 1651kWh (1736kWh for a weekday), which equates to 206kWh energy 


per bus. Assuming all eight buses have been operating through the data collection 


period.  


It should be noted that the energy transfer rate for Wolverton and Bletchley chargers are 


higher for a weekday when compared with the weekend, this is due to higher bus 


operation rates in the week. However, the energy transfer rate for the Arden Park on a 


weekend is higher when compared with the weekday, the buses spending more time in 


the depot in the weekends, therefore the chargers constantly top up the energy that 


consumed by the vehicle battery and charger control systems.. 


The daily energy transfer is slightly higher in the summer months when compared with 


the winter period. However, the increase is very small, possibly caused by higher 
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number of cooling events in summer months, rather than variation in number or 


duration of charge events caused by the season. 


Table 17: Energy transfer analysis 


Parameter Bletchley Wolverton 
Arden 


Park 
Unit 


Total energy transferred (1 year total) 81276 232474 73000 kWh 


Energy used for full charging 69513 220477 71800 kWh 


 


Energy transfer per charge event 20.16 26.5 N/A kWh 


 


Average daily energy transfer 381.5 911.5 353 kWh 


Average weekday energy transfer 406.8 993.9 335 kWh 


Average weekend energy transfer 313.9 701.9 395 kWh 


Maximum energy transfer per day 851 1486 1127 kWh 


 


Average daily energy transfer (summer) 397.7 912.9 349 kWh 


Average weekday energy transfer (summer) 437.5 1005 325 kWh 


Average weekend day energy transfer 


(summer) 
303.76 703.4 419 kWh 


 


Average daily energy transfer (winter) 367.86 903.6 353 kWh 


Average weekday energy transfer (winter) 386.3 984.4 343 kWh 


Average weekend energy transfer (winter 320.2 700.5 376 kWh 


 


B.6 Power factor and efficiency 


It is possible to derive the power factor using the following equations: 


𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = √𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 − 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟2 


𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟


𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 


This can be calculated for the mean apparent power and reactive power in the minute 


sampling intervals. It is possible to see that the power factor is the ratio of real power 


consumed by the load, against the apparent power demanded from the grid. It is 
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important to keep the power factor high in order to maximise efficiency, reduce 


harmonics and minimise damage to the equipment.  


The analysis shows that power factor changes depending on the operational state of the 


IPT charger. The power factor appears to be high (generally over 0.95) during power 


transfer but falls to 0.7 when in the idle state (see Table 18 below). The low values could 


be caused by the larger primary coils consuming reactive power as it is not coupled with 


a secondary coil to compensate for reactive power. This can be corrected by using 


additional compensation capacitors when the system is idle. It is not clear whether the 


low power factor has any impact on the high power system when it is operating in idle 


state but the harmonics should be investigated to ensure that the system does not have 


adverse effects on the grid.   


Table 18: Power Factors for different states at IPT chargers 


State 
Power factor - 


Wolverton 


Power factor – 


Bletchley 


Idle 0.702 0.700 


Cooling 0.691 0.690 


Charging 0.978 0.975 


 


B.7 Harmonics 


The first 50 harmonics current data were monitored for Bletchley charger on 20th May 


2014. IEC 61000-3-12 determines the limitations for low voltage systems with rated 


current greater than 16A per phase or less than 75A. There are no standards for 


equipment where rated current exceeds 75A.  


The total harmonic distortion (THD) measures harmonic distortion within the system. 


Equation 1 is used calculate the percentage of total harmonic distortion for current. 


Same equation can be used for voltage if current terms are replaced with voltage terms. 


The analysis shows (see Figure 35) that total current harmonic distortion is 37%. The 


results show that the fifth and seventh harmonic is higher than values reported by the 


IPT charger manufacturer in their documentation (35% and 11% respectively). The 


manufacturer-reported values for 5th and 7th harmonics were 30% and 9%. However, it 


should be noted that the harmonics test for expected values were carried out on a 60kW 


system by the manufacturer, whereas TRL calculated harmonic values based on the 


120kW system as used in Milton Keynes. The 5th current harmonic is 68.5A, Table 7 in 


G5/4 recommendations document states that the maximum permissible harmonic 


current emission should be 28.9A for LV network with 10 MVA fault level. This shows 


that 5th current harmonic exceeds the requirement limits, remaining harmonics including 


7th harmonic is below the limits specified in table 7 of G5/4. Therefore, the system 


should be assessed under Stage 2 as stated in the G5/4 recommendations.    


 


𝑇𝐻𝐷 =
√∑ 𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠


2
𝑘=2  


𝐼1𝑟𝑚𝑠
× 100             (1) 
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Figure 35: First 50 current harmonics 


The first 50 harmonic current values were used to calculate the voltage harmonics based 


on ENA G5/4 requirements document, as could be seen in Figure 36. The predicted 


voltage harmonic (Vhp) when modelled with a LV fault level of 10MVA is 3.85%; this is 


below the 5% requirement. The calculated 5th harmonic voltage value is 3.53%, which is 


also below the 5th harmonic limit of 4% stated in ENA G5/4. The results show that both 


voltage THD and the 5th harmonic voltages are below the requirements for low voltage 


connections when connected to a LV network with a fault level of less than 10MVA. When 


the harmonic values are greater than the limits, the DNO must make further assessment 


depending on existing background harmonics. The DNO can decide whether to allow the 


system to connect to the network or request the necessary modifications to be made to 


the equipment in order to take the harmonics below the required limits. The results also 


highlight that a correct LV fault level must be used to ensure the limits are not 


exceeded. The LV fault level should be approximately 12MVA in order to take the 5th 


harmonic and THD below 75% planning levels. The transformer impedance level is 


4.75%, therefore, the power transformer rate is calculated as 567 kVA. However, as 


typically transformers are rated in increments of 315, 500, 800 and 1000 kVA, the 


equipment with 12 MVA fault level should be rated at least 800 kVA. 
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Figure 36: First 50 voltage harmonics 


  


Appendix C  


The modelling of the uptake of electric buses and forecast for future power demand 


require an accurate representation of current market trends.  Actual market trend results 


are required to develop a reliable forecast for future uptake. The model for this task can 


be divided into two sections: 


3. A forecast for the uptake of electric buses in order to calculate percentage of the 


fleet that is electric bus between 2015 and 2025 


4. The calculation of power demand in different geographic areas based on 


percentage of the fleet 


It is possible to forecast the adoption of electric buses with WPT charger by using 


publications such as “Barriers and opportunities to expand the low carbon bus market in 


the UK” (LowCVP (1), 2014). The report was written for the Low Carbon Vehicle 


Partnership (LowCVP) by Transport Travel Research (TTR) and TRL, and presents the 


likely uptake of Low Carbon Emission Buses (LCEB). The rates of uptake were 


fundamentally based on payback periods for different vehicle technologies. Other 


sources available online concerning EVs, batteries and charging infrastructure, as well as 


the state of the existing bus market, were also used to forecast uptake.  


The LowCVP report studied a range of low carbon emission buses, including parallel and 


series hybrid buses. However, for the purposes of this report, only electric buses were 


considered, an electric bus has a sufficient battery capacity for duties required and is 


capable of being charged en-route using inductive charging. It should be noted that 


plug-in range extended buses were also considered as a form of electric bus, due to their 


larger battery capacity and capability to receive energy from external power sources. 


Also, the current state of the art shows that there are no double deck full electric buses 


that are operational on a commercial bus route. However, fully electric and range 
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extended electric double-decker buses are expected to start trials in London from 2015. 


A double deck range extended electric bus capable of charging can be considered electric 


because the battery can be continuously topped up to minimise the dependency on its 


diesel engine.   


The power demand calculations were performed at three different geographical levels: 


Milton Keynes, the East Midlands region and the whole of England. The existing number 


of buses in each geographical region was estimated by using the Department for 


Transport’s annual bus statistics (Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014). London was 


considered separately because the types, operational profile and density of buses, as 


well as, procurement and operation of public transport in London is substantially 


different from the rest of the country.  


C.1 LowCVP survey methodology 


The estimates derived in the LowCVP report were based on a survey completed by bus 


operators to determine the factors that could affect the uptake of electric bus 


technology. The research questions included in the survey were: 


 The organisation’s background and experience in low carbon vehicles 


 Factors that could affect their decision-making on purchasing low carbon vehicles 


 Financing profile for low carbon vehicles 


 Anticipated payback time 


The survey was completed by 13 bus operators, including the majority of large bus 


operating companies along with a few bus operators with small to medium sized fleets.  


The LowCVP report presented probit curves to represent the interest in uptake of electric 


buses. The probit curve assumes a normal distribution of responses on the payback 


period, at which point 50% of the bus operators would consider adopting electric buses. 


The estimated cumulative frequency of uptake was based on this normal distribution. 


On average, the bus operators studied considered 5.3 years to be an acceptable payback 


time on their investment in electric bus technology.  Figure 37 shows the proportion of 


the sample reporting different payback periods to be acceptable. The curve in Figure 37 


had been used to calculate the relationship between uptake and payback time, and 


consequently to forecast the uptake of electric buses up to the year 2025.  
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Figure 37: Cumulative (probit curve) uptake rates on electric bus (Source: Low 


Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP (1), 2014) 


The LowCVP report reviews and makes recommendations on fiscal and non-fiscal 


mechanisms that can be considered to reduce the LCEB payback time. Therefore, several 


possible incentives and subsidy options were considered.  


In this study, three cases are considered - the base case, the worst and best case 


scenarios: 


 Base Case: There are no incentives for the first two years. Two years from now, 


in 2017, a scheme like the Scottish Bus Service Operators Grant (SBSOG) 


incentive is applied with a 50% capital infrastructure subsidy up until electric bus 


fleet reaches 25% of total fleet. After this point, only SBSOG incentive was 


considered. The SBSOG rebate is 28.8pence/km for LCEB and 14.4 pence/km for 


diesel buses. SBSOG is designed to incentivise LCEB buses over diesel (Transport 


Scotland, 2015). As well as in addition SBSOG assuming contributes 50% of the 


capital infrastructure subsidy. 


 Worst case: There are no financial incentives or subsidies for diesel or electric 


buses. This case compares the competitiveness of the electric bus against its 


diesel counterpart in natural market conditions without any intervention 


 Best case: There are no incentives or subsidy for first two years. After second 


year starting from 2017, the Scottish Bus Service Operators Grant (SBSOG) 


incentive with a 50% infrastructure subsidy. According to the TRL low carbon 


calculator model, this case results in the shortest payback time for electric bus 


uptake. However, as of 2015 the SBSOG has not been adopted in England. The 


green Bus Fund is no longer available but a new Ultra Low Emission Bus fund has 


been announced by the DfT although; further details were not available at the 


time of writing (Low emission bus scheme, 2015). Incentives similar to SBSOG 


along with capital costs subsidies are expected to be introduced in England in the 


future, for the purposes of this study, for the first two years (2015 and 2016) 


incentives and subsidies were not considered. The incentives and subsidies were 


introduced into the model from 2017 onwards.  
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C.2 Model development 


Figure 38 shows the calculation algorithm for the future uptake and power demand 


model. The model is based on payback time figures from the LowCVP report as 


mentioned in Section 3.1 above.  


The relationship between capital cost and payback time was used to develop formulas for 


each incentive case. The future price reduction forecast was used to calculate payback 


time for the specific year. The relationship between payback time and uptake level was 


used to develop a formula, which calculates the percentage of uptake level depending on 


payback time. Note that this study aims to forecast the uptake level for electric buses 


with WPT chargers based on the price, where the infrastructure cost for WPT chargers 


are included within the capital costs. 


The first task was to predict the year-on-year capital cost reduction for an electric bus, 


which exploited inductive charging. The main cost for this type of electric bus is the high 


cost of the on-board battery; therefore, a year-on-year forecast for the reduction in 


battery price was used to calculate the projected price reduction of an electric bus.  


The second task was to calculate the year-on-year price reduction for an inductive 


charger. There are a very limited number of studies available on very high power (above 


50kW) inductive chargers; therefore projections for the year-on-year reduction in the 


cost of general high power DC rapid charge infrastructure were used as a model to 


predict the future price reduction. 


The third task was to calculate the total cost of an electric bus equipped with WPT 


charger. Previous TRL work as part projects such as UNPLUGGED and published reports, 


such as “Barriers and opportunities to expand the low carbon bus market in the UK were 


used to estimate the cost of an electric bus and inductive charger in 2014. The annual 


price reduction for the vehicle battery and an inductive charger were subtracted from 


current year’s price to forecast next year’s price 


The battery price reduction was used to calculate the reduction in the cost of an electric 


bus. This was because although there are a number of online resources available, which 


forecast the battery price reduction, there was very little reliable information on electric 


bus price forecasts. Finally, the TRL bus uptake model was used to calculate the cost of 


an electric bus and an inductive charger each year up to 2025. 


The TRL low carbon bus model calculates the payback time on investment. This model 


was used to develop equations to understand the relationship between total capital cost 


and payback time. The equation was used to calculate the payback time between 2015-


2025 for all three incentives and subsidy scenario, based on bus and infrastructure price 


forecast. 


The next task was to integrate the payback time calculated for each incentive and 


subsidy for each year with the results from the bus operator survey, which provides 


figures on interest in electric buses (percentage of uptake). The TRL uptake model has 


already calculated payback period for forecasted years, and the LowCVP report provides 


figures for the percentage of uptake based on payback time. The relationship between 


payback time and percentage of uptake was represented in an equation. The payback 


time for each year between 2014 and 2025 was used in the equation to calculate the 


percentage of uptake for each year up until 2025.  


The second part of the model calculates the power demand for a particular year based 


on the uptake forecast, energy demand parameters and utilisation parameters.  The DfT 
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2013 annual bus statistics (Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014) provided information 


on the number of buses in England, East Midlands and Milton Keynes, which was used to 


estimate the number of buses and the future growth of the bus fleet. This forecast was 


used to calculate the number of WPT chargers needed to meet demand for each 


geographical area. Finally, the charger utilisation figures from Task 4 and power demand 


parameters per WPT charger from Task 2.1 were used to calculate the total power 


demand for each geographical area. The charger utilisation along with number of bays  


were used to calculate the possible demand in areas such as bus stations where all of 


chargers are likely to be connected into the same substation. 


 


Figure 38: Uptake and power demand model 
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1 Executive Summary 


The Electric Boulevards Project aims to determine the technical and commercial 


feasibility of decarbonising an existing public transport service by introducing pure 


electric buses equipped with Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) on Route 7 in Milton Keynes. 


The Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) undertook supporting research, analysing the 


integration of electric bus WPT infrastructure with the electricity distribution network and 


its potential scalability, as part of this Western Power Distribution (WPD)-led project. 


According to the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership (Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership, 2014) 


hybrid buses are expected to dominate the low carbon bus market in the near future, 


while fully electric vehicles are expected to become mainstream from the early 2020s. 


The uptake of fully electric buses is expected to be facilitated by charging systems that 


allow vehicles to charge opportunistically while in-service, for example at bus stops, 


reducing the maximum capacity required of the battery and hence the cost. 


WPT chargers are expected to come into commercial production from 2016 (ERTRAC, 


2012). TRL’s experience to date shows that high-power WPT charging is increasingly 


being seen as a solution that will facilitate the use of electric buses in cities, by providing 


quick and regular opportunistic charging at bus stops and bus stations without requiring 


excessive charging times or delaying bus schedules. Other solutions such as overhead 


catenary systems are also being considered for providing in-service charging around the 


world. However, their use in England has not yet been trialled, mostly due to concerns 


around practicality and cost, and the safety of such systems in busy, public areas. This 


report therefore focuses on WPT. 


This report describes forecasts for electric bus uptake and future power demand from the 


grid for powering electric buses equipped with WPT chargers, and the associated costs, 


from 2015 up to 2025.  The capital costs include the cost of the WPT chargers in addition 


to the cost of the electric buses and are based on current costs. It is expected that one 


WPT charger would serve approximately four buses, based on the utilisation of chargers 


from the Milton Keynes pilot. Uptake and power demand were calculated for England, the 


East Midlands, Milton Keynes and London. In addition, power demand was calculated for 


the scenario where all chargers for buses are located at bus stations, so that power 


demand would be less spread out across the day. The uptake model was based on 


payback time and the expected annual price reduction for vehicle and charging 


infrastructure technologies. The demand for power was calculated for three scenarios.  


The first scenario considers incentives package similar to the Scottish Bus Operators 


Grant (SBSOG), which has applied to all the bus operators in Scotland since 2010, and 


makes payments to bus operators based on km of bus journeys. This scheme favours 


electric buses when compared to diesel buses. As part of this scenario we have only 


assumed a 50% capital infrastructure subsidy for the first two years only (i.e. buses 


purchased up to and including 2017). This scenario was considered as the base case. 


Although the current BSOG structure in England differs to the one in Scotland, it is 


anticipated to change in the near future and the SBSOG could be a suitable model to 


follow. The capital infrastructure subsidy is similar to the Green Bus Fund and the 


recently announced ultra-low emission bus fund. 


The second scenario assumed that there are no governmental financial incentives to 


encourage take-up of electric buses.  
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The third scenario assumes a “best case” scenario, which considers an incentive package 


similar to the SBSOG, but providing a 50% capital infrastructure costs subsidy for 


charging infrastructure for an unlimited amount of time.  


The outcomes from the study are: 


 The bus operators perceive that a 5-year payback time is an acceptable period for 


making an investment in new bus technologies.  


 An electric bus will need to cost in the region of £275,000 if the costs are to be 


recovered within 5 years without any grants, incentives or subsidies.  


 The prices of battery and infrastructure technology are expected to reduce by 


7.8% and 5% annually. 


 By 2025, 81% of the fleet in England is predicted to consist of electric buses in 


base case scenario. 29% of the total bus fleet in England is predicted to consist of 


electric buses in the scenario where there is no incentive to invest. 95% of the 


bus fleet is predicted to be electric by 2025 in the best-case scenario. Note that in 


this study a bus operator’s ability to raise the required capital to purchase electric 


buses has not been included in the calculations. Furthermore, it is unlikely that 


the government will provide capital infrastructure subsidy that will remain in 


place up until the electric bus fleet reaches a very high penetration level.  


 By 2025, the maximum electric power demand from all of the bus chargers 


required in England is estimated to be 726 MVA for the base case, 262 MVA for 


the worst case, and 847 MVA if best-case incentives are available. 


 By 2025, the electricity demand for the East Midlands is estimated to be 


maximum 66 MVA for the base case, 24 MVA for the worst case and 77 MVA for 


the best-case scenario.  


 By 2025, the electricity demand from the bus chargers in Milton Keynes is 


estimated to be maximum of 3.3 MVA for the base case, 1.4 MVA maximum for 


the worst case and 3.8 MVA for best case respectively. 


 By 2025, under the base-case scenario 46% of the bus fleet in London is 


expected to consist of electric buses equipped with WPT chargers. This fleet 


penetration equates to a maximum power demand value of 135 MVA. 


 By 2025, under the worst-case scenario 4% of the bus fleet in London is expected 


to be electric buses equipped with WPT chargers. This fleet penetration equates 


to maximum power demand value of 11 MVA. 


 By 2025, under the best-case scenario 56% of the bus fleet in London is expected 


to be electric buses equipped with WPT chargers. This fleet penetration equates 


to maximum power demand value of 167 MVA. 


 The power demand from WPT chargers largely occurs between 7am and 12am. 


This indicates that the electrical distribution network is expected to supply power 


on demand between 07:00 and 00:00 hours. The power demand for plugin 


charger rises from around 19:00, peaks between 00:00 and 01:00, and starts to 


drop until it reaches zero, by around 05:00.  


 The power demand from plugin chargers in the no-incentive scenario in 2025 for 


England peaks at 124 MVA between 00:00 and 01:00. The power demand in the 
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SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, peaks at 401 MVA in 2025. The power 


demand is approximately 344 MVA in 2025 for the base case.  


 The overall power demand was calculated by summing the power demand from 


the WPT and overnight plug-in chargers. The peak overall demand in England for 


a no-incentive scenario is 354 MVA, in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy 


case, peaking at 1144 MVA in 2025 and 980 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2-year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 For the East Midlands, by 2025 the peak overall demand for a no-incentive 


scenario is 32 MVA, in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case it is 104 MVA 


and 89 MVA for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


For Milton Keynes; the peak overall power demand by 2015 for a no-incentive 


scenario is 1.9 MVA; in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case it is 5.1 MVA 


and 4.5 MVA for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure 


subsidy).  


 For London; the peak overall power demand by 2025 for a no-incentive scenario 


is 15 MVA; in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case it is 225 MVA; and 182 


MVA for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 The results showed that after 20:00 the total power demand increases rather 


than decreasing, as the number of operational buses begins to reduce and some 


buses start charging from the plugin chargers at the bus garage. This somewhat 


counterintuitive as the assumption may be that as the number of buses using the 


WPT chargers reduces, the overall demand also reduces. However, the results 


show that although the number of WPT charge events reduces after 17:00 hours; 


charge time for each WPT charge event increases. Therefore, the power demand 


from the WPT chargers after 17:00 hours remains at the same level as during the 


day. The additional demand from the overnight plug-in chargers is then added to 


the existing WPT demand, which results in higher power demand from the 


distribution network overall. 


 The electricity demand from a bus station with 20 bays, where each bay is 


equipped with a charger, is estimated to be between 8 MVA and 20 MVA, if there 


is only one charger for each bay and all of the chargers are located in the bus 


station. 


 In London, the payback time for WPT charged buses without any financial 


incentives is estimated at 14 years. With the best case, the payback time is 


estimated to be 6.5 years. However, the air quality issues in London are 


considered a sufficiently important motivator to switch to electric buses, reflecting 


a benefit not monetised in the payback calculation. 


 Because of the higher average annual mileage per bus outside of London, the 


payback time for inductively charged electric buses is shorter outside of London. 


This is due to greater savings in the cost of fuel.   
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2 Introduction 


The Electric Boulevards Project aims to determine the technical and commercial 


feasibility of decarbonising an existing public transport service by introducing pure 


electric buses equipped with Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) on Route 7 in Milton Keynes. 


The Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) undertook supporting research, analysing the 


integration of electric bus WPT infrastructure with the electricity distribution network and 


its potential scalability, as part of this Western Power Distribution (WPD)-led project. 


According to the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP, 2014) hybrid buses are 


expected to dominate the low carbon vehicle bus market, and electric buses are 


expected to become mainstream from the early 2020s. By 2016, 20% of London’s bus 


fleet is expected to consist of hybrid vehicles (TfL, 2014). Wireless chargers are 


expected to be in the research and development stage up until 2016; from 2016 to 


2026, wireless power transfer solutions are expected to be in production. (ERTRAC, 


2012) 


Pike forecasts an annual increase of 26.4% in the global number of electric drive buses 


between 2012 and 2018 (Pike Research, 2012). However, the majority of this demand is 


expected to be from China. Electric drive buses in Western Europe are expected to 


experience steady growth (around a 20% compound annual growth rate (CAGR)), as the 


hybrid market begins to take off and there is continued interest in building the electric 


and fuel cell bus markets. (Green Car Congress (1), 2014). 


This report forecasts the future adoption of electric buses between 2014 and 2025, and 


presents calculations of the future power demand for England, East Midlands, Milton 


Keynes and London, based on predicted electric bus fleets for each geographic area by 


using an uptake model. In addition, the power demand parameters from Task 2.1 and 


charger utilisation parameters from Task 5 were used to help develop the model. 


The following topics were studied in this report: 


 Key decision making factors for uptake 


 The current bus market 


 Electric bus and charging infrastructure forecasts 


 Uptake model development 


 Future power demand predictions. 


3 Methodology 


The modelling of the uptake of electric buses and forecasts for future power demand 


require an accurate representation of current market trends.  Actual market trend results 


are required to develop a reliable forecast for future uptake. The model for this task can 


be divided into two sections: 


1. A forecast for the uptake of electric buses in order to calculate the percentage of 


the fleet that is electric bus between 2015 and 2025 


2. The calculation of power demand in different geographic areas based on the 


percentage of the fleet that is equipped with WPT charging 


A methodology for forecasting the adoption of electric buses with WPT charging is 


described in “Barriers and opportunities to expand the low carbon bus market in the UK” 
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(LowCVP (1), 2014). The report was written for the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership 


(LowCVP) by TTR Ltd and TRL, and presents the likely uptake of Low Carbon Emission 


Buses (LCEB). The rates of uptake were fundamentally based on payback periods for 


different vehicle technologies. Other sources available online concerning EVs, batteries 


and charging infrastructure, as well as the state of the existing bus market, were also 


used to forecast uptake.  


The LowCVP report studied a range of low carbon emission buses, including parallel and 


series hybrid buses. However, for the purposes of this report, only fully electric WPT-


equipped buses were considered: an electric bus that has a sufficient battery capacity for 


duties required and is capable of being charged en-route using inductive charging. It 


should be noted that plug-in range-extended buses were also considered as a form of 


electric bus, because of their larger battery capacity and capability to receive energy 


from external power sources. Also, the current state of the art shows that there are no 


double-deck fully-electric buses that are operational on a commercial bus route. 


However, fully-electric and range-extended electric double-decker buses are expected to 


start trials in London from 2015. A double-deck range-extended electric bus capable of 


charging can be considered electric because the battery can be continuously topped up 


to minimise the dependency on its diesel engine.   


The power demand calculations were performed at three different geographical levels: 


Milton Keynes, the East Midlands region and the whole of England. The existing number 


of buses in each geographical region was estimated by using the Department for 


Transport’s annual bus statistics (Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014). London was 


considered separately because the types, operational profile and density of buses, as 


well as, procurement and operation of public transport in London is substantially 


different from the rest of the country.  


3.1 LowCVP survey methodology 


The estimates derived in the LowCVP report were based on a survey completed by bus 


operators to determine the factors that could affect the uptake of electric bus 


technology. The research questions included in the survey were: 


 The organisation’s background and experience in low carbon vehicles 


 Factors that could affect their decision-making on purchasing low carbon vehicles 


 Financing profile for low carbon vehicles 


 Anticipated payback time 


The survey was completed by 13 bus operators, including the majority of large bus 


operating companies along with a few bus operators with small to medium sized fleets.  


The LowCVP report presented probit curves to represent the interest in uptake of electric 


buses. The probit curve assumes a normal distribution of responses on the payback 


period, at which point 50% of the bus operators would consider adopting electric buses. 


The estimated cumulative frequency of uptake was based on this normal distribution. 


On average, the bus operators studied considered 5.3 years to be an acceptable payback 


time on their investment in electric bus technology.  Figure 1 shows the proportion of the 


sample reporting different payback periods to be acceptable. The curve in Figure 1 had 


been used to calculate the relationship between uptake and payback time, and 


consequently to forecast the uptake of electric buses up to the year 2025.  
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Figure 1: Cumulative (probit curve) uptake rates on electric bus (Source: Low 


Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP (1), 2014) 


The LowCVP report reviews and makes recommendations on fiscal and non-fiscal 


mechanisms that can be considered to reduce the LCEB payback time. Therefore, several 


possible incentives and subsidy options were considered.  


In this study, three cases are considered - the base case, the worst and best case 


scenarios: 


 Base Case: There are no incentives for the first two years. Two years from now, 


in 2017, a scheme like the Scottish Bus Service Operators Grant (SBSOG) 


incentive is applied with a 50% capital infrastructure subsidy up until the electric 


bus fleet reaches 25% of total fleet. After this point, only SBSOG incentive was 


considered. The SBSOG rebate is 28.8pence/km for LCEB and 14.4 pence/km for 


diesel buses. SBSOG is designed to incentivise LCEB buses over diesel (Transport 


Scotland, 2015). As well as in addition SBSOG assuming contributes 50% of the 


capital infrastructure subsidy. 


 Worst case: There are no financial incentives or subsidies for diesel or electric 


buses. This case compares the competitiveness of the electric bus against its 


diesel counterpart in natural market conditions without any intervention 


 Best case: There are no incentives or subsidy for first two years. After the 


second year, starting from 2017, the Scottish Bus Service Operators Grant 


(SBSOG) incentive with a 50% infrastructure subsidy is available. According to 


the TRL low carbon calculator model, this case results in the shortest payback 


time for electric bus uptake. However, as of 2015 the SBSOG has not been 


adopted in England. The Green Bus Fund is no longer available but a new Ultra 


Low Emission Bus fund has been announced by the DfT although; further details 


were not available at the time of writing (DfT, 2015). Incentives similar to SBSOG 


along with capital costs subsidies are expected to be introduced in England in the 


future, for the purposes of this study, for the first two years (2015 and 2016) 


incentives and subsidies were not considered. The incentives and subsidies were 


introduced into the model from 2017 onwards.  
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3.2 Model development 


Figure 2 shows the calculation algorithm for the future uptake and power demand model. 


The model is based on payback time values from the LowCVP report as mentioned in 


Section 3.1 above.  


The relationship between capital cost and payback time was used to develop formulae 


for each incentive case. The future price reduction forecast was used to calculate 


payback time for the specific year. The relationship between payback time and uptake 


level was used to develop a formula, which calculates the percentage of uptake level 


depending on payback time. Note that this study aims to forecast the uptake level for 


WPT equipped electric buses based on the price, where the infrastructure cost for the 


WPT chargers is included within the capital costs. 


The first task was to predict the year-on-year capital cost reduction for an electric bus, 


which exploited inductive charging. The main cost for this type of electric bus is the high 


cost of the on-board battery; therefore, a year-on-year forecast for the reduction in 


battery price was used to calculate the projected price reduction of an electric bus.  


The second task was to calculate the year-on-year price reduction for an inductive 


charger. There are a very limited number of studies available on very high power (above 


50kW) inductive chargers; therefore projections for the year-on-year reduction in the 


cost of general high power DC rapid charge infrastructure were used as a model to 


predict the future price reduction. 


The third task was to calculate the total cost of an electric bus equipped with WPT and 


the associated charging infrastructure. Previous TRL work as part of projects such as 


UNPLUGGED and published reports, such as “Barriers and opportunities to expand the 


low carbon bus market in the UK” (LCVP, 2014) were used to estimate the cost of an 


electric bus and inductive charger in 2014. The annual price reduction for the vehicle 


battery and an inductive charger were subtracted from current year’s price to forecast 


next year’s price 


The battery price reduction was used to calculate the reduction in the cost of an electric 


bus. This was because although there are a number of online resources available, which 


forecast the battery price reduction, there was very little reliable information on electric 


bus price forecasts. Finally, the TRL bus uptake model was used to calculate the cost of 


an electric bus and an inductive charger each year up to 2025. 


The TRL low carbon bus model calculates the payback time on investment. This model 


was used to understand the relationship between total capital cost and payback time. 


The equation was used to calculate the payback time between 2015-2025 for all three 


incentives and subsidy scenario, based on bus and infrastructure price forecasts. 


The next task was to integrate the payback time calculated for each incentive scenario 


with the probit curves from (LowCVP (1), 2014), which provides a measure of future 


demand for electric buses (as a percentage of uptake). The TRL uptake model was used 


to calculate payback period for future years, and the LowCVP report provides figures for 


the percentage of uptake based on the payback time.  


The second part of the model calculates the power demand for a particular year based 


on the uptake forecast, energy demand parameters and utilisation parameters.  The DfT 


2013 annual bus statistics (Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014) provided information 


on the number of buses in England, East Midlands and Milton Keynes, which was used to 


estimate the number of buses and the future growth of the bus fleet. This forecast was 
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used to calculate the number of WPT chargers needed to meet demand for each 


geographical area. Finally, the charger utilisation figures from Task 4 of this project and 


power demand parameters per WPT charger from Task 2 were used to calculate the total 


power demand for each geographic area considered. Charger utilisation, along with the 


number of bays, was used to calculate the possible demand in areas such as, bus 


stations, where all of chargers are likely to be connected into the same substation. 


 


Figure 2: Uptake and power demand model 
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3.3 Assumptions 


The following specific assumptions were made in the uptake and power demand model: 


 The bus to WPT charger ratio is 4 to 1.  Milton Keynes was taken as a reference 


since in 2014 there were eight buses and two inductive chargers on Route 7 


Based on Milton Keynes project where 8 buses use 2 WPT chargers 


 The annual bus fleet growth is predicted to be 0% (Annual Bus statistics 2013-


2014, 2014) 


 The study excludes London, as it is an exceptional case in terms of number of 


buses, route utilisation and LCEB uptake when compared with other regions in the 


UK  


 Average bus life-time is 8 years (regardless of bus technology) (LowCVP (1), 


2014) 


 Passenger journeys per bus: 87,498 calculated from annual bus statistics (Annual 


Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014) 


 Number of buses in England: approximately 26,500 (Annual Bus statistics 2013-


2014, 2014) 


 Number of buses in East Midlands: approximately 2,400 (calculated by using 


(Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014) 


 Number of buses in Milton Keynes: approximately 110, calculated by using 


(Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014) 


 The total number of buses is to remain the same in England for the next 10 


years. (Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 2014) 


 Number of electric buses in England (excluding London):42  (LowCVP, 2014) 


 Number of old buses replaced each year: 3311 (Section 4.2 of this report) 


 Annual infrastructure price reduction rate: 5% (section 5.2 of this report) 


 Annual Battery price reduction rate: 7.8% (section 5.1 of this report) 


 Electric bus battery size: 160kWh (not all capacity is available). Based on Milton 


Keynes electric buses. 


 Mean power transfer rate: 135kVA. Based on 1 year data analysis, task 5 


 Electric bus cost: £291,000 per bus, based on previous TRL projects 


 Inductive charge cost: £240,000 (£60,000 per bus), based on previous TRL 


projects 


 Overnight plugin charger cost: £10,000, based on previous TRL projects 


 Electricity costs 8.5p/kWh (excluding VAT.) , based on previous TRL projects ts 


 Diesel costs £1.20/ litre (excluding VAT) based on previous TRL projects 


 Average annual bus mileage is estimated to be 50,000 miles, based on previous 


TRL projects 


 Average annual London mileage: 38,000 miles, based on previous TRL projects 


 Single electric bus demand per km: 1.5kWh/km, based on previous TRL projects 
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 Double decker bus demand per km: 1.8kWh/km, based on previous TRL projects 


 Average layover charge time in end-of-route bus stop: 11.6 minutes 


 Average bus frequency per route: 4 buses per hour based on task 5 of this 


project. 


4 Current Bus Market Review 


This section of the report reviews the existing bus fleet and the current uptake level of 


electric buses. The results from this section provide figures for: 


 The total number of buses  


 The predicted growth of bus fleet 


 Electric bus statistics for the UK 


These values are used to calculate growth of electric buses in total fleet.   


4.1 Key Factors for Decision Making 


This section of the report outlines the key decision-making factors for bus operators. 


These were obtained from the bus operator survey, which was conducted by TTR and 


TRL in a study previously carried out for LowCVP (LowCVP (1), 2014). The factors are 


prioritised from the most important to the least important: 


 Payback time  


 Level of fuel efficiency  


 Life time cost  


 Maintenance costs 


 Up front cost  


 Manufacturer warranty  


 Manufacturer dealer support  


 Cost of fuel  


 Need for refuelling infrastructure  


 Reduced air pollution and CO2 


 Public image  


 Ability to lease vehicles  


Table 1 shows opportunities and barriers for hybrid or battery electric vehicles when 


compared with diesel vehicles. The main barrier for both solutions is the cost and limited 


range.  
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Table 1: Opportunities and Barriers for Hybrid and battery electric Vehicle (Low 


Carbon Vehicle Parnership, 2014) (The Committee on Climate Change, 2013) 


 Opportunities Barriers 


Diesel Hybrid 


 Uses same technology and fuel 


infrastructure as diesel vehicles 


 Smoother and cleaner than 


diesel vehicles 


 Fuel savings over standard 


diesel vehicles 


 Large numbers currently 


operating that increase 


confidence in the technology 


 High capital cost 


 Uncertainty regarding battery life 


and replacement costs 


 Reputation for unreliability 


 Unintended consequence is that 


driving style is ‘defensive’ which 


undermines fuel economy via 


regenerative braking 


Battery Electric 


Vehicle 


 Smoother ride, more 


comfortable for passengers 


 Quieter than diesel 


 Low running costs 


 Makes sense if on a suitable 


route 


 High capital cost 


 Limited range 


 Smaller vehicles 


 Needs to be on a suitable route 


topographically and speed-wise 


 Uncertainty regarding battery life 


and replacement costs 


 Significant refuelling infrastructure 


costs 


 


4.2 Fleet statistics 


There are 26492 buses in England excluding London (Annual Bus statistics 2013-2014, 


2014). Table 2 shows the estimates for the number of buses in each geographical 


region. The number of buses in the East midlands and Milton Keynes were unknown. 


These values were predicted from the total passenger journey miles, which was the only 


data provided by Department for Transport (DfT) which included information on England, 


East Midlands and Milton Keynes.  The other estimates were mainly based on statistics 


for England. A total of 4.702 billion miles of passenger journeys was measured in 


2013/2014 for England; 2.384 billion of these miles were in London, so, equation 1 was 


used to calculate the total passenger miles per bus: 


𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑢𝑠 =
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑦


𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠
=


2,318,000


26,492
=87,498 (1) 


The number of passenger journeys per bus was used to predict the number of buses in 


each geographic area. The assumptions suggest that the East Midlands has 


approximately 2,400 buses and Milton Keynes has approximately 110 buses. It should be 


noted these figures are based on an assumption that the average passenger miles per 


bus calculated for the whole of England can be used to estimate the size of the bus fleet 


for smaller regions, assuming that total passenger journeys and the total number of 


buses are evenly spread across all regions in England.  
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Table 2: Predictions for number of buses 


Parameter England (excluding 


London) 


East Midlands Milton Keynes 


Total Passenger 


Journey miles 
2318   million  209  million 9.8  million 


Number of buses 26,492 2400 110 


 


Even though Milton Keynes is in Buckinghamshire, its distribution network is connected 


to the East Midlands. As this study aims to predict the future power demand, the East 


Midlands was chosen for modelling rather than Buckinghamshire.   


Figure 3 shows the number of registered buses and coaches from 1993 to 2013 (green) 


and the predictions up to 2025 (orange) for England. The bus fleet has remained 


constant since 1997 with minor variations in the registered number of vehicles. 


Therefore, for the simplicity of calculations, the number of buses in England is assumed 


to remain same up to 2025. It should be noted that this is the total number of buses 


registered, not the total number of buses in operation for public use. 


 


 


Figure 3: Number of registered buses and coaches 


On average, a bus has an operational life of 8 years regardless of bus technology (Low 


Carbon Vehicle Parnership, 2014). There are 26,492 buses and, assuming that the 


number of buses procured per year is based on renewing the entire fleet over 8 years, 


then equation 2 can be used to calculate the number of buses to be procured per year. 


𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠


𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 (𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
=


26492


8
= 3311 (2) 
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The result from equation 2 is that on average 3,311 buses are estimated to be 


purchased per year. This value was used to calculate the number of electric buses (using 


inductive charging) purchased per year.  


4.3 Current status of low carbon vehicles 


As of 2014, only 2% of the buses in the UK are low carbon emission buses (LCEB) 


(LowCVP (2), 2014)/  1,450 buses, of which 42 are full electric, excluding London and 


including Milton Keynes (LowCVP, 2014).  The Low carbon emission bus can be defines 


as a bus that produces 30% less emissions when compared with a diesel bus (Low 


Carbon Emission buses , 2015).  


Only the electric bus values were used to calculate the growth forecast from 2015 to 


2025, because the uptake levels in the LowCVP report also considered the bus operator’s 


experiences and anxieties to be key factors in decision-making. For example, the uptake 


level for the hybrid buses is 83% but it is only 56% for electric-only buses, even though 


the payback time is 5 years for both technologies. The plug-in range extender buses 


were also considered as electric buses because this type of vehicle is already equipped 


with a larger battery, which can be charged from an external power source, while in an 


inductive charging scenario the engine acts as an emergency power top up.    


5 Cost Reduction Review 


This section investigates the battery and inductive charger price forecasts. The values 


from this section were used to calculate the expected price reduction in electric buses 


and inductive chargers. 


5.1 Vehicle forecast 


The battery accounts for 25-33% of the total cost of an EV, so any reduction in battery 


cost could significantly reduce the total cost of an EV and make it a financially feasible 


option when compared with an internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle (Business 


Insight, 2012). Table 3 shows battery price reduction forecasts from various sources; 


using Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) from each source, the average CAGR for 


battery price has been calculated as 7.8% per year from 2015 up until 2025. 


The price of an electric bus was forecast up to 2025 by using the electric bus battery 


price in 2014 and CAGR value of 7.8%. 
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Table 3: Battery price reduction forecast 


Source CAGR (%) Reference 


Deutsche Bank 7.5 
http://www.iea.org/publications/globalevoutlook_2013.


pdf 


IEA (International Energy 


Agency 
9.5 


http://www.iea.org/publications/globalevoutlook_2013.


pdf 


PwC 9 
https://www.pwc.com/en_IL/il/energy 


cleantech/assets/ec_state_of_pev_market_final.pdf 


Amsterdam round tables 8.5 (Amsterdam Roundtables Foundation, 2014)  


Boston Consulting Group 4.4 
http://innovation.luskin.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/Willi


amsEtAl2012-UCLA%20Luskin%20Deliverable%204.pdf  


Average 7.8  


 


Table 4 shows the cost of a battery per kWh from seven different sources; the prices 


range between £234 and £783. The average battery price was calculated to be £432 per 


kWh based on these values. The bus battery capacity for this study is assumed to be 160 


kWh; therefore the total battery cost is £69,120. It should be noted that not all the 


capacity is available for use in order to increase the lifetime of the battery.  


Table 4: Battery cost 


Source Cost £/kWh Link 


Nissan Leaf 300 
(How Improved Batteries Will Make Electric 


Vehicles Competitive, 2014) 


DOE 429 (DOE, 2012) 


Transdev 234 (Transdev, 2014) 


VTT 783 (centre, 2014) 


McKinsey 396 (Amsterdam Roundtables Foundation, 2014) 


Business insight 357 (Business Insight, 2012) 


SAE 525 (SAE international, 2012) 


Average 432  


 


5.2 Charging infrastructure 


The Committee on Climate Change (CCC) predicts that the price of rapid chargers 


(50kW DC) is expected to reduce from £30,000 to £50,000 in 2013 down to 12,500 to 


£21,000 in 2030; this is equivalent to a reduction of approximately 5% CAGR over a 17-


year period (The Committee on Climate Change, 2013) 



http://www.iea.org/publications/globalevoutlook_2013.pdf

http://www.iea.org/publications/globalevoutlook_2013.pdf

http://www.iea.org/publications/globalevoutlook_2013.pdf

http://www.iea.org/publications/globalevoutlook_2013.pdf

https://www.pwc.com/en_IL/il/energy%20cleantech/assets/ec_state_of_pev_market_final.pdf

https://www.pwc.com/en_IL/il/energy%20cleantech/assets/ec_state_of_pev_market_final.pdf

http://innovation.luskin.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/WilliamsEtAl2012-UCLA%20Luskin%20Deliverable%204.pdf

http://innovation.luskin.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/WilliamsEtAl2012-UCLA%20Luskin%20Deliverable%204.pdf
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A 120 kW inductive (WPT) charger is expected to cost approximately £240,000 (based 


on TRL estimates and previous work), using the Milton Keynes example, it is possible to 


accommodate eight buses by using two chargers. Therefore, in this case the bus to 


charger ratio is 4:1, hence the charger costs would be £60,000 per bus in 2014 prices. 


The charger price was forecast up to 2025 by using the charger value per bus along with 


the charger price reduction in the CAGR.  


The model assumes that the charger lifetime is 15-20 years: the charger lifetime longer 


than the modelling period. Therefore, the payback time is not affected by charger 


replacement costs.      


6 Uptake Model Development 


This part of the report describes in detail the development of the uptake model. The 


percentage uptake for each year was used to calculate the number of electric buses for a 


specific year. The following tasks were carried out:  


 Calculate the price predictions up to 2025.  


 Calculate payback time for each incentive and subsidy case. 


  Calculate the percentage of uptake 


Currently, the payback time for an electric bus is approximately 10 years without any 


incentives or subsidies. This is in many cases, longer than the lifetime of a commercial 


bus. However, this is not a realistic scenario; developments in government policy and 


industry indicate that it is highly possible that some form of incentive and subsidy 


mechanism will be in place to encourage the electric bus uptake. The TRL low carbon bus 


model indicates that the payback time is less than 5 years with incentives similar to 


those offered by Scottish Bus Service Operators Grant (SBSOG) and capital cost 


subsidies. The calculations are based on an assumption that annual vehicle mileage is 


50,000 miles.  


Without any incentives, the payback time for electric buses is too long (longer than the 


average lifetime of a bus) due to the high capital costs. Even though the operational 


costs of electric buses are significantly lower when compared with diesel buses, this is 


not sufficient to offset the higher initial capital cost. The total capital cost per bus with 


charging infrastructure is assumed to be approximately £360,000. This is made up of the 


purchase price of an electric bus, which is approximately £100,000 more than a diesel 


bus, £10,000 for overnight plug-in chargers, and £60,000 per bus for induction charging 


(approximately £240,000 total cost of WPT infrastructure divided across 4 buses).  


6.1 Uptake calculation 


The earlier referenced LowCVP report (LowCVP (1), 2014), concludes that the payback 


times of 10 years or longer are only acceptable to a minority of the bus operator market. 


Bus operators perceive a 5-year payback time to be acceptable in order to make an 


investment. However  once the payback times are shorter, such as less than 8 years, 


there is a significantly increased interest in considering electric buses as a replacement 


for diesel buses.  


Table 5 shows the uptake level for the electric buses based on payback time, calculated 


by using Figure 1. The interest in purchasing electric buses is estimated to be 13% of 
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the market at if the 8 year payback time is 8 years. If the payback time is 5 years, then, 


the uptake rate for electric bus increases to 56% if the payback time is 5 years.  


Table 5: Forecast average uptake level based on payback time 


Payback time Uptake % 


1 98 


2 92 


3 85 


4 72 


5 56 


6 40 


7 23 


8 14 


9 8.5 


10 3 


 


Figure 4 shows the relationship between uptake level and payback time which is 


represented in Table 5. The uptake levels and payback time values are taken from the 


LCVP report (LowCVP (1), 2014). Equation 3 was developed from Figure 4 trend line. 


Equation 3 was used to calculate uptake level forecast up to year 2025 based on using 


payback time, which was calculated by using equations 5, 6 and 7 and represented in 


table 7. 


𝑦 = 0.2739𝑥3 − 4.3677𝑥2 + 7.2826𝑥 + 94.3 (3)     


 𝑦 = 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑢𝑝 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒    


       𝑥 = 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 Table 8) 
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Figure 4: Relationship between uptake level and payback time (LowCVP (1), 


2014) 


The “x” value in the formula is payback time in years, the payback time is dependent on 


capital and operating costs as well as incentives and subsidies. Table 8 presents the 


payback time for each incentive and subsidy case. The take up for each specific year was 


calculated by replacing “x” with the payback time (in Table 8) for each year up to 2025. 


6.1 Cost forecast 


Table 6 shows the price forecast up until 2025 for an electric bus, which uses WPT 


infrastructure. The battery price is based on 2014 average values and a CAGR of 7.8%. 


The inductive charging infrastructure price was based on TRL estimates with CAGR of 


5%. Note that, each WPT facility can charge four buses, so the infrastructure cost per 


bus is 25% of total infrastructure cost. Therefore, the total capital cost was calculated by 


adding 25% of the cost of a WPT charger onto the cost of an electric bus.  The total 


capital cost for each year provides input to the equations 3, 4, and 5 in order to calculate 


the payback time for each incentive and subsidy case scenario.  
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Table 6: Cost forecast up to 2025  


Year Battery Price 


(£) 


Infrastructure 


Cost (£) 


EV Bus Cost 


(inc battery) 


(£) 


Total Capital 


Cost (£) 


2014 69,120 70,000 291,250 361,250 


2015 63,742 66,521 285,872 352,393 


2016 58,783 63,215 280,913 344,128 


2017 54,210 60,073 276,340 336,413 


2018 49,992 57,087 272,122 329,210 


2019 46,103 54,250 268,233 322,483 


2020 42,516 51,554 264,646 316,200 


2021 39,208 48,992 261,338 310,330 


2022 36,158 46,557 258,288 304,845 


2023 33,345 44,243 255,475 299,718 


2024 30,751 42,044 252,881 294,925 


2025 28,358 39,955 250,488 290,443 


 


 


Figure 5: Calculation of price forecast 


As shown in Table 6, the total capital cost of an electric bus with a WPT infrastructure is 


£361,250 in 2014. The total cost of an electric bus is £352,393 in 2015 after the 7.8% 


battery and 5% infrastructure annual cost reductions are factored into the 2014 prices. 


 


Calculate capital costs for previous year 


Calculate battery and infrastructure price for current year by using 
CAGR and previous year prices 


Deduct current year price reduction from previous year capital 
cost  


Result:  predicted capital cost for current year 
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6.2 Payback time calculation for each case 


This section calculates the relationship between payback time and capital cost 


electric bus, including infrastructure for different incentive and subsidy 


calculated in the previous section are used for pay-back calculations in this 


are based on the costs of each electric bus and ¼ of the cost of the WPT 


infrastructure that is anticipated to be split between four buses that wil 


each charger.  


Table 7 shows that what should be the capital cost for each case scenario in order to 


develop a payback timetable which increments by one year. For example in order to 


have a payback time of 4 years, an electric bus must cost less than £258,000 for no 


incentive scenario. However, the bus must cost less that £338,000 in order to payback in 


4 years for SBSOG and capital infrastructure subsidy case scenario.  The payback time 


was calculated by using equation 4. The year n is when savings from operational costs 


(i.e. fuel use) offsets for the initial capital cost investment. Note that capital 


infrastructure subsidy was factored into the capital costs and SBSOG incentive was 


factored into the operation costs of diesel and electric buses.   


(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 − 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙) − ∑ 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙 − 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐


𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟=𝑛


𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟=1


= 0   (4) 


The electric bus payback time is 10 years without any incentives, based on the 


capital cost of £361,250. It can be seen that the capital costs of an electric bus 


below £275,000 in order to achieve a payback period of less than 5 years 


incentives. The gap in  


Table 7 shows the improvement in payback time as soon as incentives and subsidies are 


introduced; the nine-year payback time quickly reduces to three years after SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidies are introduced in 2017. Note that if only SBSOG is applied the 


payback time reduces to 6 years. 
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Table 7: Relationship between capital cost and payback time 


Pay back time 


(years) 


Cost (£) no 


incentives 


Cost with Scottish BSOG and capital 


infrastructure subsidy 


SBSOG   


1 207000 254,000` 217250 


2 224000 282,000 246050 


3 241000 310,000 274850 


4 258000 338,000 303650 


5 275000  332450 


6 292000  361250 


7 308000   


8 325000   


9 343000   


10 361250   


Figure 6 shows the relationship between the capital cost of an electric bus 


including WPT infrastructure costs and the payback time; the graph is 


developed from  


Table 7.  Equation 3 represents the  relationship between payback time capital costs for 


no incentive calculations and equation 4 represents the relationship between capital 


costs and payback time for SBSOG with capital infrastructure subsidy case and equation 


5 represents relationship between capital costs and payback time for SBSOG only 


scenario. These equations were developed from the red, blue and green lines in Figure 6.  


The payback time level from 2015 to 2025 (Table 7) can be calculated by using these 


three equations along with capital cost forecast in Table 5.  The capital costs for given 


year (y) is stated in table 5. The payback time for each case scenario can be used to 


calculate the uptake level from 2015-2015. 


 


𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑥 =
𝑦 − 189467


17115
     ( 5) 


  𝑦 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 (Table 6)       


 


𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑥 =
𝑦 − 226000


22800
     (6) 


  𝑦 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 (Table 6)       


𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑥 =
𝑦 − 187867


29500
     (7) 


 


  𝑦 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 (Table 6) 
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Figure 6: Relationship between capital costs and payback time 


Table 8 shows the projected payback time for each incentive and subsidy case, the value 


each year was calculated by using predicted cost values from Table 6 and equations 5, 6, 


and 7. In the scenario with no incentives, the payback time is predicted to be below 8 


years by 2018-2019, 5.9 years by 2025 and below 5 years after 2029 


The payback time for the SBSOG with capital infrastructure subsidy (best case) shows 


that the payback time is predicted to be below 5 years in 2017 and 2.3 years by 2025. It 


is evident that incentives and subsidies have a substantial impact on the payback time 


and are therefore likely to have a significant impact on electric bus adoption levels. 


Without incentives, the payback period is not sufficiently attractive to gain large industry 


support for electric buses. Some take-up will still occur, likely to be mostly driven by 


environmental and air quality concerns. Use of smaller batteries and faster reductions in 


prices of electric buses and charging infrastructure due to economies of scale could 


further accelerate take-up. Note that, for the SBSOG with 2-year capital infrastructure 


subsidy the payback time is below 5 years in 2017, but the payback time increase for 


2.7 years to 4.6 years when the capital infrastructure subsidy is removed in 2019.  
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Table 8: Payback time forecast 


Year Payback time with no 


incentives (years) 


Payback time with 


SBSOG and 


infrastructure 


subsidy (years) 


Payback time with 


SBSOG and 2 year 


infrastructure subsidy 


2014 10.0 10.0 10.0 


2015 9.5 9.5 9.5 


2016 9.0 9.0 9.0 


2017 8.6 3.9 3.0 


2018 8.2 3.7 2.7 


2019 7.8 3.4 4.6 


2020 7.4 3.2 4.4 


2021 7.1 3.0 4.2 


2022 6.7 2.8 4.0 


2023 6.4 2.6 3.9 


2024 6.2 2.5 3.7 


2025 5.9 2.3 3.5 


 


Table 9 shows the percentage of uptake level, the uptake was calculated by using 


equation 3 and Table 8. The model predicts 4.3% (uptake level) of all new buses bought 


in 2015 should be electric.  However, as the price of batteries and infrastructure 


reduces, the percentage uptake will increase accordingly each year. The uptake is 


projected to be 41.7% in 2025 for the no incentive case. This means that 41.7% of the 


vehicles purchased in 2025 should be electric with WPT infrastructure. The second 


column in Table 9 shows the uptake level if the SBSOG and capital infrastructure subsidy 


(best case) is introduced by the government in 2017. The uptake level is expected to be 


91% in SBSOG with capital infrastructure subsidy case in 2025, if the capital 


infrastructure subsidy is limited to two years, the uptake level reduces to 77.5% in 


2025. The uptake level is 71.8% in the year when the incentives and subsidies are 


introduced.  
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Table 9: Electric bus uptake forecast 


Year Uptake level with 


no incentives (%) 


Uptake level with 


SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy 


(%) 


Payback time with 


SBSOG and 2 year 


infrastructure subsidy 


2015 4.3 4.3 4.3 


2016 5.8 5.8 5.8 


2017 8.5 71.8 71.8 


2018 12.0 75.4 75.4 


2019 15.9 78.6 61.5 


2020 20.3 81.4 64.8 


2021 24.3 83.9 67.8 


2022 29.1 86.1 70.6 


2023 33.4 88.1 73.1 


2024 37.6 89.7 75.4 


2025 41.7 91.1 77.5 


6.3 Electric bus fleet forecast 


In 2014, there were 26,492 buses in England, excluding London. The number of buses in 


the UK is expected to remain the same for the next 10 years, but on average, 3,311 


buses are being replaced each year. There were 42 electric buses in England outside 


London. 


The uptake level indicates the percentage of diesel buses, which are forecast to be 


replaced with electric buses annually. Whereas, bus fleet forecast indicates the 


percentage of electric buses within whole bus fleet.  Bus operators are expected to 


replace their diesel buses with electric buses when existing diesel buses reach their end 


of life.  For example, if the uptake level is 5% and 3,311 buses are to be replaced 


annually, 155 purchased buses out of 3,311 is electric, assuming that interest in the 


technology translates into purchases.  


Table 10 shows the growth predictions for electric buses for no incentive scenario (worst 


case); by 2025, approximately 29% of total bus fleet is expected to be electric buses in 


England and East Midlands. By 2025, 36% of the bus fleet in Milton Keynes is expected 


to be electric. 
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Table 10: Electric bus fleet predictions with no incentives 


 


Table 11 shows the forecast for electric bus uptake. Assuming that the government 


introduces incentives and subsidies similar to SBSOG and capital infrastructure subsidy 


(best case) in England, 95% of bus fleet is forecast to be electric as early as 2025 in 


England and East Midlands. By 2025, 100% of the bus fleet in Milton Keynes is expected 


to be electric. 


Table 11: Electric bus fleet predictions with SBSOG and Infrastructure Subsidy 


 


 


Table 12 shows the forecast for electric bus uptake, assuming that the government 


introduce incentives and subsidies similar to SBSOG and provide capital infrastructure 


subsidy for first two years (base case), in England and East Midlands 81% of bus fleet 


can be electric as early as 2025. By 2025, 88% of the bus fleet in Milton Keynes is 


expected to be electric.  


Table 12: Electric bus fleet predictions with SBSOG and two year Capital 


infrastructure Subsidy 


 


               Annual purchase


year take up level % England
East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes
England


East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes
England


East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes


2014 42 8 8 0% 0% 7%


2015 4.26 141 13 1 183 21 9 1% 1% 8%


2016 5.80 192 17 1 375 38 9 1% 2% 8%


2017 8.51 282 25 1 657 64 11 2% 3% 9%


2018 12.00 397 36 2 1054 99 12 4% 4% 11%


2019 15.99 529 48 2 1584 147 15 6% 6% 13%


2020 20.27 671 61 3 2255 208 17 9% 9% 15%


2021 24.67 817 74 3 3072 282 21 12% 12% 19%


2022 29.09 963 87 4 4035 369 25 15% 15% 22%


2023 33.43 1107 100 5 5142 469 30 19% 20% 26%


2024 37.64 1246 113 5 6388 581 35 24% 24% 31%


2025 41.67 1380 125 6 7768 706 41 29% 29% 36%


 % of the total fleet      Total electric fleet


        Annual purchase             Total electric fleet                    % of the total fleet


year take up level % England
East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes
England


East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes
England


East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes


2014 42 8 8 0% 0% 7%


2015 4.26 141 13 1 183 21 9 1% 1% 8%


2016 5.80 192 17 1 375 38 9 1% 2% 8%


2017 71.84 2379 215 10 2754 253 19 10% 11% 17%


2018 75.44 2498 226 11 5252 479 30 20% 20% 27%


2019 78.65 2604 235 11 7857 714 41 30% 30% 37%


2020 81.49 2698 244 11 10555 958 52 40% 40% 47%


2021 83.99 2781 251 12 13336 1209 64 50% 51% 57%


2022 86.18 2854 258 12 16190 1467 76 61% 61% 68%


2023 88.08 2917 264 12 19107 1731 89 72% 72% 79%


2024 89.74 2972 269 13 22079 1999 101 83% 84% 90%


2025 91.16 3019 273 13 25098 2272 112 95% 95% 100%


        Annual purchase             Total electric fleet                    % of the total fleet


year take up level % England
East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes
England


East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes
England


East 


Midlands


Milton 


Keynes


2014 42 8 8 0% 0% 7%


2015 4.26 141 13 1 183 21 9 1% 1% 8%


2016 5.80 192 17 1 375 38 9 1% 2% 8%


2017 71.84 2379 215 10 2754 253 19 10% 11% 17%


2018 75.44 2498 226 11 5252 479 30 20% 20% 27%


2019 61.53 2038 184 9 7290 663 39 28% 28% 35%


2020 64.84 2147 194 9 9437 857 48 36% 36% 43%


2021 67.87 2248 203 10 11685 1060 57 44% 44% 51%


2022 70.64 2339 211 10 14024 1272 67 53% 53% 60%


2023 73.16 2423 219 10 16447 1490 77 62% 62% 69%


2024 75.45 2499 226 11 18945 1716 88 72% 72% 78%


2025 77.53 2567 232 11 21513 1948 99 81% 81% 88%
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Table 10, Table 11,  


Table 12 shows that government policy plays a vital role in electric bus uptake. For 


example, a 95% electric bus fleet could be achieved by 2025 under incentives similar to 


SBSOG and with infrastructure capital cost subsidies. Without any incentives, a 5-year 


payback time for an electric bus can be possible by 2029 significantly reducing take up 


rates up until this period. 


Figure 7 shows the percentage of electric buses in England (excluding London). The blue 


line represents the electric fleet level for the no incentive case and orange line represent 


the electric fleet level with SBSOG and infrastructure capital cost subsidy and green line 


represents the SBSOG with first two year capital infrastructure subsidy. It is interesting 


to note that the incentive and subsidy case forecast rises very steeply as soon as the 


incentives are introduced.  


 


Figure 7: Forecast percentage of inductively charged electric buses in the total 


bus fleet 


7 Power Demand Forecast 


In order to forecast possible future electric bus power demand, assuming use of WPT 


chargers or a similar technology that facilitates opportunistic charging, power demand 


profiles from the Milton Keynes WPT electric buses were combined with anticipated 


electric, WPT-enabled bus fleet  up to 2025. In practice, each bus route is likely to have 


a different profile, based on the number of vehicles operating on the route, the timetable 


and charging technology being used. However, for the purposes of forecasting, the 


profile from Milton Keynes was considered to be a representative example. 


Figure 8 shows the average number of charge events per half-hour interval for the 


Wolverton charger in Milton Keynes. The graph shows that there is a constant demand 


for power between 06:00 to 24:00, with power required from the grid during each of the 


30-min intervals, with varying likelihood, over the 10-month trial period. The average 


charge time for the Wolverton charger is 12.4 minutes and a bus is timetabled to arrive 
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at the Wolverton bus stop every 15 minutes. However, results from the graph shows 


that the average number of charge events per half hour is above 1, from 09:00 to 


17:00, which means either one charge event or two charge events. This variation is 


dependent of buses’ ability to arrive at the charge stations on time in order to charge. 


The route 7 in Milton Keynes operates on four buses per hour basis.  There could be 


small gaps throughout the day between two charge events, but analysis of a 10-month 


dataset shows that there is no clear gap when power demand is not expected. This is in-


line with expectations based on an operation of a busy bus route. Therefore, the 


distributions network’s ability to supply power to the charger was assumed 100% of the 


time during operating hours between 07:00 and 24:00 hours. 


 


Figure 8: Charger utilisation based on data for 10 months 


Table 13 shows the power demand forecast up to 2025. It is interesting to note that in 


year 2025 the forecast for the number of chargers in Milton Keynes is 10 chargers for 


the no incentive case (worst case), 28 chargers for the SBSOG and infrastructure 


subsidy (best case) and the number of charger requirement is 25 for SBSOG with two-


year capital infrastructure subsidy (base case). By combining the demand profile for a 


single charger with the anticipated number of buses and chargers, it is possible to 


estimate total power demand. The maximum power demand, described below is 


calculated by multiplying the average power transfer rate for the WPT chargers (135kVA) 


by the maximum number of chargers estimated for that specific year. The average 


power transfer rate was calculated by considering power transfer values over 100 kVA in 


order to eliminate transfer events where the charger was not functioning at full power 


during the early stages of the project and when the system is in the idle state.  
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Table 13: Maximum Power demand forecast and number of chargers required 


 


Figure 9 shows the forecast for maximum power demand in England (excluding London). 


The demand is flat in the no incentive scenario (blue) with the demand in 2025 being 


262 MVA. However, the demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy 


case, peaking at 847 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. 


The power demand is 726 MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital 


infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 9: Maximum power demand for England 


Figure 10 shows the forecast for maximum power demand in the East Midlands, the 


demand in 2025 under the no incentive scenario is 24 MVA and the forecast demand 


with the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy is 77 MVA. The power demand is 66 MVA in 


2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2-year capital infrastructure subsidy) 
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Figure 10: Maximum power demand for the East Midlands 


Figure 11 shows the maximum power demand for Milton Keynes.  The forecast demand 


in 2025 under the no incentive scenario is 1.4 MVA and the demand in the SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy scenario is 3.8 MVA. The power demand is 3.4 MVA in 2025 for 


the base case (SBSOG with 2-year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 11: Maximum power demand for Milton Keynes 


It should be noted that these forecast values are based on 100% utilisation of charging 


capacity, where the charger can provide power at any time during bus operation hours 


without having to overload the distribution transformer. It is true that, for one charger, 


the grid is expected to provide power on demand as the bus arrival times may not 


always match the bus timetable.  


8 London Electric Bus Forecast 


The uptake forecast and power demand analysis for England in Section 7 and 8 excluded 


London, because London has a very different bus operation network from the rest of the 
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country. Therefore including London data in the statistics for England could result in an 


incorrect representation of rest of the country.  


This section examines the uptake and power demand forecast for inductively charged 


electric buses in London. This section is divided into the following sub-sections: 


 Bus fleet statistics for London 


 Payback period for London 


 Uptake forecast 


 Power demand forecast 


8.1 Low carbon bus statistics for London 


There are 8,750 buses in London, 800 of which are hybrid vehicles based on previous 


TRL projects. By 2016, 20% of London’s bus fleet is expected to be hybrid. However, 


there are only two fully electric buses in London (Transport for London, 2014). 


The average annual mileage for a bus in London is 38,000 miles based on previous TRL 


projects. This is lower than the estimates for buses in the rest of the country, which will 


have an impact on the relative operational costs and benefits of an electric bus in London 


compared with the rest of England.  


8.2 Relationship between payback time and Capital costs for London 


This section calculates the relationship between payback time and cost of an electric 


including infrastructure for different incentive and subsidy schemes in London. Table 14 


shows what capital costs should be for each scenario in order to reduce the payback time 


by one year.  The payback time was calculated by using equation 8. The year n is when 


savings from operational costs pays for the initial capital investment.   


(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 − 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙) −  ∑ 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑙 − 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐


𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟=𝑛


𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟=1


   (8) 


The payback time is estimated at 14 years without any incentives, based on the 2014 


capital cost of £ 361,250. The capital cost of an electric bus must be below £247,000 in 


order to achieve a payback period of less than 5 years without any incentives. It should 


be noted that the payback time is calculated as 6 years once SBSOG and infrastructure 


subsidies are introduced in 2017. The gaps in the table show the impact of incentives 


and subsidies on payback time. Note that the payback time is 8 years with incentives 


similar to SBSOG. 
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Table 14: Payback time based on the projected cost of an electric bus in London 


Pay back time 


(years) 


Cost (£) no 


incentives 


With Scottish 


BSOG and 


infrastructure 


funding 


SBSOG 


1 199,500 211,000 201,200 


2 211,500 234,000 222,500 


3 223,500 257,000 243,800 


4 235,500 280,000 265,100 


5 247,500 303,000 286,400 


6 259,500 326,250 307,000 


7 271,500  329,000 


8 283,500  361,250 


9 295,000   


10 307,000   


11 325,250   


12 337,250   


13 338,000   


14 361,250   


 


Figure 12 shows the relationship between the capital cost of an electric bus in London 


and the payback time; the graph is limited to a 10-year period because the payback time 


above 10 years is considered by bus operators to be unacceptable. Equation 9 


represents the calculation of payback time with no incentive, equation 10 represents 


payback time with SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy, and equation 11 represents the 


payback time for SBSOG. The equations were developed from trend lines in the graphs 


in Figure 12 and the equations were used to calculate the payback time in the model 


based on the capital cost for the specific year. These formulae were used to calculate the 


payback time for a specific year. The capital costs for given year (y) is stated in Table 6 


 


𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝑦 − 187667


11952
     (9) 


  𝑦 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟        


 


𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝑦 − 188000


23000
     (10) 
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  𝑦 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟        


  


𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝑦 − 180000


21250
     (11) 


  𝑦 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 (𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 Table 6        


 


Figure 12: Relationship between capital costs and payback time for electric 


buses in London 


The equations 9, 10 and 11, along with Table 6 (price reduction forecast), were used to 


calculate the payback time for each year up to 2025. Table 15 shows the estimated 


payback time based on the projected total capital costs. The payback time is predicted to 


be below 8 years by 2027 and 8.6 years in 2025. The payback time is predicted to be 


below 5 years after 2041.  


The payback time for the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case shows that the payback 


time is below 5 years in 2023 and 4.5 years by 2025. The payback time 5.2 years in 


2025 for the SBSOG incentives with two-year capital infrastructure subsidy. 
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Table 15: Payback time forecast for electric buses in London 


Year Payback time with no 


incentives (years) 


Payback time with 


SBSOG and 


infrastructure 


subsidy (years) 


Payback time with 


SBSOG and 2 year 


capital 


infrastructure 


subsidy 


2015 13.8 13.8 13.8 


2016 13.1 13.1 13.1 


2017 12.4 6.5 6.5 


2018 11.8 6.1 6.1 


2019 11.3 5.8 6.7 


2020 10.8 5.6 6.4 


2021 10.3 5.3 6.1 


2022 9.8 5.1 5.9 


2023 9.4 4.9 5.6 


2024 9.0 4.6 5.4 


2025 8.6 4.5 5.2 


8.3 Uptake forecast 


Table 16 shows the uptake level from 2015, these values were calculated by using Table 


15 and equation 3. The uptake is predicted to be 1% of new bus purchases in London in 


2015, in the no incentive scenario. However, as the price of batteries and infrastructure 


reduces, the uptake level increases proportionately. The uptake is projected to be 8.4% 


for 2025. The second column in Table 9 shows the uptake level assuming that SBSOG 


and infrastructure subsidies are introduced by 2017. As shown, the uptake level is 


expected to be 64.3% for 2025. The uptake level is 52.7% for 2025 if the capital 


infrastructure subsidy is limited to 2 years. The uptake level is 33% in the year when the 


incentives and subsidies are introduced. Note that these uptake values are based on 


incentives and subsidies that could be applied for England in future, London is likely to 


have different incentive and subsidy schemes to promote uptake to electric buses. 


However, at this point of time it is difficult to predict the nature of those incentives and 


subsidies. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, it is assumed that subsidies that are 


applied to England is also applied to London as well.  
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Table 16: Electric bus uptake forecast for London  


Year Uptake level with 


no incentives (%) 


Uptake level with 


SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy 


(%) 


Payback time with 


SBSOG and 2 year 


capital infrastructure 


subsidy 


2015 1.0 1.0 1.0 


2016 1.0 1.0 1.0 


2017 1.0 33.3 33.3 


2018 1.0 37.9 37.9 


2019 1.0 42.5 29.6 


2020 1.0 46.8 33.9 


2021 1.0 50.8 38.1 


2022 4.1 54.6 42.1 


2023 4.6 58.1 45.8 


2024 6.1 61.3 49.4 


2025 8.4 64.3 52.7 


 


8.3.1 Electric bus fleet forecast 


In 2014, there were 8,750 buses in London, including two electric buses. The number of 


buses in London is expected to remain the same for the next 10 years, but on average, 


1,093 buses are being replaced each year.  


Table 17 shows the growth predictions for electric buses in London, with no incentives; 


by 2025, approximately 4% of the total bus fleet is expected to be electric buses. It 


should be noted that if the payback time is above 10 years, then the take up level is 


assumed 1%. 


Table 17: Electric bus with inductive charging: fleet predictions with no 


incentives for London 


 


               Annual purchase       Total electric fleet  % of the total fleet


year take up level % London London London


2014 2 0%


2015 1.00 11 13 0%


2016 1.00 11 24 0%


2017 1.00 11 35 0%


2018 1.00 11 46 1%


2019 1.00 11 57 1%


2020 1.00 11 68 1%


2021 1.00 11 79 1%


2022 4.07 44 123 1%


2023 4.56 50 173 2%


2024 6.11 67 240 3%


2025 8.41 92 332 4%
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Table 18 shows the forecast for electric bus uptake: 56% of bus fleet can be electric as 


early as 2025, assuming that the government introduce incentives and subsidies similar 


to SBSOG and capital infrastructure subsidy.  


Table 18: Electric bus with inductive charging: fleet predictions with SBSOG and 


Infrastructure Subsidy 


 


Table 19 shows the forecast for electric bus uptake: 46% of bus fleet can be electric by 


2025, assuming that the government introduce incentives and subsidies similar to 


SBSOG and two-year capital infrastructure subsidy in England. 


Table 19: Electric bus with inductive charger fleet predictions with SBSOG and  


two year capital infrastructure subsidy 


 


Figure 13 shows the forecast for the percentage of electric buses in London. The blue 


line represents the share of the fleet, which is electric in the no incentive case. The 


orange line represents the share of the fleet, which is electric in the case of SBSOG and 


capital infrastructure subsidies. The green line represents SBSOG with two-year capital 


infrastructure subsidy. It is interesting to note that the incentive and subsidy case 


forecast shows a very steep rise in uptake as soon as the incentives are introduced.  


               Annual purchase       Total electric fleet  % of the total fleet


year take up level % London London London


2014 2 0%


2015 1.00 11 13 0%


2016 1.00 11 24 0%


2017 33.27 364 388 4%


2018 37.97 415 803 9%


2019 42.49 465 1268 14%


2020 46.77 512 1779 20%


2021 50.80 556 2335 27%


2022 54.56 597 2932 34%


2023 58.06 635 3567 41%


2024 61.30 670 4237 48%


2025 64.29 703 4940 56%


               Annual purchase       Total electric fleet  % of the total fleet


year take up level % London London London


2014 2 0%


2015 1.00 11 13 0%


2016 1.00 11 24 0%


2017 33.27 364 388 4%


2018 37.97 415 803 9%


2019 29.60 324 1127 13%


2020 33.91 371 1498 17%


2021 38.07 416 1914 22%


2022 42.05 460 2374 27%


2023 45.83 501 2875 33%


2024 49.38 540 3415 39%


2025 52.71 577 3992 46%
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Figure 13: Forecast percentage of electric bus equipped with WPT charger in 


the London bus fleet. 


8.4 Power demand forecast 


Figure 14 shows the power demand forecast in London up to 2025. It is interesting to 


note that in 2025, the demand is forecast to be 15 times greater in the incentivised 


scenario when compared with the non-incentivised scenario. The power demand for the 


base case scenario is 137.8 MVA, this value assumes that all WPT chargers demand 


power at same time, however this is very unlikely. Furthermore, these chargers will 


possibly be located in different locations and connected to the local grid, and the bus 


arrival times are variable when compared with the bus timetable. Therefore, charger 


utilisation is sufficiently variable that power demand cannot be predicted precisely in 


advance. Power demand from the WPT chargers and buses should be assumed to be 


continues when considering availability of power provision.   
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Figure 14: Maximum power demand for London  


9 24-Hour WPT Demand Profile 


This section calculates the 24-hour power demand profile for the WPT charger in 


Wolverton in order to understand the power demand requirements from the electric 


distribution network throughout the day. Wolverton WPT charger was used as an 


example in this case because it has higher utilisation when compared with the Bletchley 


WPT charger. Therefore, it provides a more reliable data source in order to calculate the 


maximum power demand.  The 10-month dataset used in Task 5 of the project was 


grouped into 24 bins to calculate the average, peak and 95th percentile power demand 


value for each hour of the day. The hourly power demand value was used to calculate 


the 24-hour power demand profile from the Wolverton charger and the 24-hour overall 


power demand, which also includes power demand from the overnight plug-in chargers. 


Figure 15 shows the power demand from the Wolverton WPT charger. The peak value is 


calculated by extracting the maximum value from each hourly bin; the average value is 


the average of all data for that specific 1-hour interval and includes times when the 


charger was not utilised during that particular hour or only used a small proportion of 


the time. As a result, the average value appears very low in comparison with the 95th 


percentile value. It is not very useful for understanding maximum power demand as it 


represents a wide range of charger utilisation instances during that particular hour over 


the duration of the project. The 95th percentile was calculated to eliminate top 5% of the 


values in the dataset. As shown in Figure 15, there is a peak event between 03:00 and 


04:00; this is a single event and it does not appear in 95th percentile calculations, 


therefore 95th percentile values were used to eliminate any anomalies that could be 


caused by using peak power transfer values. This is the most representative value for 


understanding most likely peak power demand from the WPT chargers in a 24 hour 


profile.   


The average line in Figure 15 shows that the demand reduces after 17:00. However, the 


average charge time and number of charge events (see Figure 16) shows that although 
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the number of charge events is reduced; the duration of a charge events increases  over 


this time period. Therefore, the peak power demand remains constant up until 00:00 


hours. The 95th percentile power demand values were used to calculate the 24-hour 


power demand profile for the Wolverton WPT charger.  The average charge time was 


calculated by summing total charge time for each hourly bin and dividing this by the 


total number of charge events for that hourly bin.  


 


Figure 15: Power demand from the Wolverton WPT charger 
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Figure 16: Charge time and the number charge events for Wolverton WPT 


charger 


The data captured during the ten months of charger operation in Milton Keynes was then 


used to estimate possible maximum power demand from similar chargers if they were 


rolled out more widely by 2025. The 95th percentile value calculated for each hour was 


divided by the maximum 95th percentile value in order to calculate a utilisation figure 


(see Table 20), i.e. the proportion of maximum power demand that was reached during 


each hour. This is a necessary step as for the purposes of forecasting, no real data is 


available for maximum demand so a theoretical figure is calculated based on the 


estimated number of chargers. The same hourly profile as that from this data set is then 


applied using the calculated utilisation figure for each hour.  The utilisation percentage 


shows the power transfer rate; maximum power transfer rate is when all the chargers 


are active (100% utilisation). The utilisation percentage was then multiplied by 135 kVA 


per WPT charger and the total number of WPT chargers in 2025 in order to calculate the 


total peak hourly power demand. The reason for using 135kVA instead of 95th percentile 


values is that 135 kVA is the expected power transfer rate calculated by using 10-month 


data set. 


Table 20: 24 hour peak power utilisation profile 


start time end time  utilisation  


0 1 3% 


1 2 3% 


2 3 3% 


3 4 3% 


4 5 3% 


5 6 3% 
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start time end time  utilisation  


6 7 55% 


7 8 95% 


8 9 98% 


9 10 99% 


10 11 100% 


11 12 100% 


12 13 100% 


13 14 100% 


14 15 100% 


15 16 100% 


16 17 100% 


17 18 100% 


18 19 99% 


19 20 99% 


20 21 98% 


21 22 99% 


22 23 99% 


23 24 96% 


 


9.1 The power demand in 2025 


Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the forecast for 24-hour peak power 


demand profiles from WPT chargers in England (excluding London), East Midlands, Milton 


Keynes and London respectively. The power demand starts to rise between 05:00 and 


07:00; the power demand is maximum power between 07:00 and 00:00 and the power 


demand fall back to its minimum state between 00:00 and 05:00.  The year by year 


maximum power demand values for each geographical region and incentive scenario in 


2025 are presented in earlier sections (section 7 for England, East Midlands and Milton 


Keynes and section 8 for London). 
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Figure 17: Peak power demand from overnight plug-in chargers for England 


 


 


Figure 18: Peak power demand from overnight plug-in chargers for East 


Midland 
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Figure 19: Peak power demand from overnight plug-in chargers for Milton 


Keynes 


 


 


Figure 20: Peak power demand from overnight plug-in chargers for London 
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10 Maximum Power Demand From The Plug-in 
Chargers between 2015 and 2025 


This section calculates the maximum power demand from plug-in chargers for all three 


incentive scenarios in four geographical areas: -the maximum power demand is when all 


chargers within that geographic location demand 24kVA at same time. The power 


demand was modelled for each incentive case by extracting the number of electric buses 


in the total bus fleet for each year, as described in the uptake forecast section, earlier in 


the report and multiplying this by a number of plug-in chargers assumed to be on a 1:1 


ratio with the electric buses. 


Figure 21 shows the forecast for the maximum overnight power demand from plug-in 


chargers in England (excluding London). The power demand in the “no-incentive” 


scenario in 2025 is 186 MVA. However, the power demand rises sharply in the “SBSOG 


and infrastructure subsidy case”, peaking at 602 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid 


uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 516 MVA in 2025 for the “base case” 


(SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). The results shows that the maximum 


power demand from  plug-in chargers are not as high as the maximum demand from the 


WPT chargers but still a very significant additional load.  


 


Figure 21: Maximum power demand from overnight plug-in chargers for 


England 


Figure 22 below, shows forecast for the maximum overnight power demand from  plug-


in chargers in the East Midlands. The demand in the no-incentive scenario in 2025 is 17 


MVA. However, the demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, 


peaking at 55 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. The 


power demand is 47 MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital 


infrastructure subsidy). 
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Figure 22: Maximum power demand from overnight plugin chargers for East 


Midlands 


Figure 23 shows the forecast for maximum overnight power demand from  plug-in 


chargers in Milton Keynes. The demand in the no-incentive scenario in 2025 is 1.0 MVA. 


The demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 2.7 


MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 


2.4 MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 23: Maximum power demand from overnight plug-in chargers for Milton 


Keynes 


Figure 24 shows the forecast for maximum overnight power demand from  plug-in 


chargers in London. The demand in the no-incentive scenario in 2025 is 8 MVA. 


However, the demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, 
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peaking at 119 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. The 


power demand is 96 MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital 


infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 24: Maximum power demand from overnight plugin chargers for London  
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11 Plugin Charger Power Demand Profile 


This section calculates the 24-hour power demand profile in 2025 from overnight 


charging of buses by using 24kVA plugin chargers. The results from this section were 


also used to calculate the overall power demand from the electric distribution network in 


2025, which includes the power demand from WPT chargers. The calculations assume 


that each bus is connected to a single plug-in charger overnight. 


The calculations for 24-hour power demand in 2025 are  based on maximum power 


demand in 2025; calculated by multiplying the total number of buses by plugin power 


transfer rate (24kVA) and utilisation percentage. The utilisation was calculated by using 


10-month power demand data from the Arden park depot in Milton Keynes where eight 


electric buses charge overnight. The demand for each hour is calculated by grouping the  


dataset into 24, one-hour bins and calculating the average, 95th percentile and peak 


value for that group of data. 


Figure 25 shows the power demand from the plug-in chargers in Arden Park. The peak 


demand is 145kVA between 24:00 and 01:00. Note that this peak power is based on 


peak value within a 1-hour dataset.. 95th percentile calculation shows that power 


demand pattern correlates with average charger demand/utilisation pattern. The average 


value is very low when compared with the peak, because the power demand depends on 


the arrival times to the depot and the bus battery SoC at the time. Both of these 


parameters vary on day-to-day basis, as well as between weekdays and weekends. 


Therefore, the 95th percentile values were used to calculate the utilisation figure in order 


to estimate future 24 hour power demand profile in 2025 for each geographic area. 


Figure 25 shows that the plug-in charger power demand rises from 19:00 peaks at 


24:00 and drops to minimum at 05:00. 


 


 


Figure 25: Plug-in charger power demand profile from Arden Park 


The maximum power demand in the Arden Park depot should be 192 kVA, if all eight 


chargers transfer power at 24kVA. However, the maximum power demand detected in 
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the data was 145 kVA, possibly due to managed use of the plug-in chargers at Arden 


Park or only 6 plug-in chargers being available. Dividing 95th percentile values for each 


hour (Table 21) by the maximum demand (192 kVA) provides a figure that represents 


the proportion of the maximum power demand that was reached during that hour. In 


order to calculate future 24-hour power demand for England, East Midlands, Milton 


Keynes and London; these utilisation values were multiplied by maximum power demand 


for each geographic area. The utilisation was calculated by using 95th percentile values 


rather than measured maximum values in order to eliminate any anomalies that could 


have occured during charger use and data capture. The maximum value for each hour 


was measured by extracting the maximum power demand value within that hour, over 


the entire 10 month dataset, which may not be a representative sample and so it was 


not used. 


Table 21: Arden Park 24 hour average demand 


start time end time Utilisation 


24 1 66.5% 


1 2 61.3% 


2 3 52.3% 


3 4 41.5% 


4 5 27.9% 


5 6 17.5% 


6 7 15.0% 


7 8 11.4% 


8 9 9.2% 


9 10 4.5% 


10 11 2.9% 


11 12 2.6% 


12 13 4.5% 


13 14 7.9% 


14 15 4.5% 


15 16 7.8% 


16 17 11.0% 


17 18 11.2% 


18 19 11.3% 


19 20 12.2% 
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start time end time Utilisation 


20 21 19.2% 


21 22 33.7% 


22 23 40.9% 


23 24 55.1% 


11.1 Power demand profiles in 2025 


Figure 26 shows an estimate for future 24 hour overnight power demand profiles from  


plug-in chargers in England (excluding London). In the no-incentive scenario (blue), the 


demand in 2025 peaks at 124 MVA between 00:00 and 01:00. However, the demand 


rises sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 401 MVA in 2025 


because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 344 MVA in 


2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 26: Power demand profile from overnight plug-in chargers in England by 


2025 


Figure 27 shows the forecast for average overnight power demand from the plug-in 


chargers in East Midlands; in the no-incentive scenario (blue), the demand in 2025 


peaks at 11 MVA between 00:00 and 01:00. However, the demand rises sharply in the 


SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 36 MVA in 2025 because of the more 


rapid uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 31 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 
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Figure 27: Power demand profile from overnight plug-in chargers in East 


Midlands by 2025 


Figure 28 shows the forecast for the overnight power demand from the plug-in chargers 


in Milton Keynes; in the no-incentive scenario (blue), the demand in 2025 peaks at 0.6 


MVA between 00:00 and 01:00. However, the demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 1.8 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid 


uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 1.6 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 28: The power demand from overnight plugin chargers Milton Keynes by 


2025 
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Figure 29 shows the forecast for the overnight power demand from the plug-in chargers 


in London; in the no-incentive scenario (blue), the demand in 2025 peaks at 5.3 MVA 


between 00:00 and 01:00. However, the demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 79 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid 


uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 64 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 29: Power demand profile from overnight plugin chargers in London by 


2025 


12 Overall 24-Hour Power Demand profiles by 2025 


The following section describes the overall 24-hour power demand profile in 2025. These 


calculations assume the following: 


 Overall, power demand is calculated by summing plug-in charger demand and 


WPT charger demand. 


 As stated earlier, the power distribution network is expected to supply power at 


any time between 07:00 to 24:00.  


 The WPT systems are on standby between 00:00 and 05:00; therefore, they 


consume a relatively small amount of energy during non-operational times.  


Figure 30 shows that after 20:00 hours the power demand increases, because as stated 


earlier, even though number of charge events reduce after 17:00 hours, the WPT charge 


time increases, therefore the power demand from the WPT chargers is unchanged after 


17:00 hours. At the same time, plugin chargers start to demand power for overnight 


charging from 20:00 and the demand peaks between 23:00 and 00:00. Figure 30 shows 


the 24-hour overall power demand from WPT and plug-in chargers. The overall peak 


demand for a no-incentive scenario is 354 MVA. The demand rises sharply in the SBSOG 


and infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 1144 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid 
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uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 980 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2-year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 30: Forecast 24-hour combined WPT day-time and plug-in night-time 


charging power demand profile for England (excluding London), 2025 


The following figure (Figure 31) shows the 24 hour overall demand for East Midlands. 


The peak overall demand for a no-incentive scenario is 32 MVA. The demand rises 


sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 104 MVA in 2025 


because of the more rapid uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 89 MVA in 


2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 31: Forecast 24-hour combined WPT day-time and plug-in night-time 


charging power demand profile for East Midlands, 2025 
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Figure 32 below shows the 24-hour demand for Milton Keynes. The peak overall demand 


for a no-incentive scenario is 1.9 MVA. The demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy case, peaking at 5.1 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid 


uptake of electric buses. The power demand is 4.5 MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


 


Figure 32: Forecast 24-hour combined WPT day-time and plug-in night-time 


charging power demand profile for Milton Keynes, 2025 


Figure 33 shows the 24-hour demand for London. The peak overall demand for a no-


incentive scenario is 15 MVA. The demand rises sharply in the SBSOG and infrastructure 


subsidy case, peaking at 225 MVA in 2025 because of the more rapid uptake of electric 


buses. The power demand is 182 MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2 year 


capital infrastructure subsidy). 
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Figure 33: Forecast 24-hour combined WPT day-time and plug-in night-time 


charging power demand profile for London, 2025 


13 Network Capacity 


The UK Generation capacity is 85 GW; the maximum load ever recorded in the UK was 


53.5 GW in 2013 (Depart of Energy & Climate Change, 2014). The total power required 


for all electric buses as calculated in this report is likely to be approximately 1 GW by 


2025 based on best-case scenario. 


In the East midlands, 90% of substations have greater than 5% spare capacity (Western 


Power Distribution, 2013). Majority of substations in Milton Keynes have a capacity of 5 


MW. Therefore, on average greater than 250 kVA of spare capacity is available on 90% 


of the substations. As such, an outer city end-of-route WPT charger can be connected to 


the existing nearby substation and the substation should be able to cope with the extra 


demand of 135 kVA from the WPT charger (Western Power Distribution, 2015). However, 


in high uptake scenarios in cities with a central bus station, the bus station is expected 


to have a large number of chargers, possibly one WPT charger per bay, thereby likely 


exceeding the currently available spare capacity. It may be possible to cluster these 


chargers to a separate substation that only provides power to WPT chargers.   


The purpose of this section is to assess the power demand from central bus stations in 


2025 in order to understand possible clustering issues where many WPT chargers in 


close proximity to each other may require power provision at the same time. During the 


project power demand for different bus stations of varying sizes was calculated. Power 


demand analysis was carried out on bus stations where 5, 10, 15 and 20 bays are 


equipped with WPT chargers.  


 


Table 22 shows the relationship between maximum power demand and number of bays 


in a bus station. The results show that the power demand can be as high as 2.7 MVA if 


20 bays are equipped with 120 kW WPT chargers.  
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Table 22: Maximum power demand based on number of bays in a in a bus 


station 


Number of bays Power Demand (MVA) 


5 0.7 


10 1.4 


15 2 


20 2.7 


13.1 Use of other Charging Technologies 


This section calculates the power demand for various other chargers that can be used to 


charge electric buses. Table 23 shows the current state of the art power transfer 


solutions that can supply power above 135 kW. These are discussed below. 


Table 23: Power transfer solutions 


Solution Power Power transfer method 


IPT Technology 100 kW (per module), a 


number of modules can be used  


Wireless, inductive resonant 


Bombardier Primove 200 kW Wireless, inductive resonant 


ABB TOSA ((Trolleybus 


Optimisation Système 


Alimentation) 


400kW Overhead contact. 


Opbrid Busbaar 650 kW (Oprid Busbaar, 2015) Overhead contact 


Eaton Hyper Charger 200-1,000 kW Conductive, contact 


 


Table 24 shows possible maximum power demand for different opportunistic charging 


systems that could be installed in bus stations with varying number of bays. For 


comparison, the latest IPT technology and Bombardier wireless chargers are capable of 


providing up to 200kW of power. A higher power transfer rate could mean the use of 


smaller batteries, resulting in shorter charging times or use of fewer chargers (higher 


bus to charger ratio). Based on the date form Milton Keynes, the grid supplied on 


average 24.4kWh of energy per average 11.6 minute charge event. A 200 kW power 


transfer system would be able to transfer the same amount of energy in 6.4 minutes. In 


this case, a substation may be expected to provide 228kVA for one WPT charger without 


having to exceed its limits. The results show that power demand from a cluster of 200kW 


WPT chargers can be as high as 4.6MVA, if installed in 20 bays. In this case, the power 


demand would be sufficiently high to require a separate substation.   


ABB TOSA charging equipment can transfer power up to 400kW. The TOSA charger can 


transfer 24.4kWh of energy in 3.3 minutes. As the power transfer rate is very high, it 
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can be assumed that only one charger per route would provide sufficient energy to all 


buses on that route. This charger can be located either in the bus station or at the outer 


city layover bus stops. If the charger is to be located at layover stops away from bus 


stations, then the grid would be expected to provide 438kVA of power. It could be 


possible to connect one ABB TOSA charger to an existing substation if sufficiently high 


spare capacity exists in relatively low power demand areas. However, a survey must be 


carried out prior to the connection in order to ensure 438kVA can be supplied on demand 


without affecting the reliability of the substation. The demand from a bus station with 20 


bays, each equipped with an ABB TOSA charger can be as high as 8 MVA. This would 


require a separate substation.   


An Opbrid Busbaar charger can transfer power up to 650kW conductively; it is possible 


to transfer 24.4kWh of energy in 2.1 minutes. As the power transfer rate is very high, 


each route can be equipped with only one charger, either in the bus station or at the end 


of the route layover stop. If the charger is located at the layover stop away from the bus 


station, then the grid is expected to provide 712kVA. Opbrid charger is most likely to be 


connected to a new substation unless the existing nearby substation has very high spare 


capacity. If chargers are located in the bus station, the power demand can be as high as 


13MVA for a 20 bay bus station. 


Eaton Hyper-charger can transfer power up to 1 MW, this means it can provide 24.4kWh 


of energy in 1.3minutes. As the power transfer rate is very high, it can be assumed that 


one charger can provide sufficient energy per route, either in the bus station or at the 


end of the route. The Eaton hyper-charger demands 1.1 MVA from the substation, 


current substations are not expected to have 1.1 MVA spare capacity. Therefore, the 


chargers may have to be connected to a new substation. If Eaton-hyper chargers are 


located in a bus station with 20 bays, then the power demand could be as high as 


22MVA. 


Table 24: Power demand based on number of bays in a in a bus station 


Number of 


bays 


IPT  and 


Bombardier 200 


kW 


ABB TOSA 


400 kW 


Opbrid 


Busbaar 650 


kW 


Eaton Hyper-


charger 1 MW 


5 1.1 2 3.2 5 


10 2.3 4 6.5 10 


15 3.4 6 9.8 15 


20 4.6 8 13 22 


 


Table 25 shows the estimated demand from a bus station charger network and non-bus 


station chargers. However, if the demand is above 250kVA, providing spare capacity 


should be considered on case-by-case basis and it may be necessary to connect any 


charger above 250kVA to a new substation in a high uptake scenario. A charger network 


in a bus station would most likely require a new substation. Note that once the power 


transfer rate is greater than 400kW, the charge event time required to transfer same 


amount of energy as 120kW WPT charger significantly reduces. This could mean higher 


number of electric buses can share the same charger. As a result, fewer chargers may 
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be required, which will reduce the power demand even though the energy transferred 


per charge event remains the same. However, in order to enable higher number of buses 


to charge from the same charger, the bus arrival times from all routes need to be 


analysed in detail in order to make sure that all electric buses have sufficient time to 


charge without overlapping on each other’s charge slot.  


Table 25: Estimated demand from different power transfer solutions 


Charger Power Bus station demand 


(MVA) 


Non-bus station 


demand (MVA) 


IPT 120kW Up to 2.7 0.138 


IPT & Bombardier 200 kW 4.56 0.230 


ABB TOSA 400 kW 8 or 0 0 or 438 


Opbrid Busbaar 650 kW 13 or 0 0 or 712 


Eaton Hyper Charger 1 MW 22 or 0 0 or 1.1 


 


The IPT Technologies and Bombardier charger solutions are wireless power transfer 


systems, whereas ABB TOSA, Opbrid Busbaar and Eaton hypercharger systems are 


automatic conductive charging systems. Potential advantages of the conductive systems 


over WPT systems are: 


 Power transfer rate above 200 kW is possible with current state of the art 


technology 


 Higher overall efficiency 


 Fewer magnetic interference effects to consider 


 Potentially more lightweight on-vehicle components. 


The disadvantages of conductive systems compared with WPT systems are: 


 Large and intrusive above-ground infrastructure required (space constraints, 


visual impact)  


 Wear due to contact 


 No isolation between the vehicle and the infrastructure (electrical safety) 


Conductive chargers require larger aboveground infrastructure, which includes power 


electronics cabinets, masts and a contact arm (pantograph). It may not be suitable to 


locate conductive chargers in bus stations or densely populated areas due to space 


constraints. Conductive solutions may have to be redesigned or adapted to operate in 


bus stations.  


It should also be noted that these calculations assume that the rechargeable on-board 


energy storage system on the bus can be charged at very high power levels (up to MVA-


level). To accept this level of charge, batteries would need to be designed for high power 


transfer purposes, which may have an effect on cost, weight and volume. In addition, it 


could even require a different form of on-board storage such as super-capacitor and 


battery hybrid storage, which could again increase cost, complexity and weight.  
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14 Conclusions 


14.1 WPT chargers 


By the year 2025, under the base-case scenario up to 81% of the bus fleet in England 


could consist of electric buses equipped with WPT-like chargers (Note that any chargers 


could be considered that are within the same price range and power transfer capability). 


This fleet penetration equates to a maximum power demand value of 726 MVA in 


England (excluding London) by 2025. The demand for East Midlands and Milton Keynes 


could be 66MVA and 3.3MVA respectively. By 2025, under the worst-case scenario, up to 


29% of the bus fleet in England could consist of electric buses equipped with WPT-like 


chargers (Note that any chargers could be considered that are within the same price 


range and power transfer capability). This fleet penetration equates to a maximum 


power demand value of 262MVA. The demand for East Midlands and Milton Keynes are 


24MVA and 1.4MVA respectively. In the best-case scenario, by 2025, 95% of the bus 


fleet in England could consist of electric buses equipped with WPT-like chargers (Note 


that any chargers could be considered that are within the same price range and power 


transfer capability). This fleet penetration equates to maximum power demand value of 


847MVA. The demand for East Midlands and Milton Keynes is 77MVA and 3.8MVA 


respectively. 


For the bus fleet in London, by 2025 under the base-case scenario, up to 46% of the bus 


fleet could consist of electric buses equipped with WPT-like chargers (Note that any 


chargers could be considered that are within the same price range and power transfer 


capability). This fleet penetration equates to a maximum power demand value of 


135MVA. Under the worst-case scenario only 4% of the bus fleet in London could consist 


of electric buses equipped with WPT-like chargers (Note that any chargers could be 


considered that are within the same price range and power transfer capability). This fleet 


penetration equates to a maximum power demand value of 11MVA. In the best-case 


scenario, up to 56% of the bus fleet in London could consist of electric buses equipped 


with WPT-like chargers (Note that any chargers could be considered that are within the 


same price range and power transfer capability). This fleet penetration equates to a 


maximum power demand value of 167 MVA. 


The maximum power demand from electric bus charging in England by 2025, including 


London, could be 861MVA for the base-case, 273MVA for the worst-case and 1014MVA 


for the best-case scenarios. Power demand from a cluster of current 120kW WPT 


chargers in a 20-bay bus station can be as high as 2.7MVA. In this case, the power 


would need to be provided by a separate substation.  Estimated 24-hour profiles show 


that power demand for WPT starts to increase between 05:00 and 07:00; with power 


demand reaching a maximum level around 07:00, remaining at that level up until 24:00 


hours. Power demand is at a minimum level (nearly 0) between 00:00 and 05:00. The 


power distribution network is expected to supply power on demand between 07:00 and 


00:00 because the buses frequently use WPT to top-up energy and the exact arrival time 


of a bus is dependent on the traffic conditions and the route schedule. Overall, the 


arrival times were found to vary sufficiently that over a ten month period, utilisation was 


almost constant.  
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14.2 Plugin chargers 


Power demand from the plug-in chargers in the no-incentive scenario in 2025 reches 


124MVA between 00:00 and 01:00 in England. The power demand in the SBSOG and 


infrastructure subsidy case reaches 401MVA in 2025. Power demand reaches 344MVA in 


2025 for the base case.  


For the East Midlands in the no-incentive scenario, power demand from overnight 


chargers in 2025 reaches 11MVA; in the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case it 


reaches 36MVA in 2025. Power demand reaches 31MVA in 2025 for the base case 


(SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy).  


For Milton Keynes; in the no-incentive scenario, power demand in 2025 from overnight 


plug-in chargers reaches 0.6MVA; power demand in the SBSOG and infrastructure 


subsidy case reaches 1.8MVA in 2025; and 1.6MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG 


with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy).  


For London; power demand in the no-incentive scenario in 2025 reaches 5.3MVA; in the 


SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case power demand reaches 79MVA in 2025; and 


64MVA in 2025 for the base case (SBSOG with 2-year capital infrastructure subsidy 


Power demand from plug-in chargers is not expected to be as high as that from WPT 


chargers. 


14.3 24 hour combined power demand 


The overall power demand was calculated by summing power demand from WPT and 


overnight plug-in chargers. The overall power demand in England for a no-incentive 


scenario reaches 354MVA by 2025. In the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case it 


reaches 1144MVA and 980MVA for the base case (SBSOG with 2-year capital 


infrastructure subsidy). 


For the East Midlands, the maximum combined power demand for a no-incentive 


scenario reaches 32MVA by 2025. In the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case it 


reaches 104MVA and 89MVA in the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure 


subsidy). For Milton Keynes; maximum combined power demand for a no-incentive 


scenario reaches 1.9MVA by 2025. In the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case, it 


reaches 5.1MVA by 2025 and 4.5MVA in the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital 


infrastructure subsidy). 


For London; the maximum combined power demand for a no-incentive scenario reaches 


15MVA by 2025. In the SBSOG and infrastructure subsidy case it reaches 225MVA and 


182MVA in the base case (SBSOG with 2 year capital infrastructure subsidy). 


The total power demand in England including London reaches 1369MVA by 2025 in the 


best-case scenario; 1162MVA in base case and 356MVA in the no incentive case. 


The results for 24 hour combined power demand profile show that after 20:00 the power 


demand increases. This is because, although the number of charge events reduces after 


17:00 hours, the average charge event duration increase for WPT charger, as fewer 


buses remain in operation and have longer lay-over periods during the evening schedule. 


Therefore, power demand from the WPT chargers remain constant after 17:00 hours. 


The additional demand from the overnight plug-in chargers is then added to the existing   


WPT demand, which results in higher combined power demand from the distribution 


network. 
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14.4 Other charging solutions 


The latest IPT Technology and Bombardier systems are capable of providing up to 


200kW wirelessly. A typical substation can be expected to provide the necessary 228kVA 


for one WPT charger without exceeding its limits. The results also show that power 


demand from a cluster of 200kW WPT chargers in a 20 bay bus station can be as high as 


4.6MVA. In this case, a separate substation would likely be required to provide sufficeint 


power to the chargers.   


ABB TOSA charging equipment can transfer power up to 400kW conductively. If the 


charger is to be located at layover stops away from bus stations, then up to 438kVA of 


power may be required from a single charger. It could be possible to connect one ABB 


TOSA charger to an existing substation. However, a survey should be carried out prior to 


the connection in order to ensure 438kVA can be supplied on demand without affecting 


the supply for other customers. Power demand from a bus station with 20 ABB TOSA 


chargers can be as high as 8MVA, which would require a separate substation.  


Opbrid Busbaar chargers can transfer power up to 650kW conductively. If a charger is 


located at a layover stop away from a bus station, then up to 712kVA of power could be 


required for a single charger. An Opbrid charger is most likely to be connected to a new 


substation unless the existing nearby substation has a very low utilisation.  If the 


chargers are located in the bus station, the power demand can be as high as 13MVA if 


20 bays are equipped with a charger each.  


Eaton Hyper-charger can transfer power up to 1MW of power. One Eaton hyper-charger 


would demand approximately 1.1MVA from the substation. Current substations are not 


expected to have 1.1MVA of spare capacity. Therefore, the charger may have to be 


connected to a new substation. If Eaton-hyper chargers are located in a bus station with 


20 bays, then the power demand could be as high as 22MVA. However, with such high 


power transfer rate, it is unlikely that such large number of chargers would be required. 


Due to considerably shorter charging times, it is possible that fewer chargers can 


support the same number of electric buses. 
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WESTERN POWER DISTRIBUTION 
ELECTRIC BOULEVARDS 


The conventional diesel powered buses currently 
servicing this route will be entirely replaced by an 
electric bus fleet.


As well as charging overnight at the depot, the 
buses will utilise wireless inductive charging at bus 
stops along the route. This is the first scheme of 
its kind in the UK.


This project will investigate the advantages of 
allowing an intelligent system to manage the 
charging requirements of multiple vehicles to 
spread the load evenly rather than having the 
charging infrastructure run unconstrained.


THE 22KM ROUTE THROUGH CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES IS BEING TRANSFORMED.
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Agenda 


1. Western Power Distribution – Who we are 


2. Electric Passenger Vehicles - Inductive Charging 


3. Distribution Network Effects 


4. Smarter, Quicker, Cheaper 
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Thinking Cities 


Introduction to the Project 


• Conversion of an existing 
diesel route to all electric 


• Depot-based wired 
charging overnight 


• Opportunistic inductive 
charging on street 


• 15 mile route 


• 750,000 passenger journeys 
per year 


• 8 pure electric buses 


 


Bletchley to Wolverton via CMK – No 7 
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Thinking Cities 


Introduction to the Project 


  


  
  


  


    


  


  



http://www.cam.ac.uk/
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Thinking Cities 


Electric Passenger Service Vehicles 


• Based on the 9.5m WrightBus StreetLite EV 


• 2 x 85kW motors for traction 


• 54 Passengers 


• 129kWh  
Batteries (588V) 


• 12,900Kgs GVW 


• 4 x 30kW  
Induction 
Plates 
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Thinking Cities 


Electric Passenger Service Vehicles 


Source: Conductix Wampfler 


Source: Wrightbus 







Inductive Charging 


• 120kVA output power transferred 


• Bus dwell time of between 8 to 12 minutes at each end of route 


• Allows charging along the route during normal standstill periods 


• 6 pulse AC-DC converter switching at ~20kHZ 


• Passive filtering for low order odd harmonics 
 


 


 


Thinking Cities 
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Source: Conductix-Wampfler GmbH 
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Thinking Cities 


IPT Charger Installation 
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IPT Charger Installation 
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Thinking Cities 


IPT Charger Installation 
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Thinking Cities 


IPT Charger Installation 
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Thinking Cities 


IPT Charger Installation 
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Thinking Cities 


IPT Charger Installation 
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Thinking Cities 


IPT Charger Installation 
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Thinking Cities 


IPT Charger Installation 
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Thinking Cities 


Distribution Network – Affecting Factors 


IPT Power 
requirements 


 
(instantaneous 


kVA) 


Capacity 
needed 


 
(daily/yearly 


kWh) 


Harmonic 
effects 


 
(Active 


Filtering?) 


Bus Battery 
SOC 


 
(Where is the 


energy?) 


Network 
Mitigations 


 
(Does the 


network need 
to change?) 


IPT Connection Strategy 
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Thinking Cities 


Electromagnetic Field Strength Testing 


Spot testing of Magnetic Flux Density 
(B) and Electric Field Strength (E) has 
been completed on site. 


 


 


The IPT charging events have 
negligible change in the emitted flux 
and no change in E-fields. 
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Thinking Cities 


Electromagnetic Field Strength Testing 


Testing near the monitoring units and 
heat exchangers showed a greater 
effect on flux density. 


 


 


There is a noticeable reduction when 
charging stops, but it is all well under 
limits. 
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Thinking Cities 


Monitoring the Effects 


• High accuracy harmonic 
monitoring recording >500 
channels of data every 10 
seconds. 
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Thinking Cities 


Power Requirements 
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Thinking Cities 


Capacity Requirements 


• Total energy delivered to 
the buses is fairly small 
compared to the amount 
of time available for 
charging 


• Great potential for 
demand reduction or 
demand side management 


• Smarter charging could 
enable further revenue 
from DSR/DSM or 
reduction in network 
charges due to less 
capacity required. 
 


 


 


• Profile of power used is very 
peaky and consistent with all the 
buses being charged at once 
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Thinking Cities 


Harmonics 


• Harmonics on some of the 
networks will summate on the 
voltage to increase the level of 
distortion 
 


 


• Other networks with 
background levels of distortion 
can be improved with the 
addition of the new load 
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Thinking Cities 


Harmonics 


Predicted assessment shows that 5th was likely to exceed the planning limits, 
however it was actually the higher order harmonics that are measured to be 
closer to or above limits. 
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Thinking Cities 


Infrastructure Requirements 


Analysis of the equipment through the project has refined the 
connection design specifically for this equipment, reducing design 
time and minimising infrastructure required. 
 
An LV connection could be >£5k, compared to ~£50k for HV 
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Time of Day Charging Distribution 
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Thinking Cities 


Project Outputs 


8am to 10pm 


10pm to 8am 
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Thinking Cities 


The Future of Transport and Electrical Networks? 
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